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Summary

The subject of this research is interaction and language use in an institutional context, the teacher training classroom. Trainer talk is an interactional accomplishment and the research question is: what structures of talk-in-interaction characterise trainer talk in this institutional setting? While there has been research into other kinds of classroom and into other kinds of institutional talk, this study is the first on trainer discourse. The study takes a Conversation Analysis approach to studying institutional interaction and aims to identify the main structures of sequential organization that characterize teacher trainer talk as well as the tasks and identities that are accomplished in it.

The research identifies three main interactional contexts in which trainer talk is done: expository, exploratory and experiential. It describes the main characteristics of each and how they relate to each other. Expository sequences are the predominant interactional contexts for trainer talk. But the research findings show that these contexts are flexible and open to the embedding of the other two contexts. All three contexts contribute to the main institutional goal of teaching teachers how to teach.

Trainer identity is related to the different sequential contexts. Three main forms of identity in interaction are evidenced in the interactional contexts: the trainer as trainer, the trainer as teacher and the trainer as colleague. Each of them play an important role in teacher trainer pedagogy.

The main features of trainer talk as a form of institutional talk are characterised by the following interactional properties:

1. Professional discourse is both the vehicle and object of instruction - the articulation of reflection on experience.
2. There is a reflexive relationship between pedagogy and interaction.
3. The professional discourse that is produced by trainees is not evaluated by trainers but, rather, reformulated to give it relevant precision in terms of accuracy and appropriacy.
Dedication

This is for Gloria and Margot, with love and thanks.
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Chapter 1  Trainer talk: structures of interaction in teacher training classrooms

1.1 The Research Topic

The subject of this research is interaction and language use in an institutional context. Institutional interaction is talk-in-interaction concerned with the achievement of practical goals or tasks, where the professional or institutional identities of participants are engaged or “made relevant” (Drew and Heritage, 1992: 3, 4). This notion of institutional interaction or institutional talk (IT) applies to interaction and activities in my own institutional setting: teacher training classrooms.

Teacher training has in common with other forms of teaching and learning the centrality of interaction and dialogue. The present research views training like teaching as an interactional accomplishment, and asks the question: what structures of talk-in-interaction characterize trainer talk in this institutional setting?

There are two main reasons why research in this area is useful and necessary: the first relates to the specific institutional context, while the second concerns methodological approaches to institutional interaction. In each case, this research will be adding to what has been done, while exploring new areas.

In language education, there is a substantial body of research into language classrooms (for standard overviews, see Chaudron, 1988; Brumfit and Mitchell, 1990). Research into institutional interaction has examined traditional, formal secondary or high school classrooms (McHoul, 1978; Mehan, 1979). There has been some research into feedback on observed teaching practice (see Zeichner and Liston, 1985; Hyland and Lo, 2006; Vasquez, 2004; Waite, 1992; 1993) but nothing to my knowledge on teacher training classrooms. The current research can build on and elaborate findings in these other settings, especially in view of two additional dimensions it adds:
1. Teacher training classrooms can be considered non-formal institutional settings (see Drew and Heritage, 1992:25). As I shall explain in Chapter 2, the distinction between formal and informal rests largely on different turn-taking systems. The closer an institutional setting is to conversation, the more informal it can be considered. The more that turn-taking is pre-allocated and non-negotiable, the more formal it is in these terms. The focus in IT work until now has been on formal classroom settings. This means more control on the part of professionals, more turns shaped as questions from them, more likelihood of client turns as answers, less chance of turn and sequence initiation by clients.

2. In contrast to the front stage, professional-client interaction which characterises formal institutional settings, the teacher training classrooms in focus are back stage institutional settings, with professional-professional interaction the main form of talk, and so prospectively different turn-taking systems and related interactional practices (Sarangi and Roberts, 1999).

In the absence of hard data on teacher training classrooms, this research will open this particular ‘black box’ (see Seedhouse, 2004; van Lier, 1988 on language classrooms) and describe what happens inside it. Trainer training and teacher training require a database, and a greater awareness of the nature of this form of classroom interaction and its relationship to learning to teach.

In a broader context, it is hoped that the research will add to knowledge of generic forms of institutional interaction, providing a comparative basis for examining varieties of turn-taking systems and characteristic institutional sequences.
1.2 Topic Choice and Approach

The choice of research topic is closely related to the first reason for doing the research. For almost 20 years I have worked as a teacher of teachers in a range of institutional settings and course types, theoretical and practical, pre-service, in-service, leading to degree or professional qualifications. These courses have been offered by institutional bodies in Mexico and in the UK. The significant growth in interest in research into language classroom interaction in this time, evident in writing on teacher education (eg Richards and Nunan, 1990; Wallace, 1991; Freeman and Richards, 1996; Roberts, 1997; Richards, 2000) and classroom research dealing with second language acquisition and teacher development (Nunan, 1989; van Lier, 1988, Lightbown and Spada, 1999; Edge and Richards, 1993; Wallace, 1998; Freeman, 1998), contrasts notably with the lack of research into teacher training classrooms.

Here is professional work done through language and interaction with only anecdotal and intuitive knowledge of how it is done. In the short term it is worth describing teacher training processes empirically. In the longer term, research of this kind can provide a basis for understanding how trainees learn to teach, the contribution made by the training classroom (as opposed, for example, to teaching practice), and the practices and attitudes that seem to contribute to trainee success.

Recent years have seen a move away from what might be termed a transmission approach to teaching, in education generally and in language education (see eg the discussion in Roberts, 1997; Delamont, 1983; Edwards and Mercer, 1990; Brumfit and Johnson, 1979). There has been a growing recognition and emphasis on teaching and learning as essentially a dialogue or conversation (eg Laurillard, 2002; van Lier, 1996). What is of interest to a researcher is what forms of dialogue characterise how this kind of teaching is 'done', how relevant knowledge is constructed through processes of interaction. What are characteristic structural features of these processes?
Seedhouse (2004) has provided a categorisation of structures of interaction in language classrooms using conversation analysis methodology. My research will build on his in teacher training classrooms.

Conversation Analysis (CA) is an approach to the analysis of talk-in-interaction which places an emphasis not on language for its own sake, but rather on how participants in a piece of interaction mutually construct interactional order and get things done through their talk. Over the last 20 years CA approaches have developed a strong comparative research tradition in what has been called institutional interaction, institutional talk, or institutional discourse (Drew and Heritage, 1992; Hutchby and Wooffitt, 1998). My research proposes to work in this tradition. I propose taking a collection of training courses and selected sessions from a sample of them as my institutional discourse settings and to focus on interactional sequences in these sessions as the differing structures of interaction in that institutional context.

CA concerns itself with a 'collection' of cases or examples, usually from a range of anonymous settings in terms of people and identities (see ten Have, 1999). It is concerned with fine-grained, detailed analysis of talk, and with how a given context of talk-in-interaction is constituted. A teacher training classroom and the activities that characterize it are constituted through talk-in-interaction and so CA is an appropriate method of 'observation' for my own analysis. However, as I shall explain in Chapter 2 and 3, an interest in institutional contexts has led CA to broaden its definition of context, and so its methodological base.
1.3 Aims and objectives

Drew and Heritage (1992: 37) point out that, whatever their research orientation, analyses of institutional interaction rely principally on 'sequential phenomena' to substantiate institutional features. Different kinds of sequential organisation or patterns are the consequence of different kinds of action or activity. Constructing or establishing knowledge in a training classroom may vary depending on such factors as the kind of knowledge, the information state of givers and receivers, the numbers of people involved, and the uses to which the knowledge will be put. Sequences of talk in interaction in this setting might be expected to pattern in ways that reflect these different structural aspects and tell us about different forms of training or trainer talk, or, in conversation analysis terms, how members 'do' these sorts of activities (Sacks, 1984b; Schegloff, 1992b). Identifying different types of activity sequence, the tasks that they perform, and the ways in which they coincide with or differ from those found in other institutional settings, especially the language classroom, is one set of intended outcomes.

Sequential phenomena are also windows into a wider world. They are a framework for looking at the people behind the practice and the broader influences at work in the construction of this particular set of shared habitual practices. They lead out into what Geertz (1973) has termed 'webs of significance' beyond interaction. Trainers and trainees, in 'doing training sessions' are, at the same time, enacting, reinforcing, adapting shared - sometimes non-shared or conflicting - categories and frames, relevant rules, procedures and identities in this institutional setting.

My research will therefore seek to answer two related questions:
1. What structures of sequential organization characterize this form of institutional interaction?
2. How do these structures represent the central activities in this type of setting: building knowledge, enacting and developing relevant professional identities and roles, and at the same time marking wider institutional boundaries and constraints?
Chapter 2   Institutional Interaction: Foundations and Findings

1   Introduction

In chapter 1, I discussed the topic of my research and I located it in the CA approach to the study of institutional interaction. In chapter 2 I shall selectively discuss the literature on institutional interaction with the following general aims:

• To discuss fundamental concepts underlying the nature and generic forms of institutional interaction
• To identify areas of relevant research on institutional interaction in classroom settings, to examine key studies in this area and review findings which are relevant to my own research.

Before going on, I should note two important assumptions about my approach to reading and research. The first is that a review of the literature and data collection and analysis are not linear, mutually exclusive processes: they are synchronous, cyclical and mutually dependent. While initial reading will be loosely connected to data analysis, it will become more and more dependent on it as the research develops. Only through analysing the data and discovering themes and avenues for interpretation do you recognise which literature will be most relevant to your research topic. In sum, the literature review is a means to an end, not an end in itself, and is developed alongside data analysis. You move back and forth between the field and the library (see Silverman, 2000: 229, 230; see also Wolcott, 1990, in Silverman, p230)

A second, related assumption is that in a piece of qualitative research like mine, where data is collected from one kind of institutional setting, the literature serves as a resource for generalization, something I will come back to in chapter three.
2 Institutional Interaction: Foundations

My approach to institutional talk (IT) in teacher training classrooms takes Conversation Analysis (CA) as a basis for its methodological and analytical framework. In this section, I shall review theory and research in CA and IT with the aim of establishing defining features of IT and relevant analytic concepts on which my research will draw and build.

2.1 Conversational Structures

"Conversation is not a structural product in the same way that a sentence is - it is rather the outcome of the interaction of two or more independent, goal-directed individuals, with often divergent interests. Moving from the study of sentences to the study of conversations is like moving from physics to biology: quite different analytical procedures and methods are appropriate even though conversations are (in part) composed of units that have some direct correspondence to sentences." (Levinson, 1983: 294)

This quotation from Levinson is intended to draw attention not so much to analytic procedures and methods at this point, but to the special nature of the findings to come from these methods. In particular, the idea that analytic products will embody structures of interaction, and that these structures are constituents of a special kind of social organisation or order, which is dependent to a significant degree on the participants and their locally grounded actions.

Levinson (1983), Heritage (1984), Drew & Heritage (1992), Clayman & Maynard (1995), Hutchby & Wooffitt (1998) and Wooffitt (2001) provide major 'programmatic statements' or overviews and key findings on CA. I want here to identify which concepts and findings will be of special relevance to my own analysis, using the framework suggested by Drew and Heritage (1992: 17).
Activity focus

Rather than culture/context or language CA begins from 'the interactional accomplishment of particular social activities.' In 'Notes on methodology' and 'On doing being ordinary', Sacks (1984a; 1984b) discussed the object of his sociological interest and the methods he proposed to investigate it. His was a new kind of social science (see also Silverman, 1998) where talk-in-interaction was regarded as a kind of social activity in its own right, as opposed to traditional concerns with how people and their activities are determined by wider social structures. In this 'self-organizing' approach to social settings and social interaction, he shared common ground with Garfinkel (1967) and Goffman (1959; 1963; 1983).

For Garfinkel, the basis of social order was to be found in the way that participants in social settings used methodical practices to produce, make sense of and so render accountable features of local circumstances (Boden and Zimmerman, 1991). Goffman (1959; 1967; 1974; 1983) argued for the authenticity of the social situation and its interaction order as an object of study. Every time that people come together in a public or semi-public place, the order that underlies such gatherings cannot be taken for granted. The structuring of participation, the processes of producing this order and allocating participation rights, must be the focus of attention. While acknowledging that resources for these structuring processes come from the wider social order, Goffman's primary concern was what he saw as a for-here-and-now order that is importantly a local production (performance, in his dramaturgical terms) and so a legitimate ethnographic object.

Goffman and Garfinkel and Sacks had different views of data collection and analysis, and of the way in which you related the macro to this micro order, but the primacy of the interaction order was a view shared by all three. This led to a further shared methodological imperative of not taking this order for granted but rather asking how it was done or created.
In an ethnomethodological tradition, CA could therefore be said to take a problem-solution approach to analysis (ten Have, 1999). How do participants - members - make sense and create order? This led Sacks (1984a; 1992) to the view that there is an underlying machinery and 'rules' for conversation to which participants orient, and it is for signs of this orientation in interactional sequences that analysts must look. Whether these are in fact rules (as opposed, for example, to social patterns or tendencies), whether they are shared by parties to the interaction, and whether, when following them, participants do so for psychological rather than purely 'structural' reasons, are all methodological questions. I will return to them in Chapter 3 (see Taylor and Cameron, 1987; Moerman, 1988; Toolan, 1989; Sanders, 1999).

The activity focus of CA is a conceptual starting point for analysing the talk-at-work that occurs in a teacher training classroom. Trainer talk and the teaching work it does occurs through different structuring processes. How trainer talk is done and what structures result, represent my topic and analytic problem.

**Sequential analysis**

The focus on social actions (rather than just utterances or sentences) implies analytic attention to *interactional units* - turns and their following turns, the activity sequences which linked turns produce. A significant paper in this respect is Sacks and Schegloff’s 'Opening Up Closings' (1973) - its complement being Schegloff’s 'Sequencing in Conversational Openings' (1968; and see too Schegloff, 1986).

At one level, 'Opening up Closings' deals with topic transition: how participants move from being *in* a conversation to moving *out* of and closing it, and how the closing sequence is structured. Sacks and Schegloff place this concern in the wider context, and so review central features of CA topics and methods. In doing so, they discuss the cornerstone of the CA approach - its process and project: a concern with sequences, and so a movement beyond linguistic or functional units to longer sequences. **Turns** and **adjacency pairs** are identified as the basic features of conversational activities (analytic units for a CA researcher) and defined (1973: 293, 295-6).
The turn-taking 'machinery' operates to ensure the occurrence of two basic features of conversation: that no more than one person at a time speaks, and that speaker change occurs. While this machinery can account for the orderliness of ongoing conversation, it cannot on its own manage something like closings. Adjacency pairs, with their two-person, two-part typology, provide for close ordering of conversational activity. They do this through the sequential implications that follow first pair parts, and through the structuring of conversational sequences in the service of different kinds of conversation-enabling tasks - in this case closing a conversation. For the analyst, adjacency pairs also represent 'the architecture of intersubjectivity' and thus a form of next-turn-proof as to what participants are doing and how they are displaying their understanding of what they're doing (Heritage, 1984; Sacks and Schegloff, 1973: 289-298; ten Have, 1999:17-24: Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson, 1974: 728; Hutchby & Wooffitt, 1998: 15-17)

The discussion in Sacks and Schegloff is noteworthy in that:

- It defines the two central units of interactional analysis
- It notes their implication in the building of extended sequences, such as the organization of topic talk and of closing sections - the build-ups, the construction, the accomplishment
- It recognises the use of basic structures and extended sequences to constitute an overall structural unit which we can term 'a conversation' (see Schegloff, 1987 for the use of such resources in analysing a single conversation)

Aside from their centrality to the analysis of institutional talk-in-interaction, these processes also constitute a significant product: a body of findings about conversational sequences that provides a basis for comparative analysis with talk in institutional settings.
Context through interaction

Heritage’s (1984:256 et seq) characterisation of context in interaction stresses the notion that interactional activities are both context shaped and context renewing. That is, any turn and the action it represents are shaped by preceding turns and the larger environment in which they occur, while also themselves forming a context for the next action in a sequence and how it will be understood.

We can therefore view the idea of context as, on the one hand, a local construction, put together on a turn-by-turn basis and so potentially transformable in the same way. On the other hand, Heritage suggests that it will also be partly shaped by wider contextual features. Activities, their sequential analysis and a concern with the locally produced and managed context of interaction are fundamental concepts underlying the CA approach. They are the boundary markers for the structures to be found in any form of interaction.

In institutional interaction these features of the sequential context are present but in important respects transformed. The methodological issue that is central to a CA approach to institutional interaction is the extent to which an analyst will be able to rely on the context of interaction alone to 'reproduce' or display these features and their institutionally particular transformations.

2.2 Institutional Structures

Boden and Zimmerman (1991), Drew and Heritage (1992), Sarangi and Roberts (1999) and Arminen (2005) are four important reviews of research and findings on talk at work. They set out basic concepts and characteristics, identify key issues and developments, and draw together papers with related findings. Together with a paper by Drew and Sorjonen (1997), which reviews institutional interaction research findings and sets an agenda for future work, these sources provide a framework for establishing a definition of institutional talk, identifying important analytic concepts, and through them examining the relationship between conversational and institutional structures of talk-in-interaction.
Characteristics of Institutional Talk

An important strategy for defining institutional talk in a CA approach is to compare its interactional features with conversation. Drew and Heritage (1992: 22) identify three features of institutional talk which distinguish it from its conversational parent and which can be treated as indexicals of institutionality:

1. *It involves orientation to some goal, task or identity (or set of them) conventionally associated with the institution in question.*

Institutional talk is task-based but these tasks also embody professional identities. In other words, in such settings there is something special about who people are which is signalled by what they do and how they interact. Doing 'institutionally relevant activities and in doing so orienting to the relevance of ...institutional identities' (Drew and Sorjonen, 1997:93) are at the centre of institutionality. In this respect, sequence, identity and task are intimately related, and signalled linguistically and interactionally.

2. *It may involve special or particular constraints on contributions.*

Behind sequences and the tasks they embody lies turn-taking, its configuration of certain kinds of sequences, and its preclusion of others. This is the basis for 'constraints on contributions'. To put it another way, in Drew and Heritage’s narrow definition of institutional talk, there will be a differential distribution of turn types. So for example, questions are for professionals, answers for clients or lay people. Further, the questions and answers that are allowable and their sequential location are also a feature of institutional turn-taking. Even in less constrained inter-professional institutional settings like teacher training classrooms, there will can be expected to be constraints of some kind on who speaks, what they can say, when, and how.
3. There are special kinds of inferences in institutional contexts

Finally, while conversation may rely for its inferential framework on general maxims or principles of the kind set out by Grice (see Grice, in Cole and Morgan, 1975; Levinson, 1983: ch 3), institutional varieties expectably have special rules or procedures for 'reading between the lines'. These inferences are reliant on participants’ orientation to turn-taking constraints (what will be treated as an allowable contribution) and an orientation to relevant institutional identities - the allocation of context-dependent functions and interpretations to forms and their sequential location (Drew and Sorjonen, 1997: 104). The local knowledge (Geertz, 1983) of special tasks, professional identities, ways of doing and calling things in this institutional context is a cultural resource which may be opaque to outsiders.

One other notable aspect of these three layers of institutional talk is that they can be treated as an embedded organisational hierarchy. Tasks/activities and the professional identities of those involved represent the basic organisational unit for 'noticing' institutional sequences. Establishing activity types will entail attention to the turn-taking systems that help to shape them, and the inferences that such activities and their goals allow participants.

These three characteristic features of institutional talk identified by Drew and Heritage are a useful starting point for my own conceptual framework, but there are two limitations which I will address.

Front Stage and Back Stage in Institutional Talk

In their introductory essay to Talk at Work, Drew and Heritage (1992: 3) state that the studies collected there are of institutional interaction which is task-related, with at least one participant representing a formal organisation of some sort, and that the tasks are accomplished through talk-in-interaction between professionals and lay persons.

In keeping with a CA approach, IT is activity-centred, but in contrast to 'doing conversation', where there is no necessary goal or task to accomplish beyond 'having a conversation', IT is goal and task related. Getting patient information in order to make a diagnosis, examining a witness in a courtroom, interviewing one or more people on TV, teaching in a classroom: these are examples of task-based institutional talk.
One problem with viewing institutional interaction as professional-lay person talk is that it unnecessarily restricts the notion of talk at work. If one accepts this boundary it would certainly exclude teacher training classroom talk from being properly considered institutional. In a training classroom, where talk-in-interaction is arguably between professionals, or professionals and professionals in training, the lay-professional division, with its inbuilt asymmetries of participation and institutional know-how (Heritage, 2004), is much less clear. Drew and Heritage’s characterisation is too restrictive and requires expansion.

Sarangi and Roberts (1999: 19 et seq) make an important distinction between front stage and back stage in work settings. They point out that in Drew and Heritage’s theoretical discussion in Part 1 of their book, and in most of the research papers in Parts 2-4, the exploration of institutional talk is defined in terms of the 'public face of the institution'. In other words the dominant concern is the front stage, and they suggest that this is too confining a research focus. They argue convincingly for the importance of back stage talk at work in the construction of professional knowledge and identity.

None of the papers in Sarangi and Roberts’ collection deal with classroom interaction, but certain back stage activities in medical settings, rounds of the wards or case presentations for example, point to the importance of the interaction between doctors and doctors-in-training for the creation of professional voice and identity, teaching and learning, and for the recognition of different institutional routines or activities and the roles they play. There are parallels with teacher training sessions, which are essentially a back stage form of institutional talk.

While the distinction between front and back stage is, as Sarangi and Roberts (1999: 23) suggest, a useful heuristic, at the same time it draws our attention to the connections between front and back stage, and often to the blurring of definitions. The point is that workplace studies need to be aware of the distinction. This awareness leads to a recognition of different types of people involved in workplace communication, different areas of 'performance', links between them, and the movement of participants between front and back. For a researcher to make sense of what is happening in one institutional site it may be important to gather information not only from there but also from other sites. In the same way that members rely on different kinds of knowledge which come from different sources and sites to carry out their work, so too must the researcher (see Sarangi and Roberts, 1999: 24)
**Interactional Order and Institutional Order**

A second potential limitation of Drew and Heritage`s three characteristic features of institutional talk is that, when explored in front stage settings they seem to confine analytic focus for the most part to a micro-level concern with the *interaction order* - how the 'social facts of workplace life...are interactionally accomplished' (Goffman, 1983; Sarangi and Roberts, 1999:7).

The *interaction order* is one dimension of institutional talk and in the case of training classrooms the interactionally accomplished tasks and sequences which constitute a session are clearly central. However, they need to be set in the wider context of the *institutional order*.

Broadly speaking, all institutions are made up of shared habitual practices (ie interaction orders) which can be understood with reference to their own history and tradition. (Sarangi and Roberts, 1999: 3)

This knowledge base has been called the *institutional order*, a body of transmitted recipe knowledge, 'knowledge that supplies the institutionally appropriate rules of conduct' (Berger and Luckman in Sarangi and Roberts, p3). This local knowledge or institutional culture will be on view in the routine practices that shape the interaction order, but probably not completely. There are two kinds of discourse we are dealing with here: *professional discourse*, or 'what professionals routinely do as a way of accomplishing their duties, and institutional discourse, or 'those features which are attributed to institutional practice, either manifestly or covertly, by professionals (and clients)' (Sarangi and Roberts, 1999: 15).
It is too simplistic to tie professional discourse to the interaction order and institutional discourse to the institutional order. Nevertheless, there is an important sense of one discourse realised in a set of interactional practices while the other is embodied in a set of institutional ideas or abstractions, what everybody knows but does not necessarily explicitly talk about. In the same way, I would argue, institutions can be concrete, physical things - a university, a hospital, a company - as well as something more abstract - the field of education, medicine, social work.

In teacher training classrooms, trainers and trainees enact their professional discourse in institutional settings - school classrooms, language institute classrooms, university classrooms - but the institutional discourse which infuses them reflects the social institution of teacher education and, to some extent also, the rules and regulations of the awarding institution for the course in question.

To return to Drew and Heritage’s definition of institutional talk, I have argued that if those three features are viewed only as relating to front stage settings and only as reflections of the interaction order, then they provide an overly restrictive view of institutional talk. In my study of a back stage institutional setting, to understand what is happening, it is necessary to embrace both dimensions or orders of an institutional context - interactional and institutional.

...workplace communication needs to be analysed at various levels: as recipient-designed and sequentially organised; as tuned to local context and participant structure; as drawing on members’ lived experiences and background assumptions; as argumentation and reasoning with ideological underpinnings.

(Sarangi and Roberts, 1999: 26)
This is not so much a definitional issue as a methodological one; namely, how does an analyst know when the institutional order (context) is procedurally relevant to the interactional order? (Schegloff, 1991; 1997; Arminen, 2005). This 'relation between stable communicative practices and in situ talk is often understood as a matter of trying to connect "macro" (social structure) with "micro" (talk) or, alternatively, the "present" with the "historical" (Makitalo and Saljo, 2002:48). I will take up this question in Chapter 3, but in the next section I will suggest a way of reconciling the two contexts or forms of order.

2.3 Institutional Identities

Institutional Talk (IT) in a CA approach has been characterised for the most part in sequential terms. But forms of institutional interaction are created by particular sorts of people doing particular kinds of tasks. Institutionality is in important respects co-terminous with institutional identity.

In this section I will begin by discussing key elements in a CA approach to studying identity. I then go on to look at the second strand of Harvey Sacks’ sociological project, Membership Categorization Analysis (MCA), which aims at elaborating the way that stored cultural (and sub-cultural or institutional) knowledge is deployed in talk-in-interaction; or in CA terms, how categories are generated in (and through) interactional sequences. Finally, I will suggest ways in which MCA offers a way of linking micro to macro in the analysis of Teacher Trainer Talk.

A CA Approach to Identity

Recent treatments of identity inside and outside institutional contexts all share a fundamentally social constructionist (Berger and Luckman, 1967) view of identity as a social process. This underlying premise has drawn together different perspectives in their anti-essentialist orientation (there is no one basic self, but rather varieties), a discourse and practice centred approach, a close focus on the interactional and local management of social categories and language, and a consideration of the effects of global processes on the management of local identities.
Central to these more recent treatments of identity is the notion that identities are presented, negotiated and established through talk or discourse. Sarangi and Roberts (1999: 37) note the role of institutional discourse in not only producing contextually appropriate activities - teaching and learning for example - but also, and with particular reference to backstage institutional activities, in serving as a means of socialisation into a profession. So, for example, through engagement in teacher training activities, trainees construct professional knowledge, they learn relevant routines and practices, and vocabulary and terminology associated with what they do and how they talk about what they do. Sarangi and Roberts use Fairclough’s formulation to capture the dynamic and interactive construction of these processes of self/identity construction - "discourse creates people as much as people create discourse" (p37).

This notion of discourse identities in conversational and institutional settings does not mean an internal, psychological sense of self. Discourse identities are, rather, a noticeable orientation to and classification of a participant’s status in developing talk-in-interaction. Identities are sequentially developed and displayed and this is at the heart of a CA approach to identity. This interactional construction of identity means importantly that the identity of any one participant is classified by how they stand in relation to others in the interaction (see Mori, 2003:147; Goffman, 1981; Benwell & Stokoe, 2006: ch 3).

However, there are theoretical and methodological issues which divide scholars of identity along lines extending to the study of other social processes. These differences centre on conceptions of the relationship between language and social life, the role of the researcher, and the methodology for data collection and analysis (De Fina, Schiffrin and Bamberg, 2005:6).
The study of institutional identity in talk at work has foregrounded these sorts of differences in approach, and contributed to a continuing methodological debate in which analytical perspectives have been not just a resource but also a topic for research in the area. In this sense, research interests have mirrored angles of approach to the central analytical concept of **context** in studying institutionality. A wide-angle view of context in institutional talk will go beyond the talk to treat with cultural, political and historical forces and examine how they shape the interactional behaviour and identities of participants. A narrow angle view of context brackets or excludes analytical recourse to the external institutional order and instead looks to the local context, the interaction order, and how participants constitute institutional settings and identities **in situ** (Sarangi and Roberts, 1999; Goffman, 1983; ten Have, 1999). This reflexive relationship between institutional identity and methodology is embodied in the question posed by ten Have (1999: 165):

The crucial point in all this seems to be where one locates the ‘centre of gravity’ for understanding interactional phenomena: in the local interaction and its procedural infrastructure itself, in the general institutional arrangements, or in the institutionalized power of one category of participants over another.

Conversation Analysis (CA) can be placed at the narrow-angle end of what is a continuum. A conversation analytic approach to institutional talk takes as its central idea **sequential context**, and the constitutive function of sequential actions in creating and renewing this context, while at the same time making meaning for participants and enabling them to produce different kinds of interactional events (Heritage, 1984: 290). Sequentiality is tied to the ethnomethodological notion of **indexicality**, where linguistic and interactional features of the talk point to the processes of identity creation, performance and labelling occurring in a sequential context. Identity is ‘an oriented-to production and **accomplishment of interaction**’ (Benwell and Stokoe, 2006:36) and inherently tied to the sequential development of context.
This approach could be characterised as one of methodological restraint, and in its purest form would exclude the analytical use of the sorts of identities which might materialize in a wider, political or cultural framing of context (De Fina et al, 2005: 15; Antaki and Widdicombe, 1998; ten Have, 1999). This restraint is exerted not only on the range of contextual resources, but also, relatedly, on the analyst. In a series of papers, Schegloff (1991; 1992a; 1997) has argued for the importance of being able to point to sequential and indexical evidence which signals participant orientation to identity, institutionality or whatever situated behaviour is at issue. In the case of identity, given the multiple ways in which a participant can be categorised, which is relevant? Schegloff’s answer is that it is an identity which is demonstrably relevant for participants (the plural is intentional here) and consequential in relation to the joint production of a particular sequence or aspect of social behaviour. The participants not the researcher are doing the analysis.

Analysts with different perspectives on where the centre of gravity should lie, feel that this preference for the proximal (micro) context over the distal (macro) makes for an impoverished analysis (see Duranti and Goodwin, 1992 for a discussion of these two terms). Such an ‘indigenous context’ will only tap into the overt and explicit, and so miss a lot: people do not always explicitly reference things; institutional processes, tasks and identities are not always apparent without knowledge of and reference to the wider context and its historical antecedents - practices, ideologies, culture; and so the potential for making connections between local and global social identities and group membership is not realized (Sarangi and Roberts, 1999; Hak, 1999; Billig, 1999; Wetherall, 1998; De Fina, Schiffrin and Bamberg, 2005). In response, CA researchers might say that while they may be poor, they are methodologically honest in their preference for the empirical over the theoretical, the situated over the pre-determined, what people actually do over what analysts think or say they do.

A CA approach to the study of institutionality and institutional identity clearly raises a number of methodological issues, to which I will return in Chapter 3. I have identified the most relevant to my own research: the question of how much information from the distal context is required to understand how the interactional order indexes the institutional order.
Membership Categorisation Analysis (MCA) is one area of ethnomethodology which offers a window onto the wider institutional order and can complement CA’s concern with sequentially produced institutionality through its focus on cultural and institutional knowledge and categorial identities. In the next sub-section I discuss this analytic concept and its place in a CA study of institutional identity.

**Membership Categorization**

Harvey Sacks’ sociological project, his ‘interactional linguistics’ (ten Have, 2004), was centred on ‘describing the methods people use in doing social life’ (Sacks, 1984a: 21). There were two main areas of interest in this mapping of ethnomethodological territory: conversation analysis and membership categorization. For Sacks, the two went together: the doing of conversation (machinery for organizing and sequencing of talk) and the knowing what you and others were doing in the saying (machinery for structuring and organizing knowledge for use in interaction). However, Sacks’ publications were largely concerned with the *sequential analysis* of talk, and it wasn’t until the posthumous *Lectures on Conversation* (1992) that this second theme in Sacks’ work became apparent.

The concern of **membership categorization analysis** (MCA) is with people and who they are seen as, or who they wish to be seen as, how people do and recognize descriptions of themselves and others (Schegloff, 2001; Wowk and Carlin, 2004; Butler and Weatherall, 2006:443; Stokoe, 2009). It has therefore become an important analytical tool in studies of social identity which focus on the production and negotiation of identity in talk. Hester and Eglin (1997) have called the interactionally organized process of membership categorization ‘culture-in-action’ and it provides a potential bridge between micro and macro levels of concern with the relationship between language and social life (Housley and Fitzgerald, 2009).

Many of the concepts Sacks uses in membership categorization are derivable from his famous example taken from children’s stories of "The baby cried. The mommy picked it up", and the accompanying question of how we draw on our common sense knowledge to link the two (Sacks, 1972b). Sacks’ answer to this question was that our knowledge of people is organized in categories (baby and mother, teacher and student, for example). A person can be classified or classify themselves in any number of ways, so that his solution to how people choose from the options available was the *Membership Categorization*
Device (MCD), an explanatory machinery whereby people hear categories as collections or sets, such as family, occupations or school (Sacks, 1972a; 1972b).

MCDs have rules of application governing their use. The two major rules Sacks proposed governing category selection concerned economy and consistency. The economy rule says that it is referentially adequate to label someone with just one category and so link them to one collection – a teacher does not also have to be labelled woman, white, liberal, mother, Big Brother watcher. The consistency rule says that if you use a category from one MCD to describe a person, then other members will come from the same collection – classifying someone as a trainer will mean that other people can be categorized in terms of other categories from the MCD, in this case trainee (Sacks, 1972a; Butler & Weatherall, 2006; Hansen, 2005).

In view of the range of choice available to people, selection from these alternatives in situ can carry very strong implications for ‘the sense we attach to people and their behaviour’ (Silverman, 1998:79). However, we come up against people’s frequent lack of explicitness in their interactional naming and sense-making practices. Sacks’s response to this was the notion of Category Bound Activities (CBAs). These are activities which we (members) expect to be done by people from a particular category or categories (Sacks, 1992; Hester and Eglin, 1997). CBAs allow us to work backwards, as it were, from activity to person. If we identify someone’s activity - asking questions about different ways of teaching grammar, for example – we can work out what their social identity is likely to be, a trainer. Working from the other direction, if we know someone’s identity, then we can also identify the kinds of activities they might (should) be involved in. Teachers and trainers ask questions, give instructions, provide feedback, give explanations. (Silverman, 1998: 83).

The close ties between categories and category bound activities make MCDs ‘inference rich’. They are essentially cognitively stored, interactively tapped cultural reservoirs: “a great deal of the knowledge that members have about society is stored in terms of those categories”(Sacks, 1992: 40).
Following Sacks, CBAs have been extended to include further features that can be ‘conventionally imputed’ on the basis of someone’s category membership. These other category-bounded predicates include expectations, rights, obligations and competences (Hester & Eglin, 1997; Silverman, 1998). Silverman (1998:85) has suggested that these add a moral and normative dimension to cultural knowledge, in that how we define an activity is ‘morally constitutive’ of it. If I say that a teacher rarely asks real questions in a classroom, for example, it may suggest a negative assessment of the teacher in that they are avoiding or failing to perform an activity appropriate to their professional identity.

Imputing these category-bound social norms is easier with a particular type of MCD, which Sacks (1972a) termed the Standardized Relational Pair (SRPs). These are paired (team) categories that can be heard to go together, with certain rights and obligations held to attach to each pair member – mother-baby, friend-friend, for example (see Silverman, 1998: 83; Butler and Weatherall, 2006: 444).

**Sequence and Categories**

MCA adds a potentially significant dimension to a CA informed approach to the study of institutional identity because categorial identities are linked closely to activities, and so to talk-in-interaction. The various characteristics, motives, responsibilities, competences and so on that go to make up how people are seen and see themselves are displayed in and indexed by activities. Activities are, in an interactional sense, a ‘small culture’ (Holliday, 1999), a rich inferential package of common sense knowledge informing social organization.
Although he approached social interaction from a rather different angle than CA, Goffman’s main concern was also how the outside was brought in (or pointed out) in explicating how social encounters have their own for-the-moment interaction order, and how people orient to behavioural expectations and the face work associated with a particular public encounter (1963; 1983).

All this is not to say that identity ascription is a straightforward matching of identity with activity for participants. The fluid, changing nature of talk-in-interaction will mean that multiple identities, organized in a variety of MCDs, may be in play through the course of a particular piece of interactional work. This is especially so in ordinary talk, where, after openings, there is not such a sense of interactional urgency as there is in institutional talk: participants have no particular place to go in sequential terms.

Sacks’ view of MCA as ‘machinery’ embodied a structural approach to ‘seeing’ how identity is constituted in interaction. In any given piece of talk, we have said that a participant will have a repertoire of identities to draw on. At some point in the interaction, an orientation by one or both of the participants to one of these identities will also display which aspects of a selected identity are relevant. So, a teacher may be categorized or categorize themselves as traditional, reflective, learner-centred, innovative; and a learner-centred teacher could be characterised as careful listener, pair and group work user, and so on.

CA & MCA in Sacks’ conception were interrelated elements in a structurally framed interactional linguistics whose interest in powerful, context-free general structures of social action brings it closer to Chomsky and the structures underlying transformational and universal grammar, than to sociolinguistic approaches to the study of language. In these terms, MCA is the semantics to CA’s interactional syntax.
This parallel with sentence grammar also points us to the nature of the relationship between sequence and categories in MCA. Structural analysis of the sentence works horizontally and vertically along two important dimensions: the syntagmatic axis (the rules of sequencing) and the paradigmatic axis (the choices from systems available in different sentence slots) (Huddleston, 1984; Halliday, 1985). While CA concerns itself largely with the syntagmatics of interaction, MCA focuses on the paradigmatics. This two-tiered, layered texture to interaction seems to be what Sacks had in mind in a passage from the end of his lectures.

We have mentioned varieties of types of organization and proposed that adjacency pairs were used in various types of organization. One of the sorts of interests raised by talk like that can be developed in the following way. Imagine a surface of some sort, and we are now proceeding to characterize that surface in terms of conversational sequential types of things. Since the things we’re talking about are serial it’s imaginable that for lots of them they are in some way serially linked on the surface – this follows this, this goes after this position, etc, etc. – rather than focusing on another aspect of things, which is the way that different types of organizations may be layered onto each other. So the surface is thick and not just serial. Which is to say that a given object might turn out to be put together in terms of several types of organization; in part by means of adjacency pairs and in part in some other types of organizational terms, and one wants to establish the way in which a series of different types of organizations operate in a given fragment, i.e. in a given, quotes place, on the surface. (1992, Part II: 561 et seq)

So, for example, Sacks’ turn-generated, sequential categories, like caller-called, or questioner-answerer, also exist at a membership or social level in their orientation to who people are and what activity they are involved in. Heritage and Sefi’s (1992) well known instance of an exchange between a first time mother and a health visitor shows how an observation by the visitor on the baby’s apparent hunger is heard by the mother (but not the father) as a doing of institutional identity and related category incumbency in its possible implication that she is not feeding it properly, so getting an account or explanation from the mother. Fitzgerald and Housley (2002) provide another example of category-sequence ties in their analysis of radio call-in shows and how different aspects of the host-caller SRP are sequentially occasioned. Consider a recently overheard example taken from a teacher training context:
A. I think she did well in involving students, lots of questioning and elicitation.
B. Well, there were a lot of display questions there, weren't there.

Place this exchange in the sequential context of a conversation between two classroom observers following a lesson. A characterises the teacher as one who encourages student talk, but the placement of the comment from the other observer on the nature of these questions in this sequential slot can be heard as a competing identity ascription. The frequent questions are usually display questions and so more reflective of teacher concerns with control than true student involvement.

Sequence and categorization are both important in answering the question of “Why that now?” for participants as well analysts of social interaction (Hansen, 2005; Watson, 1997; Silverman, 1998; Psathas, 1999). In Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson’s (1974) seminal paper, the notion of restriction seen as distinguishing institutional from ordinary talk was embodied principally in forms of turn-taking. These speech exchange systems ranged along a continuum with the unconstrained, **locally managed** turn-taking of ordinary conversation at one end; at the other, is more formal institutional talk - news interviews, some classrooms and courtroom talk for example, where turn-taking is essentially pre-allocated.

Much recent research into institutional talk has also come to embrace varieties at the more informal end of the speech exchange continuum: medical interviews, radio talk shows, social service encounters, many classrooms, and business meetings (see Drew & Heritage, 1992; Sarangi and Roberts, 1999; Mirivel and Tracy, 2005). This expanded framework has moved the locus of analytical concerns in ‘probing institutionality’ down to more 'conversational' levels of sequence organization and situated task (Heritage, 1997: 169; 2004: 225). Institutionality is talked into being in a sequential context through enacted categories which enable participants to ‘share ..specialised and expert cultural knowledge in pursuit of institutional goals’ (Benwell and Stokoe, 2006: 100). We can say, then, that institutions are crucially lodged in categories/identities, and 'act on the basis of categories to pursue their tasks’ (Makitalo and Saljo, 2002: 59).
If institutions do indeed think in terms of categories and these are ‘occasioned’ (Jayyusi, 1984) or sequentially derived, then, as I have already suggested, MCA offers the possibility of linking the interaction order to the institutional order, connecting ‘the technical organization of conversation to richly experienced human reality...where people are living their lives, performing their roles, living their culture.’ (Moerman, 1988: 22). For Sacks, culture was an inference making machine: a descriptive apparatus, administered and used in specific local contexts. Viewed in this analytic perspective, MCDs are not *impositional* but, rather, *derivational*: we use them to impose sense and order in context. This is why ‘categorizers and categorized closely attend to the positioning of categories’ and MCDs should be viewed as ‘local, sequentially organized devices designed and administered by members’ (Silverman, 1998: 90).

Institutional activities are shaped by goals and, in top down driven instances, assign identities. In less constrained institutional settings we might expect a greater range of identities from which to select, and more choice on the part of the participants in selecting which identities to ‘do’. Institutional activities and identities are intimately related. As Sarangi and Roberts (1999: 11) suggest, the question of how professional knowledge and identities are constituted in interaction vis-à-vis a given institutional order or setting is a central question for an investigation of institutional talk.

Identities which may be oriented to and displayed in talk-in-interaction can be categorised in two broad ways. In his useful paper, Zimmerman refers to

a) **discourse identity** - tied to sequential features, for example story teller/recipient, caller/listener, questioner/answerer etc

b) **situated or social identity** - related to the activity or situation, for example the various ways of being a doctor or teacher (in training)

Zimmerman also suggests that there is a third kind of identity, not related to discourse or particular situations - **transportable identity** - which is 'latent, speaker-related' (p90)

Zimmerman’s notion of situated identity offers us a useful heuristic.

They (situated identities) are the portal through which the setting of the talk and its institutional surround....enters and helps to shape the interaction, which in turn actualizes the occasion and its institutional provenance." (1998: 95)
At the more specific level of particular kinds of institutional interaction, however, Zimmerman`s notion of situated identity is somewhat restrictive. His discussion is in the context of calls for emergency services. This formal context of institutional talk establishes a stable, one-dimensional situational identity or footing - that of citizen-complainant/call-taker-dispatcher. The situated identity may allow us to distinguish between the question/answer patterns on display here and in other formal settings like courtrooms and some classrooms. But it does not serve as a basis for comparison or possible typological applications to more informal, diversified institutional settings.

Zimmerman's formulation is an important analytical insight, especially in the way that situated identities lead us outwards to the wider institutional order and discourse. However, it will need stronger grounding and development in informal, frontstage and backstage institutional settings. This is another methodological issue I want to take up and explore further in Chapter 3.

Identity is an important form of categorization, of self and others and the activities social members are engaged in, and is a basis for inferential work. Categorization is clearly a process which is at the heart of activities of all kinds and requires closer consideration in the establishment of a conceptual framework which seeks to embrace interactional and institutional dimensions.

3 Classroom Interaction as Institutional Interaction

Having reviewed relevant research into institutional interaction in general, conceptual terms, I shall now look more specifically at classroom interaction as my institutional research area. I shall briefly review potentially relevant areas of research into classroom interaction and then focus on activity sequences as an area for more detailed treatment.
3.1 Research into Classroom Interaction

Classroom research studies can be divided into educational research into primary and secondary classrooms (eg Phillips, 1972; Cazden et al, 1972; Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975; McHoul, 1978; Mehan, 1979; Heath, 1983; Cazden, 1986; Doyle, 1986; Green and Dixon, 1994, 2001; Lerner 1995) and university classrooms (eg Benwell, 1999; Stokoe, 2000; Dyer & Keller-Cohen, 2000; Basturkman, 2000; Morita, 2000; Benwell & Stokoe, 2002; 2006). While not all these studies work within a CA tradition, there is nevertheless a concern to characterize this kind of social and cultural context. In this sense there is some affinity with IT research, and areas of comparative interest.

A second line of classroom research is the now substantial body of work on language classrooms. This has been concerned with three main topics:

2 Language learning: Features of classroom interaction which contribute to second language acquisition (see Chaudron, 1988; Ellis, 1994; 1997; Hall, 1998; Hall and Verplaatse, 2000; Markee, 2000; Seedhouse, 2004)
3 Language teaching: Classroom interaction and language pedagogy (Brumfit and Mitchell, 1990; Allwright and Bailey, 1991; Edge and Richards, 1993; Seedhouse, 2004)

Above all else, a focus on language classrooms has been driven by the recognition that there is currently no paradigmatic approach to methodology, and that knowledge of what happens in these classrooms must be a basis for identifying effective teaching and learning practices. One study which uses a CA methodology and describes language classroom discourse as a form of institutional talk is Seedhouse's (2004) language classroom work. Seedhouse found 4 main varieties of classroom interaction distinguished by a reflexive relationship between pedagogic focus and the organization of interaction (turn taking and sequence) (2004: 101). As the pedagogic focus varies, so the organization of interaction varies. My own research takes the fundamental institutional task (of teaching teachers how to teach) and examines interactional practices for getting it done, use Seedhouse's findings and methodological approach as a starting point and comparative measure for my own study.
In all forms of classroom research there is a range of focus, which is understandably dependent on outlook, purpose and method. Major resulting differences can be traced along the following sorts of continua:

- macro-micro
- pure/understanding-applied/action
- classroom-classroom and its wider context
- classroom practices as topic-classroom practices as resource
- learning processes-social processes

(see Duff, 2002; Zeungler and Mori, 2002)

A common thread running through most of the work that has been done on all kinds of classrooms has been a focus on the nature and pedagogic implications of classroom interactions - ‘the forms and functions..., how these interactions are shaped and become meaningful, and what the implications may be for student learning.’ (Zuengler and Mori, 2001: 283).

Findings about structures of classroom interaction and the structuring processes that underlie them are clearly of relevance to my own work. In the following two sections I want to examine exemplars of research into two key processes in shaping classroom interactions and differentiating them from other kinds: turn-taking and sequential patterns or structures.

### 3.2 Turn-taking in Formal Settings

McHoul's (1978) paper on turns at formal talk in content classrooms, uses Sacks et al's (1974) turn-taking rules for conversation to note significant differences in his classroom speech exchange system. His summary rule which distinguishes conversational speech exchange systems from those found in the classrooms he examined is that 'only teachers can direct speakership in any creative way' (1978:188). In technical terms, this produces the following differences from conversational turn-taking in terms of the transition and distribution of turns:
• The potential for gap and pause is maximised
• The potential for overlap is minimized in that the possibility of the teacher (or a student) opening up the talk to a self-selecting student first starter is not accounted for; nor is the possibility of a student using 'current speaker selects next' technique to select another student accounted for.
• The permutability of turn-taking is minimised (80% of classroom talk was teacher talk)

In comparison to conversational talk, where extended turns will often require pre-sequence work to arrange for a suspension of rules (see eg Sacks, 1984a; Schegloff, 2007), classroom talk, says McHoul (1978: 208, 209), is characterized by the significant presence of teacher monologues and intra-turn pauses, with no fear of losing the floor. In other words, a heavily pre-allocated system in which the locally managed component is largely the domain of teachers, there is no 'floor fight', and student participation rights are limited to the choice between continuing or selecting teacher as next speaker (McHoul, 1978: 211). One final finding of note is that in this institutional setting social or situated identities were firmly embedded in differential participation rights and obligations, and this differential was found to depend largely on the teacher’s control of of creative 'current speaker selects next speaker techniques...' (McHoul, 1978:211; and see Sacks et al, 1974:718). From a management of interaction viewpoint, in a setting where there are 30 or more possible next turn speakers, controlling turn-taking is obviously a major pre-occupation. In pedagogic terms of course, there may be alternative views as to appropriate turn-taking practices.

In his constitutive ethnography of classroom lessons, Mehan (1979) dealt with turn-taking or structuring procedures on a more functional level, examining what a particular turn was doing and developing categories of turns and patterns. It is clear from his treatment that the pre-allocational, teacher-dominated features of McHoul’s classrooms were also present in Mehan’s and we can consider their characterization of turn-taking as foundational for classrooms as institutional settings.
If we include language classrooms in this representation, it does not affect it significantly as an institutionally unmarked phenomenon. Language classrooms have language as their content, and so we might find more concern with extended learner turn constructional units for practice purposes; there is also the embedding of different types of language practice activity that there isn`t in content classrooms, and so the greater likelihood of other sorts of - albeit temporary - turn-taking systems on view (Seedhouse, 2004; Markee, 2000). We may think (or like to think) that contemporary language classrooms are more democratic, more level ground in turn-taking terms, but that still has to be proven. van Lier (1988), Markee (2000), and Duff (2002) do not seriously challenge the prevalence of an agenda-driven, significantly teacher-controlled, unequal power turn-taking environment as a superordinate structure or structuring resource.

While McHoul`s version of classroom turn-taking practice is still an important reference point, it has to be stressed that it is located at the extreme of Sacks et al`s continuum of speech exchange systems, or Drew and Heritage`s formal-informal categorisation of institutional talk. Such a classroom is suspiciously monolithic: there is one floor, one type of activity, one type of teacher and student, and, it is worth adding, one methodological strategy for looking at it. These are of course exaggerations, but the point is that not only do we need to move along our formal-informal continuum, we also need to take a closer look at how, within a single classroom setting, participants themselves might move back and forth along it, and in doing so signal a set of distinguishable institutional practices. This is what Seedhouse (2004) has done for language classrooms and this is what I want to do for teacher training classrooms.
The further along the continuum one moves, the less possible it is to talk of being governed by one turn-taking system, the more important it is for an analyst to look for indexicals of what seem to be different systems and then link them to other possible constituents of the structuring & turn-taking selection process. Even within what is ostensibly one system, it is possible to identify quite different types of turn (van Lier, 1988: ch 5; Mehan, 1979: ch 3; Seedhouse, 2004: ch3). Different types of activity and purpose, teacher and students, classroom groupings, classroom numbers and subject matter, different stages of the classroom group life (Mehan, ch 4, notes that turn-taking procedures are not necessarily a given at the beginning of a course, but are a constructed and sometimes negotiated process) are all variables that can influence turn-taking.

My teacher training classrooms have their fair share of trainer monologues and trainer turn allocation, but they also have smaller numbers to manage, a greater variety of turn types (questions and answers figure less - trainee answers to trainer questions are less canonical turn types), less trainer pre-packaged input, more trainee self-selection and turn initiation. Something else about training classrooms that influences turn-taking practice is that the content is teaching language. In a parallel fashion to language classroom embeddings, the training classroom will be driven in some way by methodological concerns. The structuring of interaction is not just doing training- but modelling different ways of doing it - good practice for trainees to adapt to their own settings. This is very much related to the back stage rather than front stage nature of the setting. All of these elements point to forms of turn-taking which will in some respects be different from conversation and different from formal-front stage classrooms. Comparative analysis can tell us in what ways.

Research on turn-taking has taken place for the most part in formal, front stage classroom contexts, has tended to treat these as representative of all classrooms, and to treat turn-taking practice as part of one system. Perhaps above all else, there has not been a close enough concern with the linkage between turn-taking and activities or task goals, with reference to the definition of institutional talk discussed in 2.2.2.
3.3 Sequential Structures: Contrasting Approaches

Investigation of turn-taking in formal classrooms has been closely tied to the production of characteristically institutional sequences or patterns, which 'display participants`orientation to a distinctively institutional variety of talk' (Markee, 2000: 71). The one-speech-exchange-system-fits-all findings of McHoul and Mehan can be expected to create a similarly singular structural pattern at an interactional level.

The teacher initiation of turn sequences embodied in formal, pre-allocated turn-taking systems creates an environment for an interaction pattern that has been variously termed Initiation-Response-Feedback IRF (Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975), Initiation-Response-Evaluation IRE (Mehan, 1979), and Question-Answer-Comment QAC (McHoul, 1978).

There is probably nothing that symbolises classroom discourse quite as much as this structure, the much-noted IRF exchange.....It is obviously designed for instruction and a special kind of instruction to boot, namely one in which instruction is 'delivered' and the deliverer must check constantly that the recipients are actually receiving, or have received at some earlier point, the instructional material or point in question.
(van Lier, 1996: 149)

The overwhelming pervasiveness of reflexive tying leads me to believe that this structure, which establishes symmetry within three part and extended interactional sequences, is a basic organisational structure of classroom lessons...it seems to be the glue that binds entire interactional events together.
(Mehan, 1979: 76)
Here then is a structure which is proposed as a major interactional feature of classroom/institutional discourse with an underlying instructional purpose or broad task goal: to teach and test. In positive pedagogic terms, IRF is seen as an effective means of retaining teacher control over the monitoring and guiding of student learning. However, there has been criticism of IRF on both pedagogic and interactional grounds. The demand to display knowledge and then the evaluation of what is produced, is viewed as an embodiment of the power and control of the teacher, deterring student involvement and precluding joint construction of discourse (van Lier, 1996; Allwright & Bailey, 1991; Hall, 1993; Ellis, 1994). The IRF has typically been viewed as the structural support for a transmission model of education rather than its constructivist counterpart.

Interactionally, there are two lines of development I want to take up. While IRF, like turn-taking, has often been construed in monolithic, broad stroke terms, there has also been work on classroom discourse which suggests a more varied, and extended structural phenomenon, in terms of form and function. At the same time, there remain doubts as to the validity of this structure in terms of discriminating between different institutional contexts, and the too ready imposition of external, analytically constructed categories on the orientations of participants.

A number of research studies have looked more closely at the I, R and F moves and identified further varieties of each (eg Mehan, 1979; Nasajji and Wells, 2000; van Lier, 1988; 1996; Basturkmen, 2000; Cullen; 1998, 2002). Indeed, Mehan went further and showed how topic-related sets of IRF sequences could build into the structure for a whole lesson event, as suggested in the quote at the beginning of this section. The IRF pattern has been under-valued and under-analysed in some quarters. It does not have to be viewed as a restricted interactional variety any more than as a restrictive pedagogic variety (see Laurillard, 2002 for the centrality of teacher-led dialogues to university teaching).

In one recent re-evaluation of the IRF pattern, Nassajii and Wells (2000: 376) suggest that the 'same basic IRF structure can take a variety of forms and be recruited by teachers for a wide variety of functions, depending on the goal of the activity that the discourse serves to mediate'. Their research on Canadian elementary and middle school classrooms draws attention to the importance of task-structure link. They also break down the teacher/student minimal pair approach to roles and identities and note a range of teacher and student identity tied to different sequences.
Despite the greater variability of IRF structures than is allowed by critics, it remains a top-down, externally grounded approach, arguably insufficiently able to discriminate differing pedagogic goals and activities, beyond very general notions of teaching, or institutional identities, beyond the default teacher-student. Drew and Heritage (1992:14-15) criticize the speech act approach to IRF taken by the Birmingham group of applied linguists and their context-free, grammar of discourse embodied in exchange structures and abstract specifications of well-formed or ill-formed discourse. As Drew and Heritage (p15) point out, this leads to two analytic problems at the two crucial contextual levels: the sequential and the social.

First, despite attempts by researchers to break down the different parts of the pattern, this has still been done in general functional terms (eg Mehan`s 4 categories of elicit, or Nassaji and Wells's 6 categories of follow-up move function). Indeed it seems at times that functions are being equated with tasks. This seeming functional specificity is still too general to distinguish between different institutional settings (doctor`s offices and classrooms, traditional v other kinds of classroom).

A second problem, again noted by Drew and Heritage (p15) is the failure (at least in Sinclair and Coulthard`s model) of IRF to embrace significant social relations and identities. The linguistic rules were made to stand for social relations.

Essentially, IRF categories strip interaction of context in a number of senses. Interactionally (and so, methodologically) the IRF at its most canonical largely removes the locally managed and contingent elements that are central to a jointly constructed sequential context (van Lier, 1996:152; cf Lee, 2006; 2007; 2008). Institutionally, the level of generality at which IRF operates fails to distinguish between different settings or contexts and their institutional character. The consequence is `...to treat conduct that is clearly informed by considerations of task and teaching philosophy as something that could be treated exclusively in linguistic terms.' (Drew and Heritage, 1992:15).

Seedhouse (2004) contrasts the discourse analysis (DA) approach embodied by IRF with a CA/Institutional Discourse (IT) approach, arguing that a CA perspective is more flexible and dynamic. IRF cycles `perform different interactional and pedagogical work according to the context in which they are operating,' and the sort of variable approach to context embodied by CA is therefore necessary for a valid and adequate description of L2 classroom interaction (2004: 63, 64).
I have noted that the key argument in Seedhouse’s IT approach to classroom interaction is that there is a reflexive relationship between the pedagogical focus of a lesson and the organization of turn-taking and sequence. With the varying of pedagogical focus or task comes the varying of interaction. Each change of focus makes for a change of ‘context’ in CA terms. This IT perspective is opposed to the monolithic classroom turn-taking and sequential structures embodied in IRF (2004: 101 et seq).

3.4 Institutional Contexts and Identity in Teacher Training Classrooms

Institutional Contexts

I said in chapter 1 that teaching and learning of any kind is accomplished through interaction (Vygotsky, 1978; Laurillard, 2002). In a back stage, informal institutional setting such as a teacher training classroom, IRF can only be a starting point for analysing structures of trainer talk-in-interaction. If, however, we approach the IRF pattern from a sequential perspective, then while allowing that IRF is ‘a major resource for teachers and students in organizing their lessons as a course of action’ (Lee, 2006: 695), a sequential analytical framework forces us below and above the contextual surface, helping us to recognize the different interactional and pedagogical work IRF cycles perform according to the context in which they are operating (Seedhouse, 2004: 63). A conversation analytic approach moves us away from abstract functional categories to a concern with contingency: contextually sensitive turn-taking systems and types of interactional sequence.

The data for Seedhouse’s study of classroom interaction were taken from a range of mostly informal institutional settings, and so evidenced a greater variety of context in sequential terms. Teacher training classrooms are also at the informal end of Sacks et al.’s speech exchange continuum, and so a similar variety of sequential patterns can be anticipated, although the different nature of pedagogic purpose in these institutional settings will lead to different labels, and, possibly, different sequences. These different interaction contexts have an impact on the participation rights and roles of both trainers and trainees.
An analytic objective of my own research will be to develop a relevant typology of interactional sequences in teacher trainer talk, grounding it in the reflexive relationship between pedagogic aims and interactional organization. The greater variety of institutional structures brings us back to questions of institutional identity.

**Identity**

Seedhouse`s reworking of IRF patterns locates the typology he develops in varieties of discourse identity (see the earlier discussion of Zimmerman’s (1998) tripartite classification). He pays little analytic attention to identity, largely because he does not see the contextual variation in discourse identities as producing equivalent variations on the default or ‘master’ identities of teacher and student. In this monolithic view of situational or institutional identity, he shares common analytical ground with Zimmerman.

Richards (2006) draws attention to the ways in which variation in discourse identity in classroom settings can mark an orientation to Zimmerman`s third identity category, transportable identity, with significant consequences for participation and for a movement along the continuum of speech exchange systems towards something closely resembling the unmarked interactional variety of conversation. However, he too appears to accept teacher-student as the standard relational pair (SRP) of Sack’s membership categorization description.

In teacher training classroom settings I want to draw on Membership Categorisation Analysis to open out and distinguish situational identities, viewing them as more varied and activity-tied, and with a closer resemblance to transportable identity, where a range of categorial identities are available for members to orient to, through their naming or referential practices or through the activities that are constituted in their talk-in-interaction (see Benwell and Stokoe, 2006; Drew and Sorjonen, 1997; Fitzgerald and Housely, 2002). I therefore want to build on and refine Seedhouse`s CA-based approach to varieties of interaction and turn-based identities in my analytic framework.
3.5 Teacher Educator Identity

Zimmerman’s categorisation of discourse/situational/transportable identities is a way of grouping a great range of membership categories, and in an institutional context the tie between discoursal and situational is useful definitionally speaking. The discourse identities constrain and index situational in this stripped down and more constrained context. They tie to the institutional task that is being performed.

But the question that interests me here is can we go beyond the Standard Relational Pair of teacher-student or, in this case, trainer-trainee? Doing so requires breaking down situational identity via background information (my own experience and the literature on identity, teachers and teacher educators) and the demonstrable orientation to varieties of identity in the institutional context of teacher trainer talk. In this section I want to review work on identity in teacher educator contexts.

We should first distinguish between teacher educator competence as know-what and as know-how, knowledge of the subject and knowledge of how to teach it. The two are linked to the foundational educational concepts of Transmission and Construction (for language teacher training see Roberts, 1997; McGrath, 1997; Williams, 1999).

Murray and Male (2004), Koster et al (2005) and Korthagen et al (2006) identify different areas of teacher educator (TE) competence in training teachers in any subject area:

a) content knowledge competence
b) pedagogic competence
c) organisational competence
d) communicative & group dynamic competences
e) personal and developmental growth competences for working with adult learners – facilitator and stimulator of reflection as an element in this
f) model - the idea of a model and provider of professional vocabulary, language for trainees – language to talk about work. They can get some of that from books but are also dependent on modelling.
g) the TE as reflector on practice in practice
For the most part, teacher educators see themselves as constructivists rather than transmitters of information: “As a teacher educator, I see myself as inducting my students into a professional community that involves dialogue and debate, as its members collectively endeavour to understand the complexities of their professional lives.” (Doecke, 1994)

What kind of expertise do teacher educators need, then, within these various fields of competence? Wubbels and Hoornweg (in Smith, 2005: 178 et seq) list 8 functions of TEs:

- facilitator of student teacher learning process
- encourager of reflective skills
- developer of new curricula
- gatekeeper – via summative assessment (179)
- researcher
- stimulator of professional development for school teachers
- team member
- collaborator

Of those 8 functions, there is currently a much greater enabling, reflection-pushing role for TEs (the first two TE functions on the list). However, we should guard against one dimensional constructivist models of the training process. Enabling teachers to reflect on their teaching is clearly central to current views of teacher training processes. At the same time trainers will need to deliver received knowledge from research and writing on linguistics and training methodology (see Wallace, 1991: 15). What is common to the enactment of all forms of TE identity is their basis in forms of interaction.

Smith (2005:182 et seq) also takes a comparative look at standards between American, Australian, Dutch and Israeli TE contexts and finds a number of common expectations regarding roles and identities:
1 TEs are expected to be model teachers, able to articulate practical knowledge and ‘bring practical experiences to a theoretical level’
2 TEs are expected to be involved in creating new knowledge – both practice (materials, curricula) and theory (research, publications)
3 TEs should be involved in teacher education inside and outside institution and take leadership roles
4 TEs should be involved in their own ongoing professional development and that of others

Smith looked at a research study of 40 novice Israeli secondary teacher education college graduates and 18 teacher educators from secondary level to look at differences in perception between trainers and trainees as to what it means to be a good teacher educator. For trainees, practising what you preach was the most important quality of a good TE, followed by recent classroom experience which matches their own, with useful feedback and a metacognitive approach to teaching (explaining why and how) and support as a third looked for quality.

For teacher educators, enhancing reflection & creating understanding of education were key for their approach to trainees, followed by the importance of self-reflection and ongoing development. Empathy and understanding were also high on the list. Interestingly, and by contrast, there was a noticeable lack of any emphasis on ‘input’, ‘modelling’, chalk face credibility. (2005: 184). Smith found that the most important difference between the two groups was that for trainees the ability to articulate tacit knowledge was top of the list, whereas this was not mentioned by TEs. And also trainees wanted TEs to have tested & tried out theories not just talk about them (more of the practice what you preach angle) (p186).

In identity terms, Smith’s research suggests that trainees were more concerned with trainer as fellow teacher who could talk about teaching from experience. We might view this as a wish for trainers who have gone through their own reflective teaching cycle and could talk about it. Trainers emphasized more 'traditional' constructivist elements.
It is clear that trainer/educator identities are closely connected to modelling, but of a rather different kind from that associated with transmission views of training. Loughran and Berry (2005) usefully distinguish two levels of modelling which link to Smith's trainee and trainer preferred strategies. They view modelling as operating at 2 levels. The first one is essentially practising what you preach – doing as you would have your students do – ‘active and engaging activities’ as opposed to a transmissive approach (2005: 194). The second level is the meta-learning one, where you think out loud about what you’re doing and why – uncovering teaching strategies, reflecting on action and what lies behind it: ‘Learning about the teaching and learning being experienced’.

Robinson & McMillan (2006) find TEs viewing themselves first and foremost as teachers (of teachers) and so in the classroom to pass on experience and theory-in-practice, expertise and ideas. Hands-on, at the chalkface experience brings credibility and respect is the message. (2006: 331) This TE ‘model’ is essentially an apprenticeship one (see Wallace, 1991; 1996 for ELT) with two main strands:

**pedagogic** – present and demonstrate good teaching

**pastoral** – we care about the students

(2006: 331, 332)

Bearing in mind that all the research done on TE identity has come from interviews and narratives, the balance between **telling** trainees about teaching and getting them to **reflect** on it is surely context dependent – the trainees, the trainer, the stage of the course, the kind of course, and so on. And of course training is not necessarily a conscious process; what to pull out of training sessions is not easy, because trainers are not always conscious of why they do what they do, and because they are not sure which of the many points will be most useful to the trainees at any given stage in their course and experience (Loughran and Berry, 2005: 200). A classroom interaction-based perspective on trainer identity will provide important insights into enactment of trainer identities and interactional patterns that frame them.
In ELT the reflective model of teaching and teacher training (see Freeman, 1991; Roberts, 1997; Trappes-Lomax and McGrath, 1999) is dominant, but there is little research on teacher educators in ELT to give substance to this or other views. Research in education suggests that even within the ranks of teacher trainers, a variety of identity and related pedagogic strategy are in play. An important focus in my research will be to use CA and MCA to track identity in my own institutional setting.

Drawing on research on teacher educators in education, there seem to be four main areas of identity to explore in institutional interaction:

1. Pedagogic identity: the way you train and the strategies you use
2. Interpersonal identity: how you communicate with and relate to trainees
3. Linguistic identity: modelling language for teaching and talking about teaching
4. Transportable identity: cultural factors, the kind of teacher you are in your own classroom transported to a training classroom, more personal factors

3.6 Teacher Training Classrooms

The research on classroom discourse patterns and turn-taking will be useful as a comparative resource. The teacher training classroom, because of its location on the informal end of the formality continuum, and its back stage institutional context, presents new analytic and descriptive ground.

I said in Chapter 1 that there is a dearth of research into teacher training classroom discourse in comparison to what has been done elsewhere, but there are two topics from the literature relevant to my research:

1. Theories of teacher education
2. Methodology in training classrooms
Theory and practice in Teacher Training

There are models for training teachers which suggest what should happen in the classroom, but which remain to be explored in terms of their impact on practice, and more than this, on practice in a particular context (Freeman & Richards, 1996; Nunan & Richards, 1991; Roberts, 1997; McGrath, 1997; Grenfell, 1998; Trappes-Lomax & McGrath, 1999).

Grenfell (1998: 29 et seq) points out the complex nature of the process of teacher socialization and professionalization, and of links between educational culture and the school-based culture in which teachers on initial training courses are daily submerged. ‘The emerging picture is of a complex institutional structure into which individuals enter with all their own biographic idiosyncracies. The development of professional knowledge is both the process and the product of interaction between these two’ (p30). The variability of the process of socialization in different settings, and the mediating contributions of a training course and other factors are still in need of exploration and research. As Grenfell concludes, so much of the writing about teacher education has been context free when it needs to be more context-sensitive.

My concern is the extent to which different approaches to training are recognized categories of knowledge and practice, evidenced in interactional practice and from institutional and individual particulars in a given context. The theory of training teachers constitutes one obvious component of the institution and the institutional discourse that characterizes it.
The literature on teacher training classrooms has in common with that of language classrooms a primary concern with effective and appropriate training procedures. Unlike language classrooms, this has no grounding in research-in-context. Indeed a major resource for training methodology activities is still the language classroom, and the experience, concerns and personalities of teachers working in it (see Britten, 1985a, 1985b; Freeman, 1989; Wallace, 1991; Woodward, 1991; 1992; Freeman and Richards, 1996; Borg, 1999a, 1999b). Debates are based on processes of teaching and learning rather than training (see eg Willis and Willis, 1995; Cameron, 1997). Moreover, rather than the training classroom itself, it is, perhaps understandably, what happens in the teaching practice classroom, or in feedback outside it, which preoccupies trainers and trainer trainers (see Swann, 1993; Salisbury, 1999; Lubelska et al, 2000; Hockly, 2000).

McGrath (1997) and Roberts (1997) are two exceptions to an approach which tends to characterize training in terms of teaching. McGrath identifies 4 major kinds of input option in training classrooms: feeding, leading, showing and throwing. These are paralleled in Roberts` three main strategies for trainers in terms of input: propositional (feeding and showing), analytical (leading) and experiential (throwing). Rather like Krashen´s comprehensible input hypothesis, they make sense intuitively, but have no empirical foundation. They do, however, provide analytic leverage on institutionally recognized and constrained categories of practice, as well as providing a very approximate framework for identifying different types of training activity and the tasks they perform.

To summarize, the literature on theories of teacher education and the implications it points to for good practice could be said to constitute one element of the wider institutional context - the institutional order - which exerts an influence on forms of training classroom interaction and resultant structures (see Nunan and Richards, 1991; Freeman and Richards, 1996; Grenfell, 1998; Trappes-Lomax and McGrath, 1999). Writing on approaches and methods suggest categories of training classroom practice in terms of session types, sequences, and so on. Trying to trace the extent to which they shape or are transformed in interactional contexts will be an important analytical concern.

In the longer term, effective training and teacher learning practices are the main concern; but in the short term, an awareness of how things happen in this setting is a necessary pre-requisite.
4 A Framework for Analysing Institutional Talk

In discussing the literature in this chapter, I have looked at generic features of institutional talk which distinguish it from conversation. A task and goal based approach to talk is a central idea. And it brings with it constraints on participants and contributions, together with special kinds of inference associated with the context and goals driving the talk in it.

I then went on to consider a number of key concepts central to the analytical approach to institutional talk I will be taking: activity types, speech exchange systems, membership categorisation and identity. I looked at research in classroom interaction with special attention to the sequential context of interaction and to relevant identity issues. I concentrated on one area which has figured heavily in the literature: the IRF pattern as representative of classroom discourse, mostly in formal settings. Moving beyond formal, primary and secondary classroom settings may lead to different, more locally relevant patterns. Seedhouse’s IT approach to analysing L2 classroom is a starting point for my own.

I noted the absence of empirical work on the sequential context of teacher training classrooms, but suggested that the literature on approaches to teacher education (including identity) and the description of methodological practice in general terms, will be relevant to a consideration of the wider institutional context represented by the notion of 'the institutional order' and the different kinds of identity made relevant in interaction that signal it.

My research on teacher training classrooms as an institutional setting and trainer talk as a variety of IT seeks to build on and add to work on IT in a CA tradition, in two main ways.
1 Methodology

- There has been a focus on sequential analysis in CA at the expense of more broad based sociological concerns (Hester and Eglin, 1997; Hester and Francis, 2000; Lynch, 1993; Lynch and Bogen; Watson, 1992, 1997, 2000). So, with respect to identity, for example, the concern of CA has been largely turn-generated discourse identities (Zimmerman, 1998; Psathas, 1999). Institutional talk has also focused on sequential analysis, with a comparative approach as a cornerstone. In educational settings, identity has been tracked through sequential analysis (see for example Benwell & Stokoe, 2002)

- A sequential focus has meant a separation of CA from MCA. But I have argued that a careful reading of Sacks’ lectures and other work suggest that his was an integrated approach to the study of interaction, how it was organized and how it organized knowledge in interaction. Institutional talk has evidenced plenty of MCA work (see Benwell and Stokoe, 2006: 100) in institutional settings, but very little that seeks to bring together CA and MCA. Fitzgerald and Housley (2002) & Housley and Fitzgerald (2002) with their work on radio call-in shows are exceptions.

- Most MCA work has been on everyday social interaction, with descriptions relating to personal or social characteristics (transportable identities). In institutional talk, there is a tendency for omnirelevant or standard relational pair of teacher-student, doctor-patient, trainer-trainee, student counsellor-student counsellee (He, 1995; Benwell and Stokoe, 2006). There is not the variety of identity as in OC.

2 Description

My work breaks new ground methodologically in its complementary use of CA and MCA in institutional contexts and its exploration of situational identity. It also breaks new ground in terms of research into classroom interaction as there is no CA based study of the organization of teacher trainer talk.
Chapter 3  
Data & Methodology

Introduction

This chapter describes and justifies the research process in my case study of institutional discourse. It is organised around 5 fundamental methodological questions:

1. **How did I go about the research?** - In this section I will be concerned to establish my study of the structure of interaction in teacher training classrooms as an example of institutional interaction which seeks to build on the findings from Seedhouse's study of turn-taking and sequence in language classrooms.

2. **What strategies informed the data collection and analysis?** - I will set out the particularities of a constructivist CA approach to analysis. Central to my analysis of institutional interaction is the idea of context and how it is bounded. I will describe my own conceptualization and its implications for data collection and analysis. Finally I will discuss the research questions which framed my study.

3. **How did I collect the data?** - The basis for selection, the methods used, the reasons for choosing them, their appropriacy. In this section, I will discuss and justify with reference to methodological strategies the use of tapes and transcripts as the main source of data.

4. **How did I analyse the data?** - The steps involved in analysing the data, the process of generating analytic statements. In this section I discuss my own CA-guided procedures for inductive analysis and their use in analysing institutional interaction.

5. **What is the basis for my interpretations and explanations?** - In this final section, I discuss issues of validity and reliability in qualitative research and how they apply to a CA informed analysis of institutional interaction. I will discuss the measures I took to enhance validity and reliability in my own research, with special attention to questions of generalizability.
Section 1 Theory and Methods

1.1 A Conversation Analytic Approach to Context

"CA is the study of recorded, naturally occurring talk-in-interaction....(the aim) is to discover how participants understand and respond to one another in their turns at talk, with a central focus being on the sequences of action generated....the objective of CA is to uncover the tacit reasoning procedures and sociolinguistic competencies underlying the production and interpretation of talk in organized sequences of interaction." (Hutchby and Wooffitt, 1998: 14)

Any study of language in context must first define what it understands by this central idea of context; the answer will shape methods of data collection and analysis.

For CA, talk-in-interaction is viewed as a domain of activity in its own right, not as the expression of the physiological or psychological idiosyncracies and dispositions of talkers, or a reflection of their place in or shaping by wider social structures. Talk-in-interaction is constitutive rather than reflective of context. CA´ s sociological founders viewed conversation as a basic form of social organization, in that “it operates in, and partly organizes, what would appear to be the primordial site of sociality: direct interaction between persons “ (Schegloff, 1987: 208). How is this order (context) created? The sequential context of the interaction is what counts in CA. Sequential patterns observable in these contexts transcend particular places or times or people and refer to the machinery or technology that ‘works’ the interaction (Sacks, 1992).

CA is not interested in analyst theories, but in the “theories-in-use “ of participants (or members) in conversation (ten Have, 1999: 32). In this, CA embodies the ethnomethodological approach to social analysis pioneered by Garfinkel (1967). Ethnomethodology is interested in the common sense reasoning and practical theorizing underlying everyday activities. From close and detailed analysis of people’s practices, we might identify the theories or rules (the machinery) which organize them. CA therefore is both context-free, in traditional sociolinguistic terms, and yet context-sensitive, in its own terms (Heritage, 1987; Atkinson and Heritage, 1984; Silverman, 2000).
The most important methodological consequence of CA’s separation from such bucket theories is a scarcity of ethnographic sensibility and methods. Audio (or video) recordings and the voices of ‘members’ found on them are allowed to speak for themselves and the sequential context they capture. The special kind of observation represented by tapes and transcripts found in 'pure CA' (ten Have, 1999) places it in a methodological world of its own.

The application of CA to studies of institutional talk has confronted researchers with the methodological tensions between CA and ethnography, two analytic traditions which share a concern with detail and a bottom-up, empirically grounded framework for more general observations on social life, but which differ in the methods they use and, above all, in the methodological reach of their view of context.

In the next section I will examine CA informed approaches to institutional talk and the relation of ethnography to them, using the discussion to frame my own methodological stance.

1.2 Institutional Talk and Context

IT has been called Applied CA (ten Have, 1999: 162) in its concern first with how institutional interactions are organized as such, and second because of the ‘implicit or even explicit use of CA-inspired studies to support efforts to make social life better in some way.’ At the heart of Applied CA studies have been two methodological dicta:

1. Take sequential context as a focus.
2. Take ordinary conversation as a 'reference point' for understanding institutional talk.

In linguistic terms, the conversational machinery is viewed as unmarked talk-in-interaction, whereas IT is marked in its varying degrees of comparative restriction. In social organizational terms, IT is studied in order to discover ‘how institutional interactions are organized as institutional interactions’, or, how they are talked into being (ten Have, 1999: 161; Heritage, 1984: 290).
Studies of institutional talk using a CA approach, have thus taken up the 'invitation' of Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson (1974) to start a comparative investigation of speech exchange systems (see ten Have, 1999: 163). They have also seemingly adhered to the ethnomethodological view of the locally constituted and organized basis for social interaction, where, in this instance, institutional talk as institutional action is seen to be constitutive of institutional settings and identities (ten Have, 1999: 164).

Schegloff (1991; 1992a; 1992b) resists extending the CA notion of sequential context, and thus the sources of information and the interpretations on which it rests. Analysis must justify working outwards from transcripted talk only through the orientation of the participants, or the demonstrable sequential consequentiality for them of institutional factors in the interaction. Schegloff’s methodological caution questions "the co-optation or preemption of a sequential feature of the talk by a social-structural formulation of its context" if it isn’t needed (1991: 64).

It is unfortunate that Schegloff’s cautionary tales about the primacy of proximal elements have been made to represent a CA/IT view of institutional context (see eg, Lynch and Bogen, 1994; Hester & Francis, 2000). The reality is that there is a proximal-distal continuum, as I noted in chapter 2, and many IT studies fall closer to the distal than the proximal. What is of interest here is the basis for moving from proximal to distal context and the information sources drawn on in doing so. Discussing CA’s central question of ‘why that now?’ (here at this juncture of talk), Schegloff (1998) stresses that this is not CA’s question so much as that of members in the conversation. It is the pervasiveness of the question for members which occasions its centrality in CA work. However, Schegloff (p416) goes on to note that how members answer the question, or appear to do so, may in fact lead into a wider angle of analysis.

Silverman (1999) has proposed a reconciliation of differing methodological standpoints, arguing for a distinction to be made between how and why questions, with CA being most important in answering the initial how question (a member’s why question), while more culturally and politically referenced work may be relevant to the why questions posed by an analyst. Schegloff’s comments suggest that CA’s methodological caution does not preclude analytical interest in the wider context, but reassert the kind of warrant needed to justify it. The relationship between interactional order and institutional order necessitates a consideration of the relationship between CA and ethnography in my own research.
**Applied CA & Ethnography**

I have noted that CA has much in common with ethnography in its detailed consideration of situated behaviour and activities. Its concern with the interaction order in micro contexts also has connections to Erving Goffman, who could be described as an ethnographer of situations (see Goffman, 1964). However, unlike Goffman, CA did not make a distinction between ritual procedures and system procedures, viewing culture/procedural rules as evidenced in participants’ interactional behaviour.

The analytic transparency seen as a distinguishing feature of CA is embodied in its data collection methods, again contrasted with what has been viewed as the dangerously subjective filter of the participant observer in ethnography (Sacks, 1992: 27). Pure CA is founded on a ‘vulgar competence’ assumed by CA analysts to stand for members’ knowledge, but this may not be applicable to the task-based competence necessary for local institutional practices (Hester and Francis, 2000). This may mean that CA picks up conversational aspects but misses the task-based aspects that are constitutive of a particular institutional, workplace setting (see ten Have, 1990). The implication is that with Applied CA ethnographic research can provide ‘virtual membership' of a particular institutional order, supporting rather than competing with recorded data (ten Have, 1999: 59).

The application of CA techniques to the analysis of institutional talk has arguably played an influential role in an acceptance by many CA analysts of the possible relevance and consequentiality of discoursal and cultural practices from outside the sequential domain, resulting in an acknowledgement of the methodological importance of distal context (eg Maynard, 1989; Drew and Heritage, 1992; Miller, 1994; ten Have, 1999; Silverman, 1999; Makitalo & Saljo, 2002).

Having said this however, a researcher’s need for ethnographically gathered information beyond audio or video recordings to help them understand ‘what is going on’ is dependent on what they are after: the activity they wish to study, the aspects of interaction they wish to explore, the aspect of the organization in question they are focusing on, and how far they are ‘virtual members’ with respect to that focus (Duranti, 1997; ten Have, 1990; Drew & Heritage, 1992).
In the following two sections I shall describe my own view of the place of ethnographically gathered information in the analysis of my variety of IT and suggest how drawing on membership categorization analysis is an analytic resource in linking the categorical identities oriented to by participants in interaction to the wider institutional order.

**Applied CA and Teacher Trainer Talk**

I have said that my topic of teacher training classroom contexts builds on the work of Seedhouse (2004) into L2 classroom contexts. His aims were descriptive and methodological: describing the characteristic forms or varieties of interaction in this institutional context, and in doing so establishing an appropriate methodology (2004: 88). My own research has this dual descriptive and methodological purpose.

The size and variety of Seedhouse’s database contributed towards his methodological purity, in CA terms, because of the relatively limited practical possibilities of gathering ethnographic information. In fact, Seedhouse (2004: 90-92) follows Silverman’s proposal (1999: 407) regarding **directionality** and **timing**. First ask the how questions about how participants produce the local context, then ask the why questions about institutional and cultural constraints, but only based on details of the interaction and the orientation of participants to features of the macro context.

In these two methodological dictates, Seedhouse essentially adheres to the IT agenda set out by Drew and Heritage (1992: 5, 21) where an analyst must point to the participants’ orientation to institutional characteristics of their talk (typically relating to task and roles) as a basis for relating this to the wider context. Not following them opens a researcher to questions of representation – the reliability of a piece of analysis, where it is the analyst not the participants who selects from the numerous exogeneous factors that may be relevant to making meaning in this interactional context. These two dictates underpin my own research methodology.
My 20 years of teacher training experience have provided a virtual membership of the institutional order of teacher training classrooms. But observing teachers and other trainers have led me to a strong belief in the primacy of the interaction order and its locally constructed and reconstructed underpinnings. I want to show through a fine-grained approach to the sequential context that the wider context is generally a luxury I can afford to do without (McHoul et al, 2008).

Structures of interaction in this kind of classroom, as in others, determine the opportunities for participation on the part of trainees. In participation structures are lodged the resources for reflection and knowledge construction, the practical techniques and the development of teacher identity that are at the heart of institutional task goals in this setting (see Roberts, 1997; Trappes-Lomax & McGrath, 1999).

A central concept in Seedhouse’s work on L2 classroom context is the reflexive relationship between pedagogic focus and the organization of interaction (turn taking and sequence) (2004: 101). In his classrooms, the fundamental institutional goal is to ‘teach the learners the L2’ (p183). Achieving this goal leads to a set of institutional practices or forms of interaction (Drew & Heritage, 1992: 26; Seedhouse, 2004: 183). There are varieties of classroom interaction linked to pedagogic purpose (Seedhouse, 2004: 205). My own research takes the fundamental institutional task (of teaching teachers how to teach) and examines interactional practices for getting it done, in the first instance bracketing my ethnographic sensibility to establish the how questions, but if necessary drawing on it to examine why questions.

This inside-out/how-then-why view is an important strategy for keeping methodologically honest. You are 'watching conversation' (Sacks, 1992: 5), and finding out as far as possible how culture is 'done', what the outlines of this inference-making machine are (Sacks, 1992: 119). There will be gaps, questions, seeming irrationalities, and so on, which will perhaps lead you into the wider institutional setting and your own ethnographic knowledge, but lead you also, back to the tapes, to add these semantics to the syntax. Tapping into ethnographic knowledge in applied CA is the equivalent of tapping into vulgar competence in pure CA; in both it does not require leaving the office or the tapes to do fieldwork of a traditional ethnographic kind.
1.3 MCA and Methodology: Categories and Context

I want briefly to return to Harvey Sacks’ notion of *membership categorization devices* (MCDs), as a further strategy for bridging micro and macro, interactional and institutional. In chapter 2 I discussed the nature of MCDs and MCA and identified levels of analysis at which they might tap into the institutional order of a teacher training classroom. Here I’ll add something about the practical methodological implications and in particular the role of MCA in exploring institutional identity in sequential contexts.

"Categories simultaneously provide cultural resources and constituting possibilities for participants in *in situ* talk. By using them, participants make specific aspects of institutional context relevant as they engage in interaction."

(Makitalo & Saljo, 2002: 59)

Categorization is a pervasive and basic human process, and it is therefore an attractively common sense analytic concept. In the context of CA approaches to institutional talk it also suggests the possibility of adding an often-missing dimension of content to process concerns. There are three important methodological reference points for a MCA dimension to sequences of talk-in-interaction:

1. Categories in talk refer to people, things, situations and events.
2. Categories are directly referenced or they can be inferred from a social relationship or an activity bound to a particular category.

In sum, categories have associated expectations and activities. They allow us to label people and experience, and in turn provide a set of inferential resources which help us to understand and interpret the behaviour (and so identities) of people we label in activity-bound contexts.
In my own training classroom context I will first describe the forms of sequence organization that characterise teacher trainer talk. Within these different sequential contexts I will then draw on MCA and sequential analysis to examine the kinds of task that are done in these contexts and the different institutional identities in play.

In Section 1 I have examined the different elements that make up my methodological theory of context. My arguments for virtual institutional membership allied to sequentially constructed institutional identities drawing on insights from MCA seek to establish a study that is informed by an appropriate ethnographic sensibility in methodological terms while at the same time achieving this largely on CA's own terms.

Section 2 Data Collection

2.1 Data Selection

If the teacher training courses which I examined were the settings for my research, my cases (units of analysis, Huberman, 1994) in CA terms would be forms of interactional behaviour, sequential events or structures habitually found in that setting (see Heritage, in ten Have, 1999: 51).

My institutional study of sequential cases is defined at two levels:

Level 1. Turn-taking and sequence (Seedhouse's level)
Level 2. Sequence and activity or task (my additional level)

At level 1 my case is the study of teacher-initiated interaction in teacher training classrooms. It is a case which was largely defined conceptually (Miles and Huberman, 1994: 27; cf Hammersley and Atkinson, 1995) at an early stage of the analysis through the conceptual framework and research questions. In keeping with the CA practice of building a collection of cases exemplifying a particular conversational phenomenon (Heritage, 1988; Hutchby and Wooffitt, 1998), and with the recognition that cases exist at different levels, my ‘embedded’ cases, or cases within a case (Miles and Huberman, 1994: 26), level 2, will be a collection of differentially classified (by task/identity, constraints of contributions, and inferential procedures) trainer-initiated event sequences.
Sampling Issues

Discussion of collections of sequential phenomena and within case sampling brings us to the question of how to select cases for a collection. Qualitative research is not driven by what Alasuutari (in ten Have (1999: 37 et seq) has called a factist perspective. This treats data as a statement about or a reflection of reality; it indexes a world that is not directly observable in its entirety; and so a sample in this perspective seeks to represent the wider population ‘out there’. A specimen perspective, in contrast, views the specimen as part of the reality being studied, as an instance of a particular species - in our case trainer talk in a training classroom. This second perspective reflects the CA approach which underlies my data selection.

Taken at face value, a specimen perspective suggests that one, or a few, specimens will do, and that their representativeness or quality (the extent to which they may be called good or bad specimens) is not an issue. In adopting the same analyst-as-naturalist metaphor for a discussion of CA methods, Heritage (in ten Have, 1999: 38) advocates a large collection of specimens from as many sites as possible, as a basis for a CA version of Linnean classification. This maximum variation strategy applies to phenomena - like stories, requests, explanations, for example - that are to be found in a variety of sites, and therefore vary. However, an interest in specimens likely to be found in certain places leads to a minimum variation strategy, confining the collection to one setting or a restricted sample (ten Have, 1999: 51, 52). In the wider context of qualitative research, this is purposive or theoretical sampling, where the selection and generalizability of cases is linked to theoretical propositions rather than populations (Silverman, 2000: 102-103).

My case selection is framed by a minimal variation selection strategy, but the ‘nesting’ (Miles and Huberman, 1994 29) within that case of subordinate cases requires a form of maximum variation, to identify and collect different kinds of trainer-initiated interaction sequences (TIIS). The choices I have made have been dependent on convenience and purposive sampling (see Silverman, 2000: 104). The teacher training settings in which I collected data were for the most part close at hand – in the teaching centre classrooms in the building in which I worked. In the teacher training courses which took place in these classrooms, I could anticipate finding specimens of TIIS which conformed to the institutional frame specified by Drew and Heritage (1992). Description and classification of these specimens would be informed by and inform methodological theory regarding
how IT works and what features and ‘family resemblances’ distinguished this particular form.

**Sample Size**

How many specimens of TIIS to collect? This was in the end a question of practicalities. Data collection took place over 2 years, 2002-2004. Working in Mexico City, I visited 2 of the 6 teacher training courses that took place over that time period in my workplace: one University of Cambridge DELTA (Diploma in English Language Teaching for Adults) and one ICELT (In-service Certificate in English Language Teaching) course. These courses generally had one weekly session of 4 hours over a 6 to 9 month time period, adding up to between 150 (ICELT) and 250 (DELTA) hours of input.

Visits to each course normally took place on a monthly basis, starting a month or two into the course to give the group a chance to develop ways of doing and speaking. The number of visits to each and hours of taping were

- DELTA: 5 visits - 20 hours of tape
- ICELT: 5 visits - 20 hours of tape

During an ICELT moderation outside Mexico City early on in the research, I collected a further 12 hours of taped sessions in 3 visits. These three data sources amounted to around 50 hours of taped training sessions. In CA terms, 50 hours of taped classroom interaction represents a considerable database (see Seedhouse, 2004), if we consider that transcribing one hour of audio recording can take from 10 to 20 hours, depending on the detail involved.

It was not intended that all the data be transcribed and analysed, but rather that a core of 5 training sessions, three from the DELTA and two from the ICELT would be transcribed and analysed to describe and classify seemingly foundational sequences. This core would then be the basis for moving outwards in the database - the kind of investigative sampling noted by Miles and Huberman in the quote above. For all the courses, I took notes while taping.
My strategy for selection and collection is based on building a collection of specimen cases of TIIS, with an emphasis on variation within the case rather than representation. I am selecting a sample of conversational sequences which are ‘relevant to or appear in the wider universe’ (Mason, in Silverman, 2000: 106). However, these relevant or sampleable units are theoretically or purposively defined: the three major indexicals of institutional interaction are not external or previous to their joint production and validation by participants in the course of talk in a setting where such units are likely to be found. The variety or range of case specimens in the sample aims at ensuring that it collects outlying or deviant cases, to put alongside more typical ones, so testing and probing the theoretical frame, and making for increased confidence in analytic conclusions (Silverman, 2000, 107; Miles and Huberman, 1994: 28). The relatively large database (in CA terms, see Seedhouse, 2004: 84) allows for continuing interaction between analysis, theory, and sampling.

- as new factors emerge it will be possible to increase the sample to accommodate them
- it will be possible to move from a relatively restricted focus initially to use the wider sample for later tests of emerging generalization
- unexpected generalizations during data analysis lead to new deviant cases (Silverman, 2000: 108)

My sequentially founded cases have been analysed in some detail in my four framing sessions and pursued where necessary into the further layers of context available in the database.

**People and Procedures**

The ICELT is an early in-service training course for English teachers with at least 500 hours of classroom experience. Trainees are usually non-native speakers. The ICELT (at the time of the research known as the Certificate for Overseas Teachers of English - COTE) has been central to teacher training projects in Mexico at university level, supported by the Mexican Ministry of Education.
The ICELT course I tracked had 12 participants from private language schools, private and public primary, secondary and high schools in Mexico City. The ICELT Syllabus and Assessment Guidelines (2005) have this to say about the target candidature:

ICELT candidates are likely to have very different levels of previous teaching experience. Some may have substantial previous English language teaching experience but little practical training; others may have been trained as primary/secondary teachers and now need to extend their skills to include language teaching. (p2)

This ICELT group reflected this mixed levels profile in terms of work context and years of experience. The language requirement for entry to an ICELT course is Cambridge First Certificate. The ICELT course outside Mexico City was for university teachers at a state university.

The DELTA is a teacher training course for experienced teachers with at least two years teaching experience and 1200 hours of recent classroom experience. Participants are expected to have a degree and a previous training in ELT at pre-service or early in-service (eg ICELT). There is no specified language requirement for DELTA, only a requirement that an applicant should have a level of written and spoken English sufficient to follow the course and complete all assessed elements successfully (DELTA Pilot Syllabus Guidelines, 1998: 3). Institutions typically look for at least a Certificate of Advanced English or IELTS 7.5 as an entrance minimum for non-native speakers. The main aims of ICELT and DELTA courses are set out in Appendix 1.

There were ten trainees on my DELTA course, four native speakers and six non-native speakers. All the trainees except one (who taught at one of the three main British schools in Mexico city) came from one of the three large language teaching organisations based in Mexico City and with branches around the country. DELTA is required by Cambridge as a course for prospective teacher trainers, while the DELTA had recently become a requirement for teachers working in one of those centres.
For recording at the training sessions, I used a Coomber 2241 Stereo CD Cassette Recorder with unidirectional external microphone. Outside Mexico City at the state university ICELT, I used an Optimus portable tape recorder with external unidirectional microphone. The dates of course visits are shown in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DELTA</th>
<th>ICELT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8.2.2002</td>
<td>20.2.2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.3.2002</td>
<td>19.3.2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.6.2002</td>
<td>23.4.2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.7.2002</td>
<td>30.4.2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.7.2002</td>
<td>21.5.2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Outside Mexico City, the recording visits to the state university ICELT were on the following dates:

- 1.2.2002
- 22/23.2.2002
- 8.3.2002

**Ethics**

The nature of qualitative research, involving as it often does 'an intimate engagement with the public and private lives of individuals' (Mason in Silverman, 2000: 201), raises ethical issues involving the values of the researcher and their responsibility to those studied. Guillemin and Gillam (in Kubanyiova, 2008) have drawn attention to the tensions between *macroethics* and *microethics* and consequent issues confronting a researcher *in situ*. By *macroethics* they mean the procedural ethics related to seeking approval for a piece of research (especially if funded) from relevant institutional committees and the general ethical principles embodied in various professional codes of conduct. By *microethics*, they refer to a researcher's awareness of ethically important moments in the course of research, typically deriving from the relational nature of qualitative, situated research and the invariably changing nature of relations between researcher and researched.
The tensions arising from principles in practice largely revolve around consent, anonymity and confidentiality of data and have been discussed by a number of scholars (see for example, Nespor, 2000; Richards, 2003; Walford, 2005; Wiles et al, 2008; Kubanyiova, 2008; Kaiser, 2009). I want to take each area in turn, to identify the issues and relate them to my own research.

**Consent**

Informed consent is essentially giving sufficient and accurate information about the research which is relevant to subjects' decision on whether to participate, and ensuring that consent is voluntary, for example by getting written or formal consent (see Punch, 1998: 170-174; Silverman, 2000: 201-205). A researcher needs first to ask when consent is needed, what form it takes, how far and for how long it extends, the degree of freedom on the part of research subjects in giving it, and the extent of the representation of the research by the researcher (and so the degree of honesty on their part) (Kent, 2001; Richards, 2003).

With trainers before the research and with all groups of trainees on my first visit to their classrooms, I told them what I was doing (describing training classroom discourse) and why (because nobody had done it before and that at some point it might be useful for training the trainers courses). I told trainers and trainees that when I had completed my research I would contact them to ask if they wished to have a copy of it. I also said that if I were to include any part of the research for publication, they had the right to refuse permission. In following these procedures I felt at the time that I provided honest and adequate information for informed consent; that those involved had a say in future public representations; and that all relevant permissions had been obtained. (Kent, 2000).
In retrospect, however, I recognise that I should have gone further and obtained written consent from trainees and trainers. The recordings which form the data for my research were made in 2002-2004. At that time, ethical issues were significantly less important than they are now, especially in my own field of applied linguistics, where 'situated' research projects (Kubanyiova, 2008) were not as commonplace as they are now, and where macroethical dictates from universities and professional organisations (in my case, BAAL, for example) were not what they might now be. The macroethical contractual element introduced by written consent would also provide a basis for the microethical element of periodic review with research participants to see if in fact my presence in sessions was making some or all subjects uncomfortable or had changed the way they viewed me and they wished to opt out or make changes. Microethical issues of this sort will often confront the researcher with individual as opposed to group ethics, making even more demands on them in terms of ethical decision-making.

Anonymity and Confidentiality

Wiles et al (2008: 417) note that confidentiality and anonymity are closely linked as the latter is a key element in operationalising the former. Anonymity involves not naming a person or research site and not disclosing information that would allow others to identify them. However most researchers agree that anonymity is hard to guarantee (eg Nespor, 2000; Walford, 2005), not least because the sort of rich and detailed description of people, places and activities at the heart of qualitative research makes deductive disclosure by outsiders a real possibility.

Holding back information in the interests of confidentiality could undermine the point of the research and is perhaps one of the central dilemmas facing a qualitative researcher, 'a conflict between conveying detailed, accurate accounts of the social world while protecting the identities of the individuals who live in that particular world (Kaiser, 2009: 139; Walford, 2005: 85). Once again, almost a decade after the decision-making fact, I would have done things differently, certainly in terms of anonymity. I would not have located the research site or the courses running there. This may not have prevented the relevant 'local people' (Nespor, 2000: 549) from identifying the trainers involved if they read the research report, but it certainly would have preserved anonymity outside Mexico. In this respect, I would have better addressed a central macroethical issue.
It might be said that transcripts present less of a threat to anonymity and confidentiality/privacy issues than the interviews and participant observation studies that have framed ethical debates. While the three trainers in my research were colleagues and friends, I never at any point talked to them or the trainees outside the classroom, never as I saw it needed to confront the insider-friends issues (see Taylor, 2011). I assumed that the tapes would make for a relatively impersonal, arms-length representation of information. I felt that giving all those involved the right to a say in the nature and extent of future representation gave them an important degree of control over disclosure. This fitted with Kaiser's alternative approach to confidentiality (2009: 1636), where the researcher thinks ahead and shares with respondents, informing them of any changed plans and audiences during the research, and does not assume that confidentiality is the only option desired by subjects. The inductive nature of QI need not be compromised as long as there is continuing communication between researcher and respondents, but I now acknowledge that this was a second ethical problem of my research, this time a microethical one. There was no continuing dialogue or review of consent or confidentiality issues which would have addressed both macro and micro levels, ethical principles in practice.

In sum, the reflexivity at the heart of qualitative research extends beyond the construction of knowledge to ethical issues (Guillermin and Gillam, 2004; Kubanyiova, 2008) and this is something I was not sufficiently aware of when starting my research, almost 10 years ago. Each individual needs to tread their own contextual path, but self-consciousness and an awareness of the ethical issues is a first step in what is importantly a continuing process.

**Reflexivity**

Considering ethical issues is part of the reflexivity of the qualitative researcher. The perceptions of the researcher are shaped by their personality and values and by the nature of their interactions with the researched and in this sense the researcher is 'his or her own research instrument' (Punch, 1998: 158)
Reflexivity is the impossibility of separating the researcher from the research and its subjects. The researcher's identity can affect qualitative research in a number of different ways and at different points in the research process.

1. The selection of topic
2. Data collection
3. Writing up

(Taylor, 2001: 16-17)

Reflexivity revolves around questions of validity and reliability and I shall deal with these in more detail in Section 5 of this chapter. Here I want to look at Phase 2, data collection, and I shall briefly discuss the basis for my approach and consider the extent to which my relationship to research participants and the institution in my own particular context might have affected my own data collection and analysis.

The central methodological issue of representation and the identity of the researcher - the question of authorial presence - has to be seen as a challenge to be addressed, and accepted rather than avoided. If one accepts the inevitability, indeed the necessity of this presence, then the question is how to build it into the research in a systematic way. My answer to the question takes as its starting point the need for an 'intense methodological awareness' (Seale, 1999: 33). Perhaps self-awareness would be a more accurate term to describe this systematic accounting for research activities and results. This awareness is allied to a belief that there is a story to be told which, while very much shaped by the teller, still qualifies as non-fiction.

"...we do not see reflexivity as undermining researchers’ commitment to realism. In our view it only undermines naïve forms of realism which assume that knowledge must be based on some absolutely secure foundation.....For us, the primary goal of research is, and must remain, the production of knowledge." (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995: 17)
Here is a position statement for what Hammersley later termed *subtle realism* (1998: 66). This specification of a fallibilistic framework for social research and its conception of truth and validity is founded on two assertions:

- No knowledge is certain, but knowledge claims can be judged in terms of their likely truth
- There are phenomena independent of us as researchers or readers of which we can have such knowledge

The danger of this approach, as Hammersley & Atkinson (1995: 21) acknowledge, is that, while accepting the idea of a social science, it runs the risk of confusing common sense knowledge with this science. How different is this from investigative journalism? The answer is that, unlike an investigative journalist, the social researcher has to work with footnotes, or what has been called an 'auditing trail' (Lincoln and Guba, 1985: 382; Bassey, 1999, 61; Seale, 1999: 44,45) This documentation of who said what to who, how and when, along with the researcher’s actions, changing views and roles, and interpretations has to be built into the research process and frame the writing. This is not intended to make the research replicable, but, rather, to provide

"..a fully reflexive account of procedures and methods, showing readers in as much detail as possible the lines of enquiry that have led to particular conclusions. This enables the reader imaginatively to 'replicate' studies, and also helps to ensure that claims are supported by adequate evidence." (Seale, 1999: 157, 158)
From the reader’s side, there is a methodology present too. This can be seen as a checklist of expectations, which differs significantly from the reader of Sunday newspaper exclusives. Hammersley (1998: 68) notes that, unlike journalists or people in their everyday lives, researchers specialise in inquiry. And there is a particular audience for these inquiries: a research community which provides a wider context for this specialisation and embodies rigorous investigation of claims to validity. This special and specialised writer-reader relationship differentiates research from other sorts of investigative writing.

Being read and being open are, then, two key notions in taking common sense into a more scientific realm. These are important as ‘guiding ideals’ (Seale, 1999) for my approach. I will need to show in my discussion of validity and reliability, that such ideas translate into systematic accounting procedures.

How might my position as employee of the institution or setting of the research have affected data collection and analysis? My employer supported the professional development of its staff and I was one of three or four trainers and consultants in the ELT section encouraged to do a PhD and supported financially in doing so. There was no contractual agreement that in return for financial support the institution would have any control on how I went about the research or on the shaping of the product. I am clear that my position in the institution was not a factor affecting process or product.

The three trainers who were research subjects were all long-time colleagues. Is there a danger that I might try to select, hide, avoid, soften, slant the evidence because of these relationships? I would point to two related reasons for maintaining that they did not affect data collection and analysis. First, I was not doing ethnography, a participant observer reliant on interviews and observation (field notes) for my data, with their inherent problems of representation. There was no interaction with trainers before, during or after sessions, I did not discuss my research with them, they did not ask me about findings. Collecting the data over a number of sessions, and indeed the very nature of my relationship with trainers, meant that it would have been very hard for them to 'hide' their style and approach to training.
I did not know any of the trainees in the sessions I recorded and again did not interact with them inside or outside sessions. The only exception to this was with the DELTA group, with whom I did two guest training sessions, but after I had completed recording.

My second reason for arguing that relationships did not unduly influence collection and analysis was that while my research was broadly a discourse analytic study, its use of a CA approach and its reliance on tape recordings meant that participants could speak for themselves in important respects. At the centre of methodological strategy in CA is that while an analyst is intent on an 'emic' perspective (Hammersley and Atkinson, 1995), to see things as far as possible as participants see and interpret them, it is the social members who do the interpretation, and 'seeing things' in this case is seeing how participants in talk-in-interaction make meanings in sequential contexts of interaction. As I shall discuss in the next section, tapes need translating into transcripts and there is much that can be lost in such translation, but again, being open about analytical procedures and their shortcomings remains a safeguard in a constructivist approach to the research context and its participants which takes subtle realism as its framework.

2.2 Data Collection Methods

In this section of the chapter I shall briefly review CA's aims and analytic strategies and the consequent primacy of audio recordings as data, showing how this data collection method is also appropriate to my own research. I shall then examine issues concerning the relationship between tape and transcript and discuss how I have dealt with them. Finally, I look at the level of detail in transcription, the choices I have made and the reasoning behind them.

CA and its Method

In their introduction to Structures of Social Action, Atkinson and Heritage (1984: 1) set out the main aim of CA: 'the description and explication of the competences that ordinary speakers use and rely on in participating in intelligible, socially organized interaction.' Chomsky once characterised the search for deep structures as trying to map the inside of the sun. CA analysts do not face such a momentous task but there is still the problem of the 'invisibility of common sense procedures' (ten Have, 1990).
Garfinkel's (1967) solution to the problem was his breaching procedures. Ethnomethodologically informed conversation analysis turned to materials collected from naturally occurring occasions of everyday interaction through the use of audio- and video-recordings. The fact they were conversations was incidental; the important thing is that they happened; they were not hypothetical data. So they were accessible to observation and analysis (Sacks, 1992, Part II: 420). This was Sacks' answer to what he saw as the dilemma of sociology: how could it handle the details of actual events and handle them formally in terms of description (Sacks, 1992, Part I: 620). Tape recorded conversations could be typed out, replayed, studied again and again, and, in theory, the materials studied were also accessible to others (Sacks, 1992, Part I: 622). The macro concerns of social action and social order could be studied in the micro detail of conversations.

Tape recordings as primary data are, then, a reflection of CA's analytic aims. The methodological advantages they have are summed up by Atkinson and Heritage (1984: 4):

1. They are more accurate, detailed and reliable than field notes or recollection.
2. The analyst is exposed to a wide range of interactions and situations and analysis is less dependent on intuition, selective recall or experimental design.
3. A taped record allows repeated and detailed examination of interactional events and enhances the range and precision of observations.
4. They are available for public scrutiny.
5. Their availability in raw form makes them reusable and reexaminable in the light of new observations and findings.

My CA founded approach to analysing institutional interaction is grounded in the comparative method of sequential analysis: how do patterns of interaction differ from those of conversation? How do participants orient to institutional tasks and identities in the orders or structures of interaction? This makes audio recordings and transcription more relevant than observation, text analysis or interviews (see Silverman, 2000: 90) in collecting data on the interaction order. I triangulate this comparative analysis through data from my institutional context, from other institutional contexts and from ordinary conversational contexts.
I have not chosen to use video recordings because I felt that in a relatively small room where I was observing, it would be intrusive and that there would be a greater impact on how participants behaved in that setting than there would if I used a tape recorder and a notebook. In practical terms, if I set up a video camera to record a training session, there would be difficulties in making sure that the camera would capture all the necessary particulars regarding participants and setting to understand what was going on.

While the absence of visual information has an impact on the reliability of the analysis in terms of possibly important information lost, the focus of my research on the sequential organization of interaction makes the reliance on audio tapes alone less of a serious threat to reliability. I am not trying to say anything about attitudes, relationships, movement, etc, and certainly nothing that a reasonable set of field notes could not capture.

**Methodological Issues with Tapes and Transcription**

Criticism of tapes as primary data source has derived from two main concerns. First, the narrowness of the database: the tape and only the tape. My earlier discussion of the central notion of context in CA and Institutional Talk and the allowance for the possibility of 'ethnographic particulars' being relevant to a description of the institutional order informing the interaction order means that I will need to justify my exclusion of interviews or systematic observation as relevant methods for information. I will do this in Section 3.

A second criticism concerns the relationship between tapes and data and the reality of CA's claim that the taped record should be allowed to speak for itself. In traditional observation, as I have noted in the preceding section, field notes and the 'observer’s effect’ on what is seen and recorded, and on the behaviour of the subjects, are central methodological concerns (see Ochs, 1979: 44). Tape recordings do not get rid of the problem of selective observation: it is just delayed until the moment ‘the researcher sits down to transcribe the material from the audio or videotape.’ (Ochs, 1979: 44)
As ten Have (2004: 43) has pointed out, transcription is one phase in the process of doing conversation analysis. As with any form of data collection, the process is inherently one of selection and reduction (see Miles and Huberman, 1994). ten Have italicizes the selectively reductive elements in the process as:

Original(inter-)action > recording > (audio/video record) > transcription > transcript > (action)understanding > procedural analysis > analytical argument. (2004: 43)

The reality is that, of course, transcription is a selective and theory-laden version of the original event (Atkinson and Heritage, 1984; ten Have, 1999). The problematic relationship between the (realist) tape and (constructivist) transcript (Ashmore and Reed, 2004) has been addressed by a range of researchers. The general consensus is that transcription is not so much translation as representation (see eg Ochs, 1979; Roberts, 1997; Green et al, 1997; Lapidat and Lindsay, 1999; ten Have, 1999, 2004; Tilley, 2003; Ashmore and Reed, 2004).

In my view, too much is made of what is as much a practical as an interpretive process. A compromise is necessary between detail and readability. Moreover, CA researchers are generally careful to stress that transcriptions are not data; the tape is the data, while transcriptions are a convenient reference or tool in the analysis of data. Transcripts are 'produced and designed for use in close conjunction with the tape-recorded materials that constitute the data base' (Atkinson and Heritage, 1984: 12; Hutchby and Wooffitt, 1998: 73-74).

What seems to me important here relates to elements of the trustworthiness and credibility discussed by Guba and Lincoln (1985), an honest presentation of data, collection methods and analysis that are the basis for authentication by a reader (Edge and Richards, 1998: 351). Transcription should be principled as well as practical. The basis for selectivity should be clear in a report and should reflect what is known of subjects and setting as well as the researcher’s questions or hypotheses (Ochs, 1979: 44; cf Richards, 2003: 199). The challenge for the transcriber is to produce transcriptions that are accurate and readable but that are also reflexive in how they make explicit to the reader the constructed nature of written talk and so the problematic nature of accuracy and readability. (Roberts, 1997: 68)
Transcribing Teacher Trainer Talk

A CA derived transcription system, whether narrowly or broadly conceived (see Dressler and Kreus, 2000) aims to uncover sequential features of talk. ten Have (1999: 80-89) sets out the different elements in transcribing taped materials that an analyst must consider in making decisions.

1. Words as Spoken
2. Sounds as Uttered
3. Inaudible or Incomprehensible Sounds or Words
4. Spaces/Silences
5. Overlapped Speech or Sounds
6. Pace, stretches, stresses, volume

These aspects of delivery and turn taking are all included in Seedhouse's (2004) approach to transcription drawing on the the standardized CA system for transcription, based on the work of Gail Jefferson (see Jefferson, 1985; 1989). Capturing these basic elements of delivery and turn-taking are reasonably well-established and I have adopted them in my own transcription system (see Appendix 2).

Within this basic framework, more fine-grained decisions are called for and when considering further detail, I drew on Richards' (2003: 199-2005) three criteria for transcription decision-making:

- fitness for the purpose - the features that are included match the research purpose and the interactional sequences in focus
- adequacy - of detail in the transcription
- accuracy - of sound to writing

Turn Taking

My research questions focus on structures of interaction in teacher trainer talk, so a principled approach to overlap, silences or pauses within and between turns would be important. One decision I needed to make in this respect was whether to make interrupted turns consecutive or concurrent in terms of transcription. These two options are shown in Extracts 1 and 2.
Extract 1

S I think that Stern's approach was basically eclectic rather than trying to have a single way of teaching.

Extract 2

S I think that Stern's approach-
T yeah Fundamental Concepts-
S was basically eclectic rather than trying to have a single way of teaching.

The distinction may appear on the surface to be of little consequence, but in turn-taking terms, we may want to indicate when a turn is trying to take the floor (Extract 2) or is more akin to back channel support (Extract 1). This is clearly yet another close transcription call where the reader has to trust the transcriber. Because of my focus on participation structures and different types of speech exchange systems underpinning interaction, it seemed a distinction worth trying to make, and so I have tried to indicate each type when they occur, and relate them to the interactional context in which they are produced.

I have noted silences of over 1 second within trainer and trainee speech and have generally allocated significant silences to unoccupied turns, typically in the case of trainer questions. This seems a reasonable compromise in tracking pauses for thought, word searches, and so on, as well as for indicating possible turn constructional units (see Schegloff, 1996; 2007).

Aspects of Delivery

The main issue here concerns adequacy of transcription in relation to sounds. ten Have (1999) suggests that there are three options available:

- standard orthography throughout
- standard orthography most of the time with some modification to mark specially significant 'deviations'
- use modifications (eye dialect) continuously and as far as possible consistently
I have for the most part stuck to standard orthography (fitness and adequacy), except on rare occasions where eye dialect or unconventional spelling are relevant to analytic purpose and are used to mark a piece of interaction (see Coates and Thornborrow, 1999: 595; Richards, 2003: 202). One of the most common distinctions I have made in this respect is with 'yes' and 'yeah', where the former (often accompanied by :: symbols to indicate lengthening of the vowel and/or consonant) signals strong agreement and the latter normally functions as a continuer.

Finally, I have included where I felt necessary ten Have's (1999: 87) process elements of delivery: pace, stretches, stresses, volume, etc. All these elements seem relevant to different turn taking and sequential features of trainer talk, related aspects of delivery, and the shapes of participation structures produced.

As Richards (2003: 202) notes, the search for accuracy is a doomed enterprise. He advocates the most honest representation possible, given the resources at our disposal, and, I would add, the kind of interaction we are trying to represent. Returning to the same recording a number of times as well as using different machines if possible, are ways Richards recommends for trying to be more accurate (although Ashmore and Reed warn of the interpretive refractions or distancings of 'nostalgia' involved in further listenings). I have followed both these practical precepts, without wishing to suggest that they always lead to greater accuracy. What they do encourage is a greater awareness of the complexity of 'hearing what is said'. Listening again to an extract of talk that I could not transcribe has sometimes enabled a transcription; listening again to an extract that I have heard as unproblematic has sometimes led me to significantly different interpretations. However, it has also brought me up against the question to which there is only a practical answer measured in time available: how often do I go back to a taped extract?

In essence, a narrow v broad approach to transcription brings us up against issues of reliability v validity in a broader qualitative research context. A narrow (deep) system immediately raises issues of reliability, because perhaps no two researchers would transcribe the same way.
“An important benefit of broad transcription is that it requires a fairly small and easily learned set of symbols, therefore resulting in higher interjudge reliability. On the other hand a broader transcription may gloss over important distinctions” (Dressler and Kreus, 2000: 27)

Dressler and Kreus' broad transcription schema has 21 symbols, while mine has 23. With my research aims in mind I have leaned towards reliability over validity, while arguing that in terms of fitness for the purpose and adequacy, I have picked up important distinctions.

Tapes, Transcripts and Rich Description

I would argue that even with a more broad-based approach to transcription, that if taping and transcription take place in the same place, over time, then the tape and analytic immersion in it provide a characteristically CA form of rich description, not so much of people in groups and communities, but of the interactional sequences which are my cases. This is importantly because my claim to 'vulgar competence' is not grounded just in my general work experience. In OC, the detailed interactional analysis of a collection of what Garfinkel has termed 'fat moments' drawn from a range of sites might be sufficient to get at the underlying rules and machinery. In institutional interaction, the collection and detailed analysis of a series of interactional sequences from the same context over time (the minimal variation strategy I have noted) can provide the analysis with the sort of detailed sequential information which taps into the 'deep' structures of this form of institutional talk-in-interaction. Rich description for the CA analyst does not involve them moving too far from tapes and transcripts. This is another way of bringing the institutional to the interactional (see also Fitch, 1998; Makitalo and Saljo, 2002)

This longitudinal understanding of the 'messo context' (Day, 2008) - the local workplace represented in interactional sequences and previous interactions in that workplace - enables a rich description of the sequential contexts captured by the tape. This, along with a continuing reflectivity about the relationship between tape and transcript, is the CA equivalent of subtle realism.
Section 3  Analysing Institutional Data

3.1 Collections and Patterns: CA's Analytic-Inductive Approach

Hutchby and Wooffitt (1998: 95) identify 3 main stages in CA procedure:

1. Locate potentially interesting phenomena in the data (a kind of turn or sequence for example)
2. Collect a number of instances of the phenomena and describe one particular instance formally focusing on sequential context
3. Return to the data to see if other examples of the phenomena can be described in terms of this account or whether further data can be the basis for refining and clarifying

In essence, the first phase is empirical and descriptive, resulting in patterns (a collection of cases); the second involves more analytic or theoretical aspects focused on bringing out the 'endogenous logic' of the interaction (ten Have, 1999: 40).

"The CA analyst tries to come to an understanding of what participants themselves take it they are doing; but to do that we need to have some access to the interpretive and inferential resources which the participants are relying on." (Hutchby and Wooffitt, 1998:113)

While CA has an established analytic procedure and related guidelines (see Silverman, 1998: ch 4 for a synthesis of Sacks' analytic maxims which were the CA template), there is obviously a danger of using the CA apparatus in a mechanistic way. In any interactional event, we might argue that participants have the structures or rules of interaction available as reference, but an analyst cannot assume and must show participants' orientation to the 'grammar rules for interaction' (Sacks, 1992), through third turn proofs, deviant cases, in-depth analysis, and so on. For the analyst, it is not so much a case of following formulae or rules of description, but rather having the conversation analytic mentality (Schenkein, 1978). CA's rigorous empiricism does not preclude it from sharing common analytic ground with ethnography in its reliance to a greater or lesser extent on the insights and noticings of the analyst.
One important question arises as a prelude to stage one: what counts as a phenomenon? Hutchby and Wooffitt (1998: 110-111) note through a discussion of examples from the literature that the focus could be on formal (linguistic) features or sequential features. What draws together an often disparate range of devices is that the analytic interest lies in the interactional work they are doing.

Rather like ethnography, the starting point for a CA analysis is what Psathas (1999; see also Schegloff, 1996: 172) has called **unmotivated looking**. However, is this unmotivated browsing in data as unpremeditated a process as Sacks would have it, where '...starting a consideration and developing points on it does not require a hypothesis. It just involves sitting down at some point and making a bunch of observations and seeing where they'll go' (1992, Vol I: 664)? Certainly, the payoffs can be considerable, for as Sacks notes, time and again in analysing tapes and transcripts,

... what stands as a solution to some problem emerges from unmotivated examination of some piece of data, where, had we started out with a specific interest in the problem, it would not have been supposed in the first instance that this piece of data was a resource with which to consider, and come up with a solution for, that particular problem. (1984a: 27)

But I would argue that the accumulated noticings and analytic problems of CA research, whether they be of types of sequence (top down) and the actions they perform or features of the talk, forms (bottom up) and the actions they perform, will usually mean that an analyst will have something in mind, and this will sometimes be formalised in their research questions (or problems).

My own starting point was not unmotivated looking. Following Seedhouse's (2004) work, one key area for my looking in the data was different sequential contexts for trainer talk and the distinctive structures of interaction participants in these contexts produced. What similarities and differences were there in language and training classrooms in this respect?
My second main focus, the orientation to institutional identities and the management of institutionally relevant activities, drew on CA and IT work on identity, and aimed through comparative analysis to say something about institutional tasks and identities in this particular institutional context (see Drew and Sorjonen, 1997; Benwell and Stokoe, 2006). Such motivated looking was also part of the purposive sampling underlying data collection I noted in Section 2 (see ten Have, 1999: 51,52; Silverman, 2000: 104, 105)

3.2 Analysing Institutional Talk

In my approach to analysis, I will use Heritage’s suggested analytic framework for probing the “institutionality” of interaction’ in a sequential context. He recommends probing at 6 main levels:

1. Turn-taking organization
2. Overall structural organization of the interaction
3. Sequence organization
4. Turn Design
5. Lexical choice
6. Forms of asymmetry

(2004: 225)

The restricted variety of talk that emerges from this sort of multi-levelled contextual analysis is characterized by turn-taking constraints or asymmetries, special tasks and identities, related sequential patterns and turns, and institutionally particularized inferential frameworks (Drew and Heritage, 1992; Heritage, 1997; 2004; Benwell and Stokoe, 2006). They create what Heritage and Greatbatch (1991) have called a unique fingerprint for each form of institutional talk.

These various layers of interaction frame the two fundamental levels of context for the study of institutional talk-in-interaction I established in chapter two and in Section 1 of this chapter:

• The proximal or micro context embodied in the sequential patterns of talk
• The distal or macro context indexed and oriented to by participants in the course of their talk in institutional settings.
Together, **sequence organization** (proximal-interactional) and **identity** (proximal-distal-institutional) provide a unique institutional fingerprint of structures-in-action (Heritage & Greatbatch, 1991), ‘the fingerprint being made up of specific tasks, identities, constraints on conduct, and relevant inferential procedures that the participants deploy and are oriented to in their interactions with one another.’ (Heritage, 2004: 225) These two concepts are central to the analytic framework I use in chapters 4 and 5 to describe the **structure of interaction** (as defined in Chapter 1) in teacher training classrooms.

In distinguishing between turn-taking organization and sequence organization (rather than collapse the two), I follow Schegloff's classification of types of sequence organization, in particular his distinction between **sequential organization** and **sequence organization**. Sequential organization is the more general term and relates to how the relative positioning of utterances or actions are organized. In this sense, turn-taking is a type of sequential organization, ‘because it concerns the relative ordering of speakers, of turn-constructional units and of different types of utterance.’ (2007: 2). Sequence organization is the organization of courses of action through turns at talk, and sequences are 'the vehicle for getting some activity accomplished.' (2007: 2).

One set of rules oriented to by participants are those which organize how stretches of interaction are done in a meaningful and efficient way; the other set concerns what gets done in a particular interactional context. At both levels we may find certain kinds of turn and lexical choice (see Drew and Sorjonen, 1997), but the importance of the distinction for me is that one level of sequence organization is nested in the other, with the superordinate sequential organization being more environmentally friendly to some types of trainer tasks and identities - **sequence organization** - than to others.

Seedhouse's different types of sequential organization were linked to broad institutional goals, his variable pedagogic focus, and his institutional identities of teacher and student remained invariable. I want to try and specify in more detail the kinds of task that constitute a trainer's identity through talk-in-interaction and relate them to the different turn-taking contexts in which they are done. In doing this, I would also hope to be able to say more about the nature of a trainer's institutional identity, as evidenced in different tasks. Seedhouse's study provides a basis for analytic comparison at the level of sequential organization. I hope to build on it through my more explicit focus on the level of sequence organization.
The two levels of sequence organization will be characterised by greater or lesser interactional asymmetries, which again contribute towards the analysis of a particular institutional setting. Heritage (2004) mentions four types of asymmetry:

(1) participation
(2) "knowhow" about the interaction and the institution in which it is
(3) knowledge
(4) rights to knowledge

Asymmetries of participation are the most commonly associated with institutional talk, especially of the formal kind. Heritage acknowledges that the contrast between the symmetry of ordinary conversation and the asymmetry of IT is overdone.

"...all social interaction must inevitably be asymmetric on a moment-to-moment basis and many interactions are likely to embody substantial asymmetry..." (p236)

However, IT is unlike conversation in that there is a close link between asymmetries, tasks and identities. In classrooms, courtrooms and doctor's offices, institutional representatives commonly ask questions and require 'lay participants' to answer them. This asymmetry clearly allows for control of topic initiation, shaping and closing, among other things (p237).

Asymmetries of interactional and institutional knowhow are described by Heritage in terms of routine (the institutional participant) v uniqueness (the client or lay participant). Here and with asymmetries of participation, an important analytic question will be whether the role of teacher-in-training will have an impact on these two areas of asymmetry.

Asymmetries of knowledge can lead to what Heritage (2004) and Drew and Heritage (1992) term epistemological caution, where professionals 'avoid committing themselves to take firm positions'. But caution is also allied to epistemological superiority where 'expert authority' resides in access to (and rights of access to) a significantly greater knowledge base and related professional terminology. Again, one might anticipate differences in a training classroom, particularly with regard to the exercise of epistemological caution on the part of the trainer.
Heritage calls turn-taking organization and asymmetries "wild cards" in the institutional pack (p241). Sequential organization will affect all the other levels in terms of kinds of task, turn and lexical choice, while different forms of interactional asymmetry are embodied at all levels of institutional interaction and will be an important focus in my analysis of sequential organization and sequence organization.

3.3 Analytic Strategies

In this final part of Section 3, I want to consider practical analytic procedures for examining turn-taking and sequence organization. A range of analysts working within a CA tradition have suggested the components of a more detailed approach to looking at the data.

Pomerantz and Fehr (1997) propose the following steps:
  o Select a sequence
  o Characterize actions (in a sequence on a turn by turn basis)
  o Consider language forms/packaging chosen and the structure/options these set up
  o Consider timing and turn-taking
  o Consider the identities/roles implicating in the 'doing' of actions.

The movement is from activity type (what's going on here in general terms) to sequential development > the wider context, inside-out, or as far as the inside and the observed orientations of participants will take you.

Aside from Pomerantz and Fehr, there have been quite a number of proposed analytic strategy procedures (see eg ten Have, 1999; Hutchby and Wooffitt, 1998; Markee, 2000; Wetherall, Taylor and Yates, 2001; Silverman, 2002; Richards, 2003; Seedhouse, 2004; 2005). None of them are put forward as the way of doing conversation analysis, but, rather, can be seen as a sharing of analytic experiences. Pomerantz and Fehr's procedure is representative of the main steps noted in different procedural schemata.
I have drawn on all of them for my own approach to data analysis:

- Step 1  Classifying an Activity Sequence
- Step 2  Sequential Description
- Step 3  Interactional Patterns and Sequences
- Step 4  Institutionality and Context

Step 2 is at the heart of it all. In analysing sequential organization, an analyst will bring with them their CA 'toolkit' and checklist:

- turns and their relation to each other - interactional functioning or the business a turn does
- adjacency and related essential features
- turn construction/forms/audience design/preference organization/topic initiation and development/repair
(ten Have, 1999: 107)

This thick sequential description of often extended cases of institutional talk will be the basis for a continuing revision of ideas about what kind of activity is taking place, as well as a developing picture of noteworthy patterns and sequences, and the orientation to context displayed by participants in their construction of interactional sequences.

I have noted that mine is an analysis of institutional talk, and that institutionality is to be found above all in a comparison of sequence organization in my institutional context with ordinary conversation and with other institutional contexts, isolating the context-sensitive elements of sequence organization which sets IT apart from its context-free conversational benchmark (Heritage, 1984).

Section 4   Validity and Reliability

Analysis leads to interpretation and representation and the attendant need for the analyst to show the validity of their interpretations and the reliability of their methods for reaching them. Validity is the extent to which a representation of social phenomena is accurate (Hammersley, 1992). Reliability refers to the consistency with which instances are assigned to the same categories or classifications by different observers or by the same observer on different occasions (Hammersley, 1990). Here I will review issues regarding validity and reliability in qualitative research and then go on to consider these in the context of a CA based approach to analysing institutional interaction.
4.1 Issues in Qualitative Research

Altheide and Johnson (1998) note that with the greater recognition afforded qualitative research and ethnography over the past 30 years has come increased criticism and debate, as much if not more from within as from outside ethnography. This has been a consequence of the 'reflexive turn' (p284), which has led to a related focus on the ethnographer’s role, the status of knowledge claims and in particular the validity of such relative and localized findings. Key issues in the debates on validity are:

- representation - the problems of showing the realities of the lived experiences of the observed settings
- reporting - the extent to which a researcher's discourse may contain rhetorical features
- interpretation and voice - whose point of view is taken to report the findings (1998: 286)

In some respects qualitative inquiry (QI) is a victim of its own success. The multiplication of different ways of doing QI has led to the 'crisis of representation' described by Denzin and Lincoln (1998) and referred to in section 2.1.3 of this chapter. The focus of the discussion became a dual one: it was not just the the validity of fieldwork (the researcher in context), but what happened to the fieldwork when the researcher got back to the office (out of context) (Altheide and Johnson, 1998: 286; see too van Maanen, 1988). The dangers of selectivity and anecdotalism in the writing up of findings were further threats to validity (Silverman, 2000; 2001).

Perakyla (2004) reminds us that there is no single, coherent set of 'qualitative methods' applicable in all analysis of social interaction; rather, a researcher has a variety of ways of collecting and analysing social phenomena. One factor, objectivity, unites this range of qualitative methods, in so far as they 'claim an epistemic status different from common sense' or 'claim to report more than the research subjects' own descriptions of their circumstances' (p283). Enhancing objectivity is a concrete activity, but dealing with issues of reliability and validity will take a different shape in different methods (p284).
Edge and Richards (1998), in discussing such issues in a TESOL context, imply that whatever a researcher's response to issues of representation, one basic maxim is 'to thy own tradition or framework be true', in terms of what might be an acceptable warrant for the claims being made. The measures adopted to enhance validity and reliability should be coherent in the context of the particular approach or tradition that frames the research. This has underlied my approach to addressing these issues of representation.

4.2 Enhancing Reliability

Two ways of enhancing reliability with particular relevance to CA studies are noted by Searle (1999: 148): low inference descriptors and recording data mechanically. By low inference descriptors Searle means the recording of observations in terms that are as concrete as possible, including verbatim accounts of what people say, as opposed to researchers' constructions of what people say.

As Perakyla (2004: 285) points out, working with audio and video recordings and transcripts 'eliminates at one stroke many of the problems that ethnographers have with the unspecified accuracy of field notes and with limited public access to them.' (see also Searle, 1999: 158). This is of course dependent on the kind of care with transcription in terms of relevant detail and comprehensiveness and standardization of transcription methods which I discussed in Section 2 of this chapter. The discussions in ten Have (1999) and Moffatt and Moffatt (2000) are a reminder that choice of equipment is something to consider carefully in this respect.

Offsetting accuracy and public access, audio- and video-tapes may be problematic in terms of the inclusiveness of the data. Data loss may occur because it fails to capture temporal processes, ambulatory events, and the impact of texts ((Perakyla, 2004: 286). My research is not based on single encounters but a series of encounters in the same setting over a period of time. As I explained in Section 2, this takes a series of tapes from the same institutional setting beyond what Garfinkel (1967) terms a 'fat moment'.
Sacks' (1984: 26) often quoted dictum regarding the potential of recordings (being able to get his hands on the data, replay it and let others do the same), is indirectly addressing the reliability issue. However, it is worth considering the final part of the quote, where he says that others could look at what he studied and 'make of it what they could, if, for example, they wanted to be able to disagree with me.' Whereas the first part was addressing what LeCompte and Goetz (1982) would term internal reliability, the second part is arguably considering their other type of reliability, external. Sacks seems to be saying that being able to replicate a study doesn't necessarily mean that others would come to the same conclusion. Other points of view are welcome, but disclosure of how a researcher went about things is a pre-requisite.

If Lincoln and Guba's (1985) proposed audit trail as an answer to external reliability questions is perhaps asking too much, then Searle's compromise seems closer to what Sacks is suggesting:

> Replicability is enhanced by showing readers as much detail as possible of the procedures being used to generate the story being told. Reflexive methodological accounting in this spirit, based on a qualified commitment to a broadly realist position, enhances credibility and can improve the quality of qualitative research.
> (1999: 147)

I noted in 1.3 how Searle (1999: 158) underlines the hoped-for result of this type of reflexive account of procedures and methods: it enables the reader 'imaginatively' to replicate studies, and also helps to ensure that claims are supported by adequate evidence. Seedhouse (2005: 254) suggests that the availability of transcripts, together increasingly with the accompanying audio and video files on the Web, mean that CA accounts are more reflexively honest on this count.

In terms of internal and external reliability I have argued throughout the chapter that my study reflects the strengths of a CA approach. However, the more reliability there is in a piece of research, the more threats to validity there are likely to be. Searle (1999: 158) notes that while the transcription conventions of CA have considerable advantages in giving full details of data, relatively free from the interpretive 'tidying up' of field notes, this should be balanced against the narrowness of scope allowed by CA methods.
4.3 Enhancing Validity

In QI enhancing validity is a major part of the reflexive accounting process that should underly ethnographic work. Altheide and Johnson (1998: 291,292) argue that this focus on the process of ethnographic work must attend to the key interactions involved and their relationship to interpretation:

- the relation between what´s observed and the wider context
- relations between the observer, observed and setting
- the issue of perspective – is it the member´s or observer´s perspective that is used to interpret
- the role of reader in the final product
- the representational, rhetorical or authorial style in reporting

This analytic realism has connections to Hammersley's (1992) subtle realism in its belief in knowable, independent knowledge, but also in its acceptance that there is no direct access to this knowledge. This leads to a central form of interaction in constructing validity: that between the disclosing researcher and the validating research community. Edge and Richards (1998) call the descriptive and theoretical validation of a research representation by its readers authentication and legitimation.

Searle (1999) and Silverman (2000; 2001) both put falsification at the centre of concrete measures within the research process to enhance validity.

Seeking out and attempting to account for negative instances that contradict emerging or dominant ideas is a core approach in a fallibilistic analytic strategy devoted to improving the quality of research accounts. (1999: 173)

Seeking out problem cases is at the heart of the process. In CA approaches, enhancing validity resides in three main processes revolving around falsification:

1. Next turn proof
2. Constant comparative method
3. Deviant case analysis
Rather than the analyst tackling validation v falsification, an inbuilt methodological resource is that the participants do it for them. Participants falsify or validate proceedings, displaying to each other their interpretation and understanding of what is going on in the next turn (Sacks et al, 1974; Atkinson and Heritage, 1984; Perakyla, 2004; Seedhouse, 2005; Schegloff, 2007). In my own setting of institutional talk, as we shall see in chapters 4 and 5, the presence of significant stretches of interaction where there is only one speaker and next turn proof is delayed or perhaps never provided, means that it is not as important as it is in ordinary conversation. Nevertheless, it plays an important role in checking validity, for me as for any CA-informed approach to interpretation.

The constant comparative method requires finding another case through which to test out an interpretation (Silverman, 2000). In CA, this involves noticing a phenomenon in your database, whether formal or sequential, and expanding your analysis from one part of the data to others in search of other examples. In my own study, I took one of my core of 4 training sessions and focused on all instances of trainer talk I encountered, transcribed, analysed and generated a provisional collection of sequential categories, then went looking for falsification or verification in a more selective and focused fashion in the other core training sessions. This runs counter to the common advice not to proceed in a linear fashion, but rather to look for something 'interesting'. As I have explained in Section 2, my approach was something more than unmotivated noticing.

The constant comparative method can lead the researcher to the question of comprehensive data treatment (Mehan, 1979; ten Have, 1999; Silverman, 2000; 2001): the possibility that all parts of the data must at some point be analysed. ten Have (1999: 134) suggests that comprehensive data treatment is most useful in accounting for order in 'a relatively structured core situation' and cites Mehan's (1979) work on formal classroom discourse, Maynard's (1984) study of legal plea bargaining, and, outside institutional interaction, Schegloff's (1968) telephone openings. I would argue that my study falls outside this frame, not in the sense that the phenomena I am interested in are less frequently occurring, but rather that they are in the first instance less clearly structured.
Looking for counterparts to Seedhouse's four kinds of turn taking and sequence contexts in an informal institutional setting with no previous work to build on meant that while my phenomena were very generally describable as structures of interaction in trainer talk, they were uncharted sequential waters. However, the occurrence of different structural varieties was frequent enough in my core training sessions that variations in the sequential phenomena identified were themselves sufficiently frequent to be analysed. At the same time, the additional sessions contributed to the sort of large database referred to by Perakyla (2004: 288), which could be dipped into as needed, to check on problematic variable features.

The constant comparative method embodies deviant case analysis as a major tool. Clayman & Maynard (in Perakyla, 2004: 293; ten Have, 1999: 137) suggest that deviant cases can be dealt with in 3 ways:

1. They can provide additional support for the analysis in that participants orient to the same considerations and normative orientations that produce the regular cases. So for example, in ordinary conversation, the first pair part of an adjacency pair creates a conditional relevance for an appropriate second pair part. If this is not produced, orientation to the rules or expectations will be observable in hesitations, excuses, accounts, and so on (see Schegloff, 2007: 58 et seq for a discussion of preference).
2. They cannot be integrated into the analysis and so it needs to be reconstructed (as in Schegloff's well known one deviant case in 500 telephone openings, where the caller spoke first, leading Schegloff to reconceptualize his opening adjacency pair).
3. A third type of deviant case is neither of the above, which leads to an explanation being sought from 'the individual contingencies of the single case.'

Seedhouse's (2004: 163 et seq) discussion of the preference organization of language classroom repair and his case (or rather many cases) of the 'missing "no"' led him to reformulate his ideas about what kind of evaluative feedback can take place in a 3rd turn slot in an IRF pattern (and having established the interactional 'what', he then went on to offer an ethnographically grounded (in the sense of drawing on his own knowledge of the institutional context) 'why'. His further exploration identified examples of unmitigated, bald 'no' but he was able to explain them through the interactional particularities of the sequences (p169, 170).
Deviant case analysis has had an important impact on parts of the analysis presented in chapters 4 and 5 in my institutional study.

**Construct Validity**

One area of validity that should be mentioned with special reference to the analysis of institutional interaction is *construct validity*: the relationship between theoretical concepts and observations meant to represent them. In my study of institutional talk this has particular relevance.

Perakyla (2004: 294) asks: what grounds does the researcher have for claiming that the talk he or she is focusing on is in any way 'connected to' some institutional framework? This is a question I have tried to address in section 1 of this chapter in my discussion of participants' orientation to the institutional context. In my research, Schegloff's (1991; 1992) *categorial relevance* and *procedural consequentiality* are important criteria for construct validity claims, and I look for them at different levels in Heritage's schema, with membership categorization devices playing an important role in linking interactional to institutional order.

**Generalizability**

CA is labour-intensive and works with relatively small databases, like other kinds of QI. To what extent can findings be generalized?

I have adopted two main approaches to generalizing my findings about teacher trainer talk. One of them is a variation on the comparative method at the heart of a CA approach to IT. Instead of comparing CA with IT, however, the comparison is between different forms of IT. Hammersley (1992) suggests obtaining information about relevant aspects of the population of cases and comparing our information with them. ie at its most simple, reading about other 'cognate studies' and comparing our findings with theirs. In my study, I have looked for other instances of institutional interaction with similar sorts of sequence organization, comparable tasks and categorial identities. Seedhouse's study has been a starting point, but medicine, business, university seminars and other professional contexts have also been relevant comparative institutional sites.
This comparison of devices and their functioning in different institutional settings has played its part in chapters 4 and 5. It has allowed me to generalize about some sequential and formal features shared by a number of institutional settings, while at the same time show how different practices are shaped differently in sequential terms in each setting, locally sensitive to context. As Silverman (2000: 250) notes, this form of comparative method allows for larger claims about analysis without leaving the library.

In important respects however, my concern is not so much with generalizability across forms of institutional interaction as with the uniqueness of my 'institutional fingerprint'. In this sense, my case is, like Stake's (1998), of intrinsic interest for its own particularities. The generalizations I seek are 'within the case' (Atkinson and Hammersley, 1983; Miles and Huberman, 1994) and so I would be looking to other teacher training classrooms. Here is where I must turn to the reader as my 'population'.

In practice, both qualitative and quantitative researchers rely on the common sense of readers to establish whether the proposed receiving context (or 'population') is similar to the cases studied.....this means, that readers must always make their own judgements about the relevance of findings for their own situations. Threats to such transferability are dealt with most adequately if details, or 'thick descriptions' of the 'sending' context (or the 'sample'), are provided. (Searle, 1999: 108)

My second strategy for generalization is related to the first and is built into the approach to data collection discussed in section 2. This theoretical sampling (Silverman, 2000) is in essence choosing cases in terms of your theory, because they illustrate phenomena in which you are interested. My methodological theory of context, described in section 1, is grounded on the CA premise that conversation is ordered and organized by a set of a priori rules (Sacks, 1984b), and that a theoretical grasp of these rules underlying interaction is possible through the observation of how participants systematically orient to these rules in the course of natural interaction. Institutional interaction is defined in relation to ordinary conversation, in that it involves a reduction in the range of ordinary interactional practices, and a specialization and respecification of those that remain (Drew and Heritage, 1992; Heritage, 2004). Rather than empirical generalization, this is analytically grounded, with the basis lying in logic rather than probability. You are choosing your case for its power to explain rather than its typicality (see ten Have, 1999: 136; Seale, 1999: 109-112).
Silverman's (2000: 252) uses Glaser and Strauss' discussion of awareness contexts in relation to dying in hospital as an illustration of theoretical generalization. The question is not whether the hospitals in question are typical, but whether the experiences of dying patients are. Are structures of institutional interaction - sequential features of trainer talk in my chosen classrooms - typical of those elsewhere? My argument will be that they are. This is partly a matter of thick description and reader application but it is also involves theoretical generalization. In discussing generalizability in institutional interaction, Perakyla (2004: 297) adds another dimension to the idea of theoretical generalization, possibility, ie the possibility that various practices can be considered generalizable even if the practices are not actualized in similar ways across different settings. The structures of interaction uncovered in my training classrooms and the interactional practices that produced them - the management of turn-taking, sequence organization, turn design and so on - may not be found in exactly the same shapes and forms in other training classrooms, but they could be, if we accept that the same array of interactional competences (a priori rules and methods) are available elsewhere.

4.4 Reliability and Validity in My Research

Perakyla (2004: 288) identifies 3 measures for improving the reliability of CA framed studies and I tried to follow them in my own research:

- The selection of what is recorded - a reasonably large database to be drawn on for analytic induction
- The technical quality of the recordings - the quality of the equipment and the arrangements of recording can guard against data loss (although in my own and other CA research inaudible turns or parts of them are ever present)
- The adequacy of transcripts - Perakyla advises on rich (narrow) transcription in the pure CA, Jeffersonian tradition. Given the nature of my form of institutional interaction and my concerns for accessibility, I have chosen a broad rather than narrow transcript.
For generalizability, I have relied on three main strategies

1. Comparative analysis - with other cases in the data, at different times, with different training and then classroom settings, with other types of institutional interaction and with common pattern types or ways of doing tasks, and finally going back to conversation analysis itself and the basic, 'primordial' form of comparison.
2. Possible or theoretical generalizations
3. Face validity - via the reader, who has enough analytic detail to do the 'lifting' work of transferring to other settings.

4.5 Methodology and Institutional Talk

In this chapter I have noted my descriptive starting point as Seedhouse's CA study of language classrooms. While adopting the same CA based approach to context as he does, I have added a second level of analysis to try and distinguish different elements of teacher trainer situational identity and have drawn on membership categorisation analysis in doing so. My two main objectives are methodological and descriptive, using a 'pure' version of Applied CA to study a form of institutional interaction that has not previously been described.

Tapes and transcripts are my main data collection methods and I have argued that a longitudinal approach to data collection in this way, allied to my own membership of this context, can provide an appropriately rich description.

Analytic procedures are grounded in a detailed analytic description of a relatively small number of cases, moving from a description of the interactional order to a consideration of the institutional features in terms of task and identity evidenced in them.

Finally, the relatively large database with which I have worked, my broad-based approach to transcription, my triangulation of the constant comparison method over time, my inside-out approach to analysis allied to next turn proof all seek to enhance the reliability and validity of my study.

In chapters 4 and 5, I will apply this methodological framework to the analysis of trainer talk-in-interaction.
Chapter 4 Institutionality in Teacher Trainer Talk: Interaction, Tasks and Identity

1 Introduction

In this chapter, I will examine teacher trainer talk at two sequential levels using the comparative approach to analysis I described in Chapter 3.

At the level of turn-taking, I will identify five varieties of interactional context or speech exchange system in evidence in teacher training classrooms. I will then go on to characterize the three main contexts in which teacher talk gets done. I will compare these contexts to each other in turn-taking terms and to Seedhouse's contexts in language classrooms. In each case I will note differences in participation structure embodied in these contexts.

Having established the broader sequential context, I will then go on to look at the sorts of task and related trainer identities that are constructed in each context, their particular signalling through turn design and lexical choice, and how this activity-grounded sequence organization is related to the wider sequential context.

Throughout the chapter and in the description of both levels of sequence organization, I will indicate what seem to be the pedagogic issues or questions which arise and, in places, suggest possible answers to these questions. However, in the main, I leave detailed discussion of the pedagogic elements to Chapter 6. In this chapter, my main concern is with describing one sequential side of the structure of interaction in trainer talk. In chapter 5 I address the other, feedback.
2. Turn Taking, Sequence Organization & Identity in Teacher Training Classrooms

Sequence Organization

We know that in CA terms, there are two major forms of organisation at work in any stretch of conversation - organising turns and sequences of talk, and, through them, organising topic (Schegloff and Sacks, 1973; Sacks et al, 1974; Lee, 1987). Relevant analytic questions are what kind of activity is occurring and what it is about. In both cases, it is the members or participants who 'decide'. As always in the analysis of talk-in-interaction, we are dealing with the relationship between talk and its context, in the sense that talk has an *indexical* (of the nature and process of a speech event or activity) and a *topical* function (see Hymes, 1974; Saville-Troike, 1982).

In the institutional context of an L2 classroom, van Lier (1988: 147) has used this distinction between activity orientation (how something is said and done) and topic orientation (what is said and done) to suggest 4 general interaction types ranging from activities which are *more activity- and less topic-oriented* (eg drills) to those which are *more topic- and less activity-oriented* (eg instructions, explanations). For van Lier, interaction types are an important basic step in framing different varieties of classroom interaction, in turn-taking/speech exchange system terms, relating them to degrees of teacher control, and so to the characterization of L2 classroom participation structures (see Philips (1972). Participation structures are 'the rights and obligations of participants with respect to who can say what, when, and to whom (Cazden, 1986: 19). Participation structures are central to distinguishing different forms of trainer talk in training classrooms, and so to describing in formal terms what gets done and how it gets done in this institutional context.
In a training classroom, the topic-activity distinction is also useful in developing a classification of types of trainer talk. However, in this institutional setting there is a significantly greater emphasis on topic in distinguishing different kinds of activities, less concern with how learners (the trainees) say or do something. This kind of language performative or recitative concern noted by van Lier (pp 150, 151) is largely absent as a pedagogic purpose in training classrooms, except when trainees take the role of language learners in an activity.

Seedhouse (2004: 101 et seq) offers an alternative 4 part typology of interaction types (see chapter 2), framed by a CA approach to institutional discourse, so that ‘there is a reflexive relationship between the pedagogical focus and the organization of turn taking and sequence. As the pedagogical focus varies, so the organization of interaction varies’. Seedhouse thus differs from van Lier in that his typology is not grounded in a topic-activity axis, but in pedagogic focus.

Given the different pedagogic focus of training classrooms, the typologies of van Lier and Seedhouse cannot be adopted wholesale in identifying relevant interaction types that can block out larger structures of training classroom talk. However, as I said in Chapters 2 and 3, I want to build on Seedhouse’s institutional approach to language classrooms for training classrooms, focusing on equivalents or alternatives to his whole class, teacher-led categories.

I have identified 5 interactional contexts which structure trainer talk, with differences in turn-taking and participation structures.
Table 1  Interactional Contexts for Trainer Talk

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Context</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expository</td>
<td>Trainer describes or explains – or leads trainees to do so – a concept, idea or fact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploratory</td>
<td>Trainer (or trainees) poses questions or issues for trainees to consider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiential</td>
<td>Trainees are invited to or offer their own classroom experiences and reflections on them</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrative</td>
<td>Trainer and trainees take on the roles of teacher and students in a language learning activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedural</td>
<td>Trainer explains how an activity will be carried out</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Identity

In chapter 2 I said that Zimmerman’s tripartite categorisation of identity was a useful starting point for examining institutional tasks and identity, but wanted to explore the notion of situational (institutional) identity. Seedhouse largely focused on discourse identity in his analysis and took the situational identity of teacher-learner as default, for good reason in terms of his typology.

In Chapter 2, I noted that there are four general categories of teacher educator identity suggested by the literature:

- pedagogic
- interpersonal
- linguistic
- transportable
All of these identities are potentially important in teaching teachers how to teach. How are they distributed in teacher training classrooms, and in which sequential contexts, for what pedagogic purposes? Membership categorization analysis was a tool for Richards (2006) in teasing out elements of transportable identity; it will be a tool in developing notions of situational identity in teacher training classrooms.

My main aim in Chapter 4 is to develop a description of what I take to be the three main interactional contexts (institutional structures) I have identified in teacher training classroom data in which knowledge is constructed: **expository**, **exploratory** and **experiential**. Procedural contexts are important to topic and agenda setting, but are very much trainer talk as monologue not dialogue. I assume that trainer talk is a variety of talk-in-interaction and that the structuring processes underlying it have a close relation to the emergent product.

The basis for my description will be to distinguish these three different varieties of turn-taking and sequential context, relating them to forms of professional identity and tasks oriented to in these sequences. In identifying salient characteristics, as I noted in chapter 2, comparison with conversation and with other institutional contexts, particularly language classrooms will be central to the analysis. The relation of each context to the other in terms of types of interaction and types of task done will have an impact on teacher training pedagogy. Throughout this chapter and chapter 5 I will seek to identify what I consider to be the key pedagogic questions for discussion in chapter 6.
3 Expository Sequences

3.1 Trainer Talk and Transmission of Information

In training classrooms, one interactional context for trainer talk that is present in every lesson in addition to procedural contexts is the expository context. I have said that this is a sequence where the trainer describes or explains – or leads trainees to do so – a concept, idea, fact, methodological process or activity.

Expository input is a training classroom process that is largely under the trainer's control. Trainee contributions in expository contexts are moderated by the trainer and turn-taking and sequence in this context embody interactional asymmetries found in other institutional contexts (see Drew and Heritage, 1992: 47 et seq; Heritage, 2004: 236 et seq).

The analytic and pedagogic interest lies in the placement and turn-taking extent of trainer input in expository sequences and their effect on trainee participation and contributions. I will call the two main varieties of expository context Initial and Deferred Trainer Input to characterise them with reference to their sequential placement. First I describe characteristic interactional elements and their variations, and then consider orientations to institutionality in this context.

Initial Trainer Input

Extract 4.1 comes from a session in which the trainer spent the opening part reviewing with trainees what they covered last time. She then talks through a power point presentation on different learner styles. Each style has two or three descriptions of learner characteristics. In 4.1 the trainer is providing a third informational chunk about the analytical learner.
In lines 1-5 comes the early placement of information, with a reference back in line 3 to a confusion with another type of learner that trainees had had in a preceding extract. In lines 5-6 the trainer asks trainees why they think that introversion is characteristic of an analytical learner and gets 'concentration' and 'thinking, analysing' from two trainees in lines 7 to 9. The trainer accepts these responses in line 10-11 with a reformulation, ratified by the trainee response token in line 12. An additional piece of information from the trainer in lines 13 and 14 reinforces and underlines the jointly constructed 'they need their space/individual moment' characterisation of lines 7 to 12.

Lines 13 to 21 close this expository sequence with the application to teaching. In lines 14 to 16 the trainer refers back again to a trainee comment in suggesting that teacher and learner awareness is a first step to meeting the needs of this learner. Finally, in lines 16 to 21, the trainer suggests that this type of learner might lose out in the prevailing climate of communicative, happy-together classrooms.

In 4.1 the pedagogic focus is on characterisation of a learning style, which is new information to be transmitted to trainees. These kinds of task are in the hands of the trainer and require little of the sort of ground-clearing or preparatory work which is typically involved in extended turns-at-talk in conversation. Nor can we characterise the trainer turn in lines 1-5 as a first pair part of an adjacency pair where the 2nd pair part is taken by the learner (compare the teacher prompt-learner production adjacency pair noted by Seedhouse (2004:107). Following a short pause in line 5, where no learner moves to occupy the turn space, the trainer's why..you asks the question which initiates the checking understanding sequence in lines 5 to 11.
4.1

1 T  ok. so, (2.0) how else do these kind of learners process information.
2 T  well, these kind of learners show traces of introversion. again that’s
3 T  why some people relate the individual learning preference to the uh
4 T  analytical preference.(2.0) but probably, why do you think this
5 T  happens, when they process information. why do they seem
6 T  introvert.
7 S1 because they need [to concentrate
8 S2 [because they are thinking they are, (3.0)
9 S2 analysing.
10 T  yes (S name), so they need their silent moment, their individual
11 T  moment.
12 S  uh huh.
13 T  they’re isolated from the rest. (4.0) they also have a tendency to be
14 T  reflective and cautious in thinking (tasks). (3.5) now we have
15 T  learners who do need their time. (2.0) (S name) you said it in the
16 T  beginning. if we know who they are and most important if they
17 T  know who they are, chances are we can cater for them much more
18 T  effectively. (1.5) with all this boom of making lessons meaningful
19 T  and joyful, and you know (1.0) very HAppy classrooms, (2.0)
20 T  probably and I- I leave it up to you, probably food for thought,
21 T  we’ve been neglecting this (one).
If we consider the overall sequential organization of initial trainer input, the following components are normally present when a trainer provides information in this context:

1. initial input from the trainer
2. a question from the trainer to check understanding in some way or ask for trainees’ own thoughts/reactions/relevant experiences
3. trainee response(s)
4. trainer summary and/or (re)formulation

These initial trainer input sequences are to be found in all parts of a training session. Interestingly, if we remove lines 5-11 from the sequence, remove any orientation to speech exchange, the transmission of information is still accomplished. We might say then that steps 2 and 3 in our four-part framework are optional. The trainer could have asked and then answered the question posed in line 5.

On the monologue-dialogue continuum, expository contexts with initial trainer input offer plenty of opportunities for the sort of lecturing format found in more formal classroom settings (Arminen, 2005:113). The fact that these unidirectional processes are noticeably infrequent in training classroom input is indexical of the particularities of this institutional context (the unique fingerprint referred to by Heritage and Greatbatch, 1991) and the nature of teacher training talk as a process. I will return to this question in discussing institutional identity.

**Deferred Trainer Input**

In 4.2, which takes place in the opening stage of a training session, the trainer has written a number of terms up on the whiteboard and asked trainees to approach them as a glossary. They are then asked to write a definition or explanation for each of the terms. They do this individually for 5 minutes or so. When they have finished, the trainer asks them to compare their ideas in pairs. Then the trainer goes through each term and offers it up for anyone to claim definitional rights. *Error* is the second of the terms that is discussed.
In line 1 the trainer repeats orally the initiating prompt he has written on the board. He does not select next speaker and after a slight pause a trainee offers a responding definition or gloss in lines 3-9, with response token continuer ‘yeahs’ from the trainer at lines 5 and 8 (cf Jefferson, 1993; Drummond and Hopper, 1993a; 1993b). In lines 10-12, the trainer accepts this definition and formulates a summary: ‘they don’t have a clue what’s right’.

However, in lines 13-14, the trainee does some repair work on the trainer’s formulation: suspecting that it is wrong is not the same as not having a clue. This covert repair is ratified by the trainer in lines 15-16 with another ‘that’s right’ + revised formulation. The trainee’s ‘mm hmm’ in line 17 functions through its intonation as an acceptance or agreement rather than a continuer (see Gardener, 1997; 1998). The last word in the sequence goes to the trainer, in lines 18-22, where he takes up a term which the trainee has used at the beginning of his definitional answer turn in line 6. This is used to return ‘error’ to the wider task context of providing a gloss on a set of terms all related to language learning and errors. ‘Mistake’ is the next term on the whiteboard list.

The overall structural organization of this variety of expository context has 3 main sequential components:

1. trainer prompt or solicit
2. trainee response
3. trainer expansion and/or summary
4.2

001 T um, error?

002 (2.0)

003 S2 ok, when students are making (1.0) doing something wrong and

004 S2 doesn’t realize what they’re doing=

005 T =yeah

006 S2 =is wrong. you just don’t know, they’re attempting the language

007 S2 and maybe making- is doing so- is doing it wrongly.

008 T yeah.

009 S2 (xxx) wrong words or whatever but they don’ know.

010 T that’s right. they haven’t got a clue that it’s wrong or they maybe

011 T they suspect it’s wrong, they know they don’t but they don’t have a

012 T clue what’s right. yeah, yeah.

013 S2 they suspect it’s right because they’re using it, so maybe they don’t

014 S2 really know.

015 T that’s right. so um a lack of knowledge, if they make a mistake, it’s

016 T a lack of knowledge.

017 S2 mm hmm.

018 T um, and in fact you said attempt, um I can’t remember whether he

019 T he relates this directly to this but I think it’s Julian Edge isn’t it (in

020 T the) book on errors where he he classifies some errors as attempts.

021 T um, ok and that obviously is gonna link when we get there with

022 T mistake, and so we can start, you know, linking things together.
We can see that in 4.2 the interactional context between the initial prompt and closing trainer formulation allows for the possibility of more extended turns, and so greater participation, from trainees. The trainer remains in control, but the sequential topic and action are more noticeably a joint production in lines 3-14. There is an answer to the trainer's elicitation, but there is no necessarily exact wording of it. This and the greater trainee authority here (the topic is known to them) makes for more trainee input into its shaping, to the point of correcting a trainer formulation. The trainer's 'closure rights' in this sequence type are exercised with his final summarising so prefaced draft of error in lines 15 and 16, accepted by S2's mm hmm continuer in line 17 (for so prefaced formulations, see Heritage and Watson in Barnes, 2007; Bolden, 2009; 2010, and chapter 5).

The sequential commonality between the two forms of expository context is that the trainer has the first and last word. What comes in between is still under the control of the trainer but with varying degrees of contingency and so local management. We might characterise initial input as an 'I've got something to tell you' sequence, and deferred as 'Have you got something to tell me'.

3.2 Variations on Sequential Organization in Expository Contexts

Expansions or variations of initial and deferred trainer input turn components typically occur in the following sequential environments:

- where the trainer provides extended input in the first turn (initial)
- where the trainer segments information in a linked series of interactional chunks (deferred).
- where the trainer invites experiential input from trainees (initial and deferred)
- where trainees report back from group or pair work (initial and deferred)
Extended Initial Input

Extract 4.1 is short in terms of initial input. There are longer opening turns in the data, but they are rarely characterisable as lecturing talk. Extract 4.3 is an example of extended initial input.

4.3

so one problem about it (editing) is the question of time. (4.0).

because it’s all very nice and so many wonderful ideas and things

we can do and I-I say that partly because of what you said Rob you

know about new versions new versions new versions. great! (1.0)

but...time. do you have the time. how much time do you have for

these things.

well that’s the same for with me for the drafting I suppose. I mean

even if you’re writing it there’s (always) the question of how many

drafts can you do? in the time available.

I mentioned here..that something really has to kind of happen

between er draft and er editing (2.0) erm:: ..I’ve changed the

colours here (3.0) erm (1.0) and there seem to me to be two major

things that can- that need to happen. (3.0) one of

two things. perhaps both things.(5.0) from experience my

experience, um it seems to me that there’s very seldom certainly

with.. erm er with non-native writers but probably

with native writers as well, editing immediately after finishing a

draft. (2.0) erm it doesn’t seem to make much difference.

one of the ways I’ve explained it to myself is that a lot of

the computer or whatever, you just don’t see it. you don’t see

missing words, you don’t see grammatical mistakes, because in

your head as you’re you're half reading and half kind of reactivating

the text in your head and you just miss things. I’ve found that with

myself. you know I’ve kind of you know, you know how we try to

finish something, edit, must get it off.. tonight and voom voom

voom send it off (enough) that’s fine. and I go back to to lo- and I

look at it. and when you’re reading what’s in my god mistake
the text is in your head or you think it is mistake, why why didn’t I
see these mistakes? and the way that I explain it is that - that you
need to let it cool off you need to distance yourself from it.
to let it er-
settle.
yes.
like a cake out of the oven.
((laughs))
((laughs)) that’s right. so one thing that can help a lot between
drafting and er editing, final editing..is is that: give it a day. let it
cool off. and we don’t often do that perhaps do we. we tend to
again put writing work maybe within one class period and we do the
whole thing in one class period. and sometimes I feel if we spread it
over two, or over a weekend, you know we do some work on a
Friday and we pick it up again on a Monday, ..that er the students
will be able to see it much more clearly both linguistically, correct
linguistic mistakes, and logically and you know thematically, kind of
see be a useful part of the process. and the other thing of course is
feedback. that teachers (1.0) or possibly other students and
learners um provide the writer with some feedback. and that again
can be useful. so rather than the the teacher always receiving the
final product again, because what we end up here again is the
product obviously. (2.0) erm (5.0) erm the teacher or somebody
actually sees drafts. and then the draft at least as one would like is
rewritten on things which don’t make sense. so that’s one thing
which I think can be a useful part of the process. and the other
thing of course is feedback. that teachers (1.0) or possibly other
students and learners um provide the writer with some
feedback and that again can be useful. so rather than the the
teacher always receiving the final product again, because what we
end up here again is the product obviously. (2.0) erm (5.0) erm the
teacher or somebody actually sees drafts. and then the draft at
least as one would like is rewritten on the basis of that. but we need
something. we need a cooling off period, so that you can distance
yourself from the text, or we need some feedback from outside, the
teacher other learners, etc. so this can be useful. and all sorts of
options like that...hh (3.0) um hh. so like in many things the shift
has been very much from product and this is where we get all sorts
of other things coming in with er process. we see here that process
can be quite significant apart from..anything else and we can start
adding other things to the process. this,..cooling off, (5.0) and or
feedback (7.0) can be another part of the process. this can
obviously be done individually, in groups, whole class. so we have
different kind of er kind of things together, research as well, any of
these things can be done individually, pairs, groups, whole class,
(3.0) so we have different ways of handling the the process. and we
can combine them, they can be done individually, and then checked
in pairs or groups. erm any comments on that. do you see
adVANTages again from taking the process awAY from the isolated
individual and involving other people?
Extract 4.3 follows two related sequences. The first was a deferred trainer input sequence where trainees provided the main steps in the writing process with comments and summaries by the trainer on each contribution and step. The second was an initial trainer input sequence concerning the writing process described by methodologists and trainer resource books, where the trainer suggests that while this is what is supposed to happen, the reality is rather different. The trainer follows initial input with a question to trainees on their own views. This triggers a sequence where both trainer and trainees offer their own experiences. This ends with discussion of the time factor in drafting.

Lines 1-6 are the closing summary of the preceding sequence with a rhetorical question as the end point (not interpreted as one by S1 in lines 7-9). Lines 10 to 72 are a trainer monologue, broken by 3 brief trainee interventions in lines 31, 33 and 35. The trainer builds on what has come before to offer his own ‘theory-from-practice’ about time in relation to the final editing of writing. Following the 'there seem to me..' viewpoint marker, the advance organizer or projection for what follows comes in lines 12 to 14, with the 'two major things that need to happen', revised to 'one of two things. perhaps both things.' in lines 13-14. Lines 14 to 32 recount the first of the two things that need to happen, with the summary or maxim coming in line 30: "you need to let it (your draft) cool off you need to distance yourself from it".

In lines 36-42, the trainer then takes up this cooling off period and proposes the classroom implications for teaching writing. In lines 42-57 the second thing that needs to happen, feedback, is introduced as a further option to insert in the classroom writing process (referring back to the first extract where the trainer got the traditionally agreed steps in this process from trainees). The initial input of lines 10-72 is followed by a first pair part trainer question on the advantages of moving away from a solitary process to a more collaborative one in a classroom context, which sparks a further experientially grounded exchange.
This 'lecture talk' is characterisable not only in terms of its sequential location but also its topic status as not-known-in-advance (see Button and Casey, 1988/1989), and as a species of 'personal theory' (the trainer's this-is-the-way-I-see-it). The few examples of extended initial input of this sort are always contingent on a preceding expository sequence. They contrast with initial trainer input, which while it may have some loose topic connection with a preceding sequence, is built from known-in-advance, business-at-hand material and initiates a new input cycle (Button and Casey, 1988/89). Extended initial input of this kind is trainer-as-teacher rather than trainer-as-expert in terms of identity, and I will return to consider the extract in more detail in 3.4.

Deferred Input in a Series

Extract 4.4 is an example of an expository sequence constituted by a linked series of deferred expository inputs from the trainer. It comes in a training session where the topic is Task Based Learning. The trainees have experienced a task-based lesson (a demonstrative context), identified the steps involved, and explored differences between a task-based lesson sequence and other types of sequence. The trainer is now wrapping up this phase of the session before going on to the second part of the session where the trainees produce their own task-based lesson by adapting course book lesson materials.

Having framed what is to follow procedurally in lines 1-4, the trainer then moves on to labelling the first stage in a TBL model, the pre-task, where the teacher sets the context or introduces the topic (lines 6-7). On the board, the trainer establishes a format for presenting the stages of the TBL model, with each stage labelled and the key pedagogic activities of teacher and learners in it noted (lines 11-12). Once the recording format is written on the board, the trainer then gets trainees to give her back the topic/context focus in lines 13-15 and 16-21, recording this and providing a check list summary formulation in line 22.
In lines 13-15 and 16-21, the trainer has elicited or asked for *introduce topic* and *provide context* as teacher actions in the pre-task stage. In line 23 the trainer asks what else happens and gets 'give instructions' in line 25. The trainer rather than the trainees expands on *instructions* in lines 26-37, using this slot for additional input.

The final step in labelling and recording what happens in the pre-task stage of the TBL model is to establish what students do while the teacher sets the context and gives instructions. This is done in lines 42-58. The trainer in fact gets what she wants in lines 42-45, but trainees do not interpret her ‘ok’ in line 44 as acceptance and topic closure. The proffering of two more student actions in lines 45 and 50 suggest that trainees anticipate a ‘listing’ turn. In lines 51-57, comes a final trainer expansion turn, but here it signals the end of the sequence by its summary of student action in the pre-task phase through repetition of ‘setting the context’ and ‘giving instructions’.
...so that that’s what can I get into each area and probably and
then talk a little bit more about what happens in each stage, mm
hmm, and then we’ll talk about what sort of tasks we’re talking
about. ok. (4.0) now the pre- pre- task as (name) called it, yes you
did your reading, good (name), well done. ok. the pre-task. very
very important that here, at this stage, er the the teacher sets the
context or introduces the topic. ok? now, what is- if you want we
can see it and if you’ve read the book, this book um (name), you
will also find here, this book is here ((tapping and pointing to book
on her table)), whoever wants to read it, mm hmm. just ask me and
I’ll get it to you. now, the first thing, why don’t we look at what the
teacher does, and what the students do. ((writing on the board))
mm hmm, now, what did I do? I as you said I introduced the..
topic.

and we need a topic we need to introduce this to set a,
(name) you know. something that you have to work on to
introduce the for the language.

the context. ((writes on board))(7.0)
ok. so we set the context, we introduce the topic. uh huh, (2.0) and
what else did I do?

yes. and this is crucial, this is if you if we are always hearing (from
tutors) that will always tell you “instructions, instructions, work on
your instructions”, in this kind of model instructions are crucial. if
you noticed I realized I wasn’t giving good instructions so I stopped
running it. uh huh. these have to be all presented from the
beginning because of what Rick said we don’t want to-

interrupt.
interrupt during the performance of the task. so ((writing))(4.0) set
instructions (3.0) for the performance of the task. uh huh? (2.0)
now, erm you may want to write them down for them. mm hmm.
you may want to give a copy of instructions to the group but they
they all have to know what to do, in the whole cycle. and and
(name) how many sta- how many activiti- how many phases do we
have in the cycle?
three di- different ones.
so you have to give instructions for the whole thing. uh huh? now,
what are the students doing.
(2.0) listening.
ok, they are listening.
following instructions.
not [yet, they are just listening?]
[oh, ((I see .. the first..)
[mm hmm.
here they are just listening. uh huh? so they listen carefully-
they discuss the topic.
ah yes there should be a discussion but very erm-
brief very brief it's more like a brainstorm if you want.
(4.0)((writing)) like the lead-ins we've been talking about you know
you want to sort of set them for English but also to introduce the
topic mm hmm (2.0) but there's not much of a communicative
activity or anything just the instructions and the topic is set. now,
we get into the task itself.
(8.5) ((writes))
While initial or first turn expository input is probably more straightforward in the sense that it gives rise to less 'where is the input?' questions, this is not the case with deferred input. In CA terms it comes in the 3rd turn slot in a canonical sequence, which makes it more vulnerable to complicating insert and post expansion sequences, at least in conversation (Schegloff, 2007). In this deferred input in a series sequence trainer input is largely constituted by assessments and following formulations. We shall be looking at the connection between input, formulations and assessment in chapter 5.

4.2 and 4.4 mark opposite ends of the continuum in terms of deferred input sequence shape and extension. But both are built from the same turn design options deployed in third turn slots, with formulations (see Heritage and Watson in Barnes, 2007) foundational. In terms of participation structures, while there have been trainee turns in 4.4 they have been more constrained and trainer controlled than in 4.2, if we consider their potential for expansion. Trainer questions are 'closed' in the sense that they are not open to a number of answers or formulations, and so do not open a space for further trainee contributions to input. It is the trainer who expands on and then summarises what she gets from trainees.

In both forms of deferred trainer input sequence, once again it is the nature of the action it performs - defining terms, labelling and recording methodological procedures - and the related respective knowledge states of trainer and trainees which are important contributors to the shaping of the interaction.

**Experiential Input from Trainees**

In 4.5 we see what follows the trainer's question at the end of 4.3. Following a brief pause in lines 5-16, S1, given the floor by a trainer continuer in line 11, responds to the trainer question prompt drawing on their own experience. In lines 16-23 the trainee expands their response to supply their own humorous version of this-is-the-way-I-see-it, getting a clarification request from the trainer at line 19 and laughter and sick-joke groans from trainees and trainer in line 24. In lines 25-29, S2 builds on this input, again drawing on their own experience, but this is a trainee-initiated topic change, and in line 30 the trainer brings this turn back into the activity loop, using a two pronged turn design device to get things back on sequential track: the
and so.. preface to their turn serving to link not turns but successive parts of an activity together (Schegloff, 2007: 215; Heritage and Sorjonen, 1994), and to once again articulate the unsaid as an upshot formulation rather than repair (Bolden, 2010). The upshot is that the trainer is able to move to closure with his linkage of S1's alignment in lines 5-16 with the question posed in lines 1-3. Lines 39-57 are the closing trainer turn to this initial trainer input expository sequence.

Sequentially, the question in lines 1-3 has effectively handed temporary control over the sequence to trainees. There is an extended turn from S1, which opens up the interaction to self-nominating contributions from others, taken up in line 27 by S2.

Pedagogically, we can see in 4.5 the sorts of sequential and turn-taking dilemmas for trainers that arise with experiential input in expository contexts. Do you respond to it on its own terms and so signal what might be a new topic and sequence, or attempt through your third turn slot to integrate the trainee turn into a wider course of action? Or do you perhaps try to design your question turn in a more conceptual and exploratory fashion (although the trainer question in lines 1-3 arguably invites exploration)? We shall examine this issue in Section 4.5 but it raises important questions regarding distinctions between experiential and exploratory sequences and how they are managed within the broader expository context.

The various questions raised by an analysis of both kinds of expository context point to their potentially democratic participation structures through the embedding of other varieties of context in them, and so the opening out of interaction in terms of control and the institutional identities in play. There are no sequential hybrids in Seedhouse's language classrooms, but there are here. Experiential contexts take participants down in Woodward's (1991; 1992) four level role stack (language learner, language teacher, teacher trainee, trainer) from their trainer-trainee roles in the training classroom to joint occupancy of the teacher role in teaching classrooms, with a significant effect on sequential organisation, moving the speech exchange system in operation closer to ordinary conversation.
erm any comments on that. do you see adVANTages again from taking the process away from the isolated individual and involving other people?

specially at the beginning if they’re not used to doing this sort of thing it makes them feel less isolated, and er (3.0) less less like they’re failing because often when I do brainstorming again, on an individual basis with them and its they never did it before, and it’s for examination purposes and, I’ve got 5 minutes please 30 ideas in 5 minutes and you’ll be lucky to get TEN. out of the very best.

and most of them are struggling to come up with five, it’s something they have to practice this and they feel better when they can discuss things with their peers. that’s why it’s always a good idea to have a model of what it is you’re expecting them to write.

why is- why is capital punishment dog food.

(why is dogfood a model- of ) capital punishment
dogfood?

yes yes, I try to explain to them if I do it that first we freely associate ideas and er they can make selections and so I choose an outrageous topic, capital punishment. and er what are the advantages of capital punishment? free dog food.

th-that’s another problem with er our students. um they can maybe write but they don't have the ideas. and er they don't have they don't bring any input to what- to the page that’s more difficult than getting them to write good English, and to develop their language skills.
and so pairs, two heads instead of one, groups, three or four heads instead of one.
yeh cou- whole class yeah.
but obviously in the final analysis what you´re working towards is the individual.
yeah.
because in the final analysis the end of the learning process the individual has got to operate alone usually. not always but usually.
yeah.
so these options within the process are also very useful. the same can be done with the organisation of ideas. you can have planning done individually, pairs, groups, even whole class. you can have individuals and then comparing and modifying things. so that can also be brought in here. you can bring feedback at different stages. possibly one useful stage for feedback is at THIS.. level. so we can then bring in some feedback here. what some teachers do is they actually get people to write plans with you know kind of maybe paragraph boxes and kind of what's gonna go in the box more or less, er on posters, stick em on the wall,. and and people go round looking for plans.- looking at different pairs and different groups plans. (1.5) which er which one do you like most and why? and so again we can bring into this process we can bring in feedback not just on the final product not just on the draft but even before that. write a composition and I will grade it to the process, but of course it is process as well as product because just as in the final analysis it´s the individual that´s gotta be capable, it´s the PROduct in the final analysis that matters. er er let me show you some er non-native writers work.
Experiential contexts are embedded in both forms of expository sequence, so too are exploratory contexts, but as I shall explain in Section 4.4, while exploratory contexts lead to different participation structures in terms of the degree of trainee involvement, turn-taking organisation usually evidences a greater interactional asymmetry than in experiential contexts.

**Expository Input from Trainees**

The final variation on expository input sequences comes in a sequence where trainees report back from group work which involves a product of some kind - a lesson plan, materials, an activity, a strategy, for example - and in effect provide the input.

In 4.6, we are in the final stage of the TBL session that was the subject of 4.4. The trainer has asked trainees to look at coursebook activities and to turn them into a TBL cycle. In sequential terms, we might see trainee input as constituting a second pair part after the trainer sets the task, with the group discussion an alternative to immediate individual responses.

A number of groups report back and 4.6 represents one of them. In lines 4-13 comes the first part of the trainee input. Lines 14-22 are a trainer initiated repair/clarification sequence. In line 23-24 a trainer upshot formulation encapsulates the task, and invites the trainee reporter to go on, which they do in lines 25-44, with trainer continuers in lines 30 and 38. In contrast to other expository contexts, the trainer does not have the last word, or attempt to formulate a sequential outcome. The third turn slot following an extended trainee sequence is a positive assessment, but with no information as to why. The 'goods' (which are an assessment of sequence rather than content) are shortly followed by a sequence closing ok.

Clearly, trainee input has an impact on participation structures. Trainee group work, whether for expository, exploratory or experiential purposes, hands control of the content of the sequence to trainees. But the last word remains with the trainer, and here, rather than assess or evaluate content, line 49, in its high grade assessment (see Antaki et al, 2000), seems to address process rather than product concerns, something we will return to in chapter 5.
4.6
1 T who else
2 S1 us
3 T ok, so we go for (name) and (name).
4 S1 ok. first we are going to ask students if they have ever had
5 S1 problems with (1.0) neighbours and what kind of problems they’ve
6 S1 had. and then we’re going to show them a picture of this couple,
7 S1 that they are (com-talking about) in the trial, you know the
8 S1 neighbours there. and but we’re not going to, as you say- as you
9 S1 did, we’re not going to show them the the article and we’re going to
10 S1 te- ask them they vote-the task is going to be to discuss in groups
11 S1 what they think the problem with their neighbours were-was. and
12 S1 they have to present to the class what they want. what they
13 S1 thought. and then we’re going to work with this article after that.
14 T ok. just a minute. what is the goal they have to reach?
15 S1 to: present to the class what they think the problem was because
16 S1 they don’t have the picture of the trial.
17 T ok.
18 S1 they (don’t have thexxxx).
19 T ok. so they have to present these problems.
20 S1 uh huh.
21 T ok.
22 S2 and they (see) the problem.
23 T mm hmm, ok. good. so we have the task. yes. yes, (name)? ((eye
24 T contact to suggest S continues)
25 S1 ok. um we have a pre task where we ask the students what do they
26 S1 feel when the neighbours play loud music and do not allow them to
27 S1 sleep. brainstorm with the whole group. then,
28 S1 in pairs we tell them they’re going to pretend to be a couple named
29 S1 Mrs and Mr Fish.
30 T mm hmm.
31 S1 and that they are going to present a case before the judge because
32 S1 of yah the judge because. they um-we explain them the situation.
you’re living in an apartment complex where neighbours, where a
eighbour couple is always rowing and they don’t allow you to
sleep. you need to write your experience in a convincing way, to um
fo- for the judge, (1.0) um in order for him, to remove that couple
from the apartment building and put the in prison.

>mm<. um you will read your plea to the class and the class will decide
which is the most convincing argument of all the ones in the class.

um (1.0) then (1.5) we give them the original story after they
report it, we tell them now this is what really happened, this is the
story of Mrs and Mr Fish. and they compare their story with the
article. (1.0) then, we going-we’re going to use the Language Focus
for language focus, one of the grammar questions where it says
underline the two sentences with ‘told’ in the article, which one is a
comment and which one is um [(..) (the best)

[but that you would do in the language focus

[already.

(2.0) after, after they compared after they compared their
argument.

good. good. good. ok? (4.0) ok.

### 3.3 Institutional Identity in Expository Contexts

Institutionality is a sequential phenomenon. Participants' orientation to institutional identity is evidenced in sequential contexts. The institutional talk which is done in these contexts will be distinguishable from conversation or ordinary talk in and through two kinds of sequential context:

- sequential organization - turn-taking and overall structural organization (the shape of a sequence)
- sequence organization - the goal directed tasks that are constituted in sequences of talk.
The two contexts are clearly closely connected, with the tasks or activities that get done by participants in a sequence of talk being accountably done in the wider organizational context. Sequential organization enables sequence organization. Institutional tasks are observable in particular sequential habitats (see Heritage, 1988 in ten Have, 1999: 51).

I have said that institutionality (institutionally specific tasks and related identities) is a sequential phenomenon, but it is important to emphasize that this institutionality works at two levels (my discussion of Heritage's levels of institutionality in chapter 3 noted this point). Seedhouse's (2004) characterisation of turn taking and sequence in his language classrooms largely addresses Schegloff's (2007) level of **sequential organization**. His pedagogical focus is 'reflexively related to a particular speech exchange system' (Seedhouse, p 101). Pedagogical focus in Seedhouse's terms is linked to my different interaction type contexts, but within each there is a variation in trainer identity related to the sorts of task being accomplished. This requires us to move 'down' to Schegloff's level of action and activity - **sequence organization**. It is here that Silverman's (1999) why (following how) question about sequence organization can be explored.

These two related sequential contexts (call them the outer and the inner, Seedhouse tracked the outer, I am tracking both) will also engender the interactional asymmetries (the special and particular constraints on allowable contributions noted by Drew and Heritage, 1992: 22) that mark institutional talk, and the particular linguistic resources and inferential frameworks (institutionally specific pragmatic meanings or inferences) for managing and constituting institutional tasks and identities in the training classroom. In making this twofold classification, I am employing Schegloff's (2007: 2) distinction between 'any kind of organization which concerns the relative positioning of utterances and actions' or the shape of turns and sequences (sequential organization) and the 'organization of courses of action enacted through turns-at-talk' (coherent and orderly sequences of actions for getting activities done).
These interactional orders will noticeably differ from conversation and so provide indices of orientation to institutional identity in a training classroom setting through their institutionally particularised ways of addressing generic organizational contingencies of talk-in-interaction:

1) The turn-taking problem - who should talk next and when.

2) The action-formation problem - how do language, body, sequential positioning contribute and conform to doing different actions and activities.

3) The sequence organizational problem - how are successive turns formed up to be coherent with prior turns.

4) The trouble problem - how to deal with trouble arising in terms of understanding and alignment.

5) The word selection problem - how do the elements of a turn and the activity it is doing get selected.

6) The overall structural organization problem - how does the overall shape of an occasion of interaction get structured and how does the placement of components inform the construction and understanding of the talk.

(Schegloff, 2007: xiv)

In this section I shall look at both types of sequential context and the varying ways in which they mark participants' orientation to their institutional identities and the institutional order that these identities embody.
Sequential Organization: Turn Taking and Identity

In expository contexts, the transmission and recording of concepts and procedures is the main focus. This general pedagogic focus is reflected in the trainer's control over turn-taking and topic introduction, in evidence in both 4.1 and 4.2. This control is not absolute (in comparison with procedural contexts) and allows for a greater degree of local management and trainee participation, but it is nevertheless the trainer who has the election of tightening or loosening control in the organization of the sequence. As I have said, the opening and closing of the sequence, how it unfolds, what actions get done, and what topics get talked about are in the control of the trainer and in the service of transmitting ideas and procedures.

Consider topic control, the first of the two elements involved in sequential organization, and compare it to topic initiation and development in conversation. There seem to be two important differences in the institutional context exemplified in 4.1 and 4.2. Button and Casey (1988/1989: 65) have suggested that in both conversation and institutional settings, participants face a generic problem 'in warranting the legitimate initiation of a topic which they bring with them to the conversation if their only resource for so doing is the prior talk'. If participants have business-at-hand they may not find an appropriate turn in which to introduce or initiate it. This is the case in conversation where what to talk about lies with both or all participants and, as with so much else in conversational contexts, is negotiated and managed locally, in situ.
Establishing an agenda or schedule of some kind is the pre-requisite or warrant for initiating a topic. In ordinary conversational contexts a **reason-for-call slot** immediately after telephone openings is a common way of doing this (Button and Casey, 1988/1989). This move indexes the accountability of participants to the sequential context and the why-this-here-now imperative of understanding and building talk-in-interaction. In institutional settings such as hospitals and business meetings, courts and classrooms, the establishing of a formal agenda before a meeting and, frequently, the responsibility of one person for setting this agenda are factors which make the agenda imposed rather than agreed or mutually oriented to. In **4.1** and **4.2**, the trainer sets the topics to be dealt with as part of the agenda/topic setting context which leads into the series of expository contexts which follow on each.

Moving into the closing of the topic is similarly distinctive in institutional talk in that it is one of the participants not both who controls when a topic is closed, without the need for a negotiated movement into this phase (cf Schegloff and Sacks, 1973).

The second element in sequential organization is turn-taking. In **4.1** and **4.2** the trainer controls who speaks and when, through questions and the checking and elicitational work they do (as in line 5 in **4.1** and line 1 in **4.2**), and the reformulation and summarizing to close the sequence (lines 10-22 in **4.1** and 15-22 in **4.2**).

The trainer’s control of the floor holds for more extended expository contexts, at least in three of the four noticeable variations I described in 4.3.2. So in **4.4**, an example of deferred input in a series, the trainer’s 3 extended turns, and the lack of the sorts of self-nominating trainee interventions that were present in **4.5** reflect the general pedagogic purpose. Trainee participation is largely called up by the trainer to supply labels for the blackboard presentation of the pre-stage teacher and learner actions in a TBL cycle. In lines 13, 16, 23, 38 and 42 trainer elicits or questions organize the sequence and the floor, with deferred 3rd turn input closing each element in the series, and, in lines 26-32 and 51-58 the trainer emphasizes or clarifies two of the labels.
The trainer is in control of turn-taking and topic at the beginning, during the development and at the end of an expository sequence. The interactional asymmetry of participation here is an index of the trainer's context-relevant situational identity of **information transmitter**. While continuing to display a sensitivity to interactional requirements, the trainer is largely concerned with transmitting *pedagogic facts* - information and ideas. Even in **4.5**, where turn-taking moves noticeably closer to conversation and there is a transition to another kind of sequential context, it is in the trainer's election to introduce it, and, as importantly, to signal its closure and a move back to 'base', as in line 32, when the trainer connects S2's turn in lines 27-31 to the topic and task at hand. Trainer control of turn-taking includes control over which turn-taking context is in operation.

In examining constraints on contributions in institutional talk, the focus has generally been on asymmetries of participation (see Benwell and Stokoe, 2006: 90). However, this is closely related to asymmetries of knowledge and rights of access to knowledge (Heritage, 2004: 236 et seq). In this latter type of interactional asymmetry, trainer talk is distinctive from other types of institutional settings and this is a consequence of its informal, back stage environment.

In contrast with the epistemological caution or withholding of knowledge (Drew and Heritage, 1992; Heritage, 2004) which is often indexical of differing knowledge states in professional-lay institutional interaction, in expository contexts the interactional enactment of the **expert** and **theorist** elements in the trainer's pedagogic identity (see chapter 2) requires displaying rather than withholding knowledge. We see this type of interactional asymmetry at play in the initial and deferred input turns of **4.1, 4.2 and 4.4** and the extended initial input of **4.3**. In **4.5**, the trainer's reversion from the transportable identity deployed in lines 5-41 to the expert identity of lines 42-62 not only displays this asymmetry of knowledge but also uses it to mark the movement from one sequential context (experiential) back to the base form in which it was grounded (expository).
One further particularity about interactional asymmetries in this institutional context is that the trainer's superior knowledge base does not give them sole ownership of the sort of 'specific expert authority' that will invariably be deferred to by lay people in other institutional settings (see Heritage, 2004: 239). The other side of the interactional coin from the trainer displaying knowledge is that the trainees too should do this, and be encouraged to do so. The overarching pedagogic purpose is learning to teach, developing teaching knowledge and skills. This requires trainees to develop and display knowledge and learn to do this in distinctive, institutionally specific ways. There is not the all-or-nothing quality of the withholding and displaying of knowledge we find in other institutional talk. Knowledge (and rights of access to it) is not one participant's resource for controlling interaction but a topic for both parties. The second turn component in deferred trainer input sequences are examples of sequentially relevant and warrantable trainee knowledge displays.

Having noted the importance of knowledge display for both trainer and trainees, we should nevertheless be clear that the turn space for trainee displays of knowledge remains firmly in the control of the trainer. The question of what counts as relevant topic knowledge, how much is displayed and when, is still controlled by the trainer and is partly a function of the sort of tasks and activities being constituted in expository contexts. The overall structural organization of each type of expository context is also related to tasks, in that the mapping of the interaction in sections or phases will help us to see the task orientation of participants and the stages involved in the construction of the task at hand. Heritage (2004) emphasizes that overall structural organization is not a fixed or once-and-for-all framework to fit data into (there is variation); it is something 'that we are looking for and looking at only to the extent that the parties orient to it in organizing their talk' (2004: 229-230).
Sequence Organization: Tasks and Identity

In the second part of this section I am concerned with explicating the connections between expository contexts and identity at the level of sequence organization. I want first to consider the link between discourse identities and the situational identities involved in doing the kinds of task to be found in expository contexts. I will then consider features of sequence organization that signal participants' orientation to institutional tasks and the content and procedural knowledge involved in task enactment in expository contexts.

Zimmerman (1998: 88) suggests that discourse identities are the frame – the conversational machinery – for situational or institutional identities, and that activities in a particular setting achieve their distinctive shape through the alignment of the two identities across participants, in this way the proximal and the distal contexts are linked interactionally. In an institutional setting, discourse and situational identity alignment constitute a context in which participants make meaning, draw inferences, get their work done. Institutional participants ‘think in terms of categories…and they act on the basis of categories to pursue their tasks’ (Mäkitalo and Saljö, 2002: 59).

In turn-generated interactional sequences, discourse identities are defined by what participants are doing interactionally (Zimmerman, 1998: 85). Clearly the discourse identity of summariser is central to expository contexts, particularly extended ones. In extracts 4.4 and 4.5, we see contrastive examples of the turn design involved in the trainer's summarizing role. In 4.4 in lines 33-34, the so prefaced gist formulation is contrasted with the so prefaced upshot formulation which follows in line 41. In 4.5 in line 32 the trainer's upshot formulation (which also gets the sequence back to the 'assessing a methodological strategy' (asking for opinions) task set in lines 1-3) is followed by the gist formulation of line 42, which leads into the closing deferred input in lines 42-62. So prefaced formulations serve to structure the stages and signal the close of an expository context.
This process-marking and product-wrapping role of trainer summaries remains the case when trainer talk is monologue rather than dialogue, as in the extended initial input of 4.3. At line 13 the trainer introduces the task of giving a methodological opinion which is done in this expository context with his 'two major things that need to happen'. In lines 38 and 45-46 the trainer's so prefaced formulations bookend the first of the things that need to happen between drafting and final editing. In line 46 'and the other thing' introduces the second thing that must happen. In lines 49, 57, 65 and 67 the trainer's so-prefaced formulations are important in organizing the second part of this lecture sequence as well as in its audience design, through the highlighting of key ideas and elements in the discourse.

*Teller, ratifier* and *summariser* are discourse identities which importantly punctuate all the extracts and frame the tasks being done. They are an index of the controlling role played by the trainer in expository sequences, but they also relate to the relevant situational identities for the kinds of task or category bound activities (Sacks, 1992) performed in them. Giving or getting definitions, terminology, concepts, methodological procedures or opinions about them are tasks that recurrently call for these clusters of discourse identities in task enactment, and mark an orientation to the trainer's *expert/knowe*r institutional identity.

**Sequential Organization, Sequence Organization, Tasks and Identity**

Finally, I want to draw together a number of points made in this section, with particular focus on tasks, sequence and identity. The shape or overall structural organization of an expository sequence - the presence, absence or variable development of the different phases in a sequence - and the sequential features action(s) being done in them, the interactional forms on display, both derive from the nature of the task being done and the information state of the trainees.

In 4.2 the trainer was getting a concept or definition from trainees, which could be accomplished with minimal expansion of input. In 4.4, where the topic is a methodological process or procedure, the institutional task or business-at-hand requires a series of turns and inputs, with the trainer summarizing or expanding and emphasizing the trainee labelling of stages in this procedure.
In 4.2 trainees were being treated as authoritative speakers, in Schegloff's (2007: 170) terms, and the definitional task required them to display their knowledge. Offering the definition to trainees rather than giving it to them was contingent on their knowledge state. This was assumed to be known information and checking this knowledge state was a sequential context calling for the kind of display of knowledge from trainees I noted in the preceding sub-section. In 4.1 and 4.3, where input comes in the initial turns, the knowledge in question is known by one rather than both parties, which arguably influences the choice of expository context option, and determines the extent of joint construction of input. In 4.4, the known information on the part of trainees was the steps and actions in the pre-stage of a task based learning cycle. This information the trainer gets from the trainees. However, the trainer's glossing of the pre-stage actions in third turn position, rather than choosing to get them from trainees, or simply ratifying or summarising was a further indication of the asymmetries of knowledge shaping a particular task sequence. It was the trainer rather than trainees who was in a position to point out the importance for the teacher of giving all the instructions for all stages of the task, and to underline the brevity of discussion on the students' part in the pre-task.

I have said that the trainer control of topic nomination in this institutional context is one difference from the handling of topic in ordinary conversation. The other difference lies in the unfolding of a sequence like 4.2 or 4.4 and the task of getting known information or definitions from trainees. In conversation, topic-proffering sequences are commonly recipient-oriented, where the recipient is treated as in some way authoritative about the topic, because of experience or knowledge. The implication is therefore that it is the recipient who will 'carry the burden of the talking' (Schegloff, 2007: 170). Another feature of this kind of turn is that the recipient can elect to encourage or discourage the proffered topic, to accept or decline it. And finally, an often central feature is whether the response turn is contracted to be minimal or expanded. In topic-proffering sequences in OC, preferred responses involve expansion, whereas dispreferred responses close a sequence, in contrast to normal conversational practice, where preferred second pair part responses are typically sequence closure relevant - if they are not then they will often signal disagreement or misalignment (Schegloff, 2007: 169).
In the training classroom, trainees do not 'lead' the responses to topic nomination in the sense of having control over their unfolding and doing most of the talking. It will typically be the trainer who does the expanding and closing of the sequence. Nor do trainees have the option of accepting or rejecting the topic proffering of the trainer. The slight pause after the trainer elicit (in a 'yes/no' form - "do you know what error is?", "error, ideas?", 4.2), unfilled by a trainer repeat or continuation marks the trainee floor. Unlike ordinary conversation, topic-recipients here do not carry the burden of expansion and do not have the option of a positive or negative 'stance' towards the topic (cf Schegloff, p171).

Finally, apart from what they tell us about situational identities, these expository contexts, particularly 4.5, also open a window onto the nature of transportable identity in this institutional context. In Zimmerman's formulation, transportable identity is 'latent, speaker related' (1998: 90), something personal rather than situational. In training classrooms, transportable identity incorporates professional and situational elements as well as personal attributes, because of its links to teacher identity, for both trainer and trainees.

In this section I have tried to show how features of the organization of turns and tasks in expository contexts orient to and mark the institutional identities that are the centre of this particular institutional order.

3.4 Summary

There is no canonical way of transmitting information in a training classroom, in terms of where expository talk occurs in a session, the number of turns carrying the input, or the tasks carried out in this context. We have seen that both main forms of expository context have a number of common features, in particular the control over topic and turn-taking exerted by the trainer. This is most in evidence in the opening and closing of topic (more accurately, task) sequences, and the generally limited nature of trainee participation.
At the same time, within this relatively constrained turn-taking context, there is a degree of 'wiggle room' (Erickson, 2001) for the trainer in terms of how much input they give and how much they get from trainees. Task, topic and knowledge states are sequence shapers here. We have seen that there are elements of local management and, so, contingency, in this context. Sequential organisation is a joint production, albeit with an unequal division of labour.

What do expository contexts and their significant presence and deployment in trainer talk tell us about the wider institutional order? Roberts (1997: 12 et seq) reviews almost 50 years of language teacher education theory and tracks the move away from a model-based (craft) approach to a social constructivist approach. A social constructivist approach recognises the importance of the social and cultural context in shaping a teacher's development, and dialogue or talk as central to teacher learning (1997: 45). The fuel for this trainee talk is received knowledge from trainers and other teachers, trainees' own previous experiential knowledge, micro teaching and teaching practice (see Wallace, 1991: 15). An important trainer role is providing 'structures which offer teachers opportunities for collaborative talk' (Roberts, 1997: 45).

The prevalence of constructivist-reflective models for framing teacher education and training methodologies (Richards and Nunan, 1990; Wallace, 1991; Freeman and Richards, 1996; Grenfell, 1998; Trappes-Lomax and McGrath, 1999) might lead us to suppose that rather than being a default or unmarked context, expository contexts are increasingly marked and optional rather than obligatory. In fact, the expository context remains central to trainer talk and the interactional and institutional work it accomplishes. Yet as I noted earlier, while expository contexts are controlled by the trainer, they are not easily equated with lecturing formats for input.
For the most part they are locally managed and jointly produced, even if the joint production is evidenced more in participants' institutionally specific inference work in the recognition of roles and responsibilities in such sequences and their impact on interaction, than in participation structures marked by frequent and often self-nominating trainee contributions. Is the preference for dialogue of some kind rather than monologue in expository sequences perhaps a reflection of developments in teacher education methodology? At this point, we should certainly emphasise the centrality of interaction and dialogue to teacher training and teacher talk. Moreover, the nature of the structures of interaction in expository contexts suggest that we should be careful in equating transmission models of training with monologue/lecture input formats or in turn with expository contexts. This is something I return to in chapter 6.

The key question to arise from the description of the characteristic features of expository contexts is the link between these contexts, the kinds of participation structures they produce and tasks they enact, and teacher learning. The constraints on trainee 'fluency' exerted in training classroom expository contexts can be contrasted with language learning classrooms in a communicative era. Learner talk is encouraged, teacher talk discouraged, because learning to talk is seen as best done through both output and input. This key pedagogic question will be taken up in chapter 6.

I have shown in this section that expository contexts are flexible and adaptable in their ability to embrace and lead to other sequential contexts. While allowing for the production of a trainer's central pedagogic identity of expert, they also allow for other elements that make up their professional identity, fellow teacher, reflector, question poser, and so on. These more 'enabling' identities are also a part of learning to teach, and so developing one's own professional identity as a teacher. When we consider the place of expository contexts in teacher learning, the potential they have for organizing a variety of tasks and identities is a factor that must not be overlooked. Goffman (1974) talked of conversation as a fire that would burn any fuel and expository contexts appear to display similar qualities in trainer talk.
4 Exploratory and Experiential Sequences

4.1 Introduction

In Section 3 I established the centrality of expository sequences to trainer talk and to the interactional accomplishment of input-related tasks. Far from being a lesser variety of interaction in trainer talk, expository sequences, together with the procedural sequences that introduce them, are obligatory.

In this section, I will examine the other two major interaction types in trainer talk:

- **Exploratory** – where the trainer poses questions or issues for trainees to consider
- **Experiential** – where trainees are invited to or offer their own classroom experiences and reflections on them

I am treating them together to some extent, because, as I shall show, they share important sequential features, one of which is their overwhelming dependency on expository contexts for their enactment in whole group interaction; they have no sequential life of their own.

This observation prefigures the analytic and pedagogic interest in this section. To what extent are the asymmetries of interaction and knowledge so characteristic of expository contexts in evidence here? The trainer’s control over what gets talked about and how – topic, turn-taking, tasks – is the most notable feature of sequential and sequence organization in expository contexts. Does this hold true here? How far do we approach conversational talk patterns in these sequences? What features do they share with expository sequences and what features distinguish them? What impact do these similarities and differences have on training classroom pedagogy? With these questions in mind I will first consider the two main varieties of sequence in these two contexts, those that are in some significant way independent of expository contexts, I will call this exposed, and those that are dependent on them, which I will call embedded.
4.2 Exposed Exploratory Contexts

These contexts are independent in the sense that they are not embedded in expository sequences but are sequentially marked off from them. This normally occurs through the trainer putting trainees into pairs or groups and posing a question to discuss. Consider 4.7. In 4.7, the trainer follows a series of deferred input expository sequences on word formation by moving on to a projected second topic in the session, words in the mind. She has asked the trainees to work in threes and posed the question: what are the similarities and differences between the mind and a dictionary. The trainees have been talking about this for about 8 minutes before they report back on their discussion. They do this through a poster display. The trainees have divided their poster paper into two columns, with Dictionary heading one column and Mind the other.

In adjacency terms, the first pair part in this extended sequence is the trainer’s task setting: what are similarities and differences between words in the mind and in the dictionary. The pinning up of posters after the group discussion is the second pair part. The trainer opens up and extends the discussion in lines 1-2, through an invitation to find ‘similarities’ in the posters, allowing time for trainees to look at them in line 3 and then producing a reformulated prompt in line 4. Following the affirmative response from a trainee in line 5, the trainer elicits from trainees ‘alphabetical order’ as a feature of the dictionary which has been identified by all groups. One group needs to indicate to the trainer where their alphabetical order is in lines 11-12 and the trainer provides a summary of the similarity in lines 13-14, stressing the contrast with what happens in the mind.
4.7
001 T  ok, please can you think- hello...let´s find. let´s find- similarities
002 T  you think. what are as it were common consonants.
003  (17.0)
004 T  any similar ideas?
005 S   mm hmm.
006 T  which one.
007 S1  alphabetical order.
008 T  alphabetical order where.
009 SS //dictionary//the dictionary//dictionary.
010 T  alphabetical order, alphabetical order..is there anything-
011 S   yes at the top=
012 S   =at the top, order, at the top=.
013 T   =alphabetical order. yes? alright? in dictionaries, as opposed to the
014 T   mind. does anybody think there is er an alphabetical order?
015 S2  we we were were (1.0)-
016 S3  discussing that.
017 T   uh huh.
018 S2  discussing whether they´re ordered or stored (xxxxxxxxxxxxx)
019 S3  whether they’re ordered [or a-,
020 S   [(xxxxx)
021 S2  just that they´re stored.
022 T   without the order, is that what you mean?
023 S2  (without an order, that xxxxxxxxx).
024 S3  that´s what they said! that’s what they said!
025 SST  ((laughter)). //(xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) //
026 S2  (xxxxxxxxxxxxxx) I said that there IS an order-
027 S   what’s the (xxxxxxxxxx).
028 S2  I didn´t- I didn´t say WHAT is the order. I don´t know it. but
029 S2  there IS an order. otherwise it wouldn´t be possible-I mean from
030 S2  my point of view, to store so many new words in (xxxxxxxxxxxx)
031 S4  (I think it still would, xxxx)
032 T   all right.
033 S   (we all know, nature is xxxxxxxxxx). ((laughter))
034 T   yes hang on, all right so both of you are saying, there, there
035 T   ((pointing to poster)) lack of order. you said there’s lack of order.
036 S4  but but (I didn’t because you confused me).
037 T   ok, you tell me.
we didn’t go into depth er cos we really haven’t got a clue what the- how the mind works, but er the idea of most frequently used words, the idea of a a (...) store which is used every- you know in every single situation.

mm hm.

and er possibly then (1.0) I don’t know whether it’s related to each individual situation where like the words I use in this seminar are different from the words I use when I go to buy a bimbo from the shop or something.

right.

((laughter))

bimbo bread.

((more laughter))

(unrelated to xxxxxxxx).

(xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx actually).

come on!

((more laughter))

so....you would agree with (name) then that although it’s difficult to say what the order is,

>yes<.

right, we can’t really express this is the way in which my words are organised in my mind, there is some order, that’s what you’re saying - there is some order.

but what did, what did you say.

well we said that words are ordered like a network incorporating different types of systems, in the sense that they’re stored but in order, that’s like an order of storage.

yes,

>could [ be<.

[t]here IS some sort of of (1.5) order in the way that words are stored. they can’t be just (xx) up just like that you know and there is some sort of order. now, which order, that’s the most difficult thing right to find out. and even Jean Aitchison, with all the research she’s done and other people who have worked on this, agree it’s difficult to say this is the order, there (xxxxxxxx) to you that’s still not altogether clear. mm hmm? but we can’t say
really all right. er that there is a lack of order- (1.0) there is some order, within the mind. mm hmm?

but um.

yes.

but (we got- I said-) our point was was that, and the idea that there are, there are several ordering systems. that somehow are interconnected-

that´s right.

so you know.

that´s right.

you give somebody a word and you ask them to spit out words that sound the same and they can spit out quickly [a bunch of words.

[that´s right.

or give them the concept and ask them to spit out a bunch of words=

= exactly. and and there are [simi-

[erm synonyms, antonyms, s-names and similar words [or-

[so so, that´s absolutely [right

and somehow they´re

all interconnected=

= and interre[lated

[in a way

so if you think of a dictionary where you have the words in strict alphabetical order and boom, you go like that and that’s it. right. in the mind, the many intricacies involved in ordering the words, (1.0)

( just the fact) are new. is what Tony just described as exactly like that. you can remember or a word comes to your mind, through the sound, through the concepts through- I mean there are millions of things that you can relate to, and that´s how the words are organised you know in your mind right. and they overlap. and they-

so, a very complex system, .hh [so-

[-maybe some words are a trigger

for other ones

that´s right. exactly. you have one word that can trigger others.

you know. so these networks are infinite, you know, in many senses, they go on and on.
In line 14, the trainer’s question which begins the next segment leaves ‘in the mind’ unsaid (while gesturing at the posters), but the jointly constructed trainee response in lines 15-21 takes it this way. S3’s cataphoric ‘that’ in line 16, moved on by the trainer’s continuer ‘uh huh’ in line 17, points to this question of ‘whether words are ordered or stored’ in the mind in line 18-21. In line 22, the trainer’s other-initiated repair of what S2 and S3 are saying gets a jointly constructed rejection in lines 23-24, with the trainer’s formulation being attributed to another group. S2 offers an account or ‘defence’ in line 26 and continues to line 30, asserting that she did in fact say there is an order in the mind. What she did not say is what it is. Line 31 brings disagreement from S4, acknowledged by the trainer in line 32, further reinforced (by his group partner) jokingly in line 33. In line 34 the trainer first reasserts control over turn taking. Then in line 34 and 35, with a so + upshot turn (see Raymond, 2004) she returns to her formulation of line 22 and points to the posters of both groups for justification. This is resisted by S4 in line 36. S4’s response suggests that the trainer is at fault for any misunderstanding (perhaps in the instructions or prompt in lines 1-4, which asks for similarities, when the original task instructions asked trainees for both similarities and differences). The trainer’s ‘ok, you tell me’ in line 37 invites S4 to put the record straight.

In lines 38 to 46, S4 provides the requested explanation, with a ‘mm hmm’ continuer from the trainer in line 42 and a receipt and acceptance ‘right’ in line 47. It is not clear at this point whether the acceptance is directed at the argument that there is an order, or at the more indirect suggestion that this order is related to frequency of use. Lines 48-54 are a humorous insertion sequence, with participants brought back good-naturedly to the task at hand by the trainer in line 53. In lines 55-60, the trainer pursues her alignment of S2 and S4’s views with another so + upshot formulation: you agree that ‘there is some order’ but that it’s difficult to say what it is. S4’s echo of ‘there is some order’ in line 61 finally accepts this formulation.

Starting in line 21 with the repair reformulation for S2, the trainer, S2 and S4, as group representatives (S3 was in S2’s group) have constructed an agreed response to the question ‘is there an order to words in the mind’. In doing so, they have negotiated a verbal refinement or perhaps gloss of position 1 (what the trainees seemed to be saying in writing the trainer’s lack of order summary in lines 34 and 35), in position 2, which is summarised by the trainer in lines 55-60).
In line 62, the trainer invites another group to elaborate on their poster. S5’s representation of his group’s view is provided in lines 63-67. In lines 68-77, the trainer provides a revised summary of the story so far, adding S5’s group’s ideas to the mix as reinforcement for the main point of agreement, using it as evidence for position 2. However, it is notable that while both S2 and S5 have offered ideas as to how words might be ordered, the trainer has not incorporated them in her summaries.

The trainer’s *mm hmm*? in line 77 acts as an invitation to speak to S6, who is another member of S5’s group. In lines 80-98 S6 expands on S5’s notion of networks and orders of storage to explain that theirs was not an argument for one order, but for a number of different but related ordering systems, with varying triggers. In lines 83, 85 and 88 the trainer’s *that’s right* is classifiable as an assessment (Jefferson, 1993). These can frequently signal speakership incipiency and topic shift by the recipient. Here they do not, although this is because S6 holds the floor. But in line 91, another assessment from the trainer, *exactly*, is followed by a bid for speakership, which is again resisted by S6 in lines 92-93. Jefferson (1993: 12) suggest that this sort of response from the speaker, ‘intersecting an assessment in progress’, displays an orientation to the shift implicature of this type of response token and functions as a move to counteract it. In line 94 the trainer initially appears to be moving towards another summary formulation with *so but* this is abandoned, perhaps in the face of the continuing intonation contours of S6’s turn, to be replaced with an intensified assessment and her own affirmative synonym in line 97.
Lines 99-107 are the third trainer summary of what has been said in the extract, and, following S6’s turn, it incorporates the proffered idea of orders rather than an order, ‘millions of things you can relate to’, a very ‘complex’ system. S7’s alternative formulation of the same idea in lines 108-109 is acknowledged with an assessment by the trainer, who takes up speakership with it and brings the topic to an end in lines 111-112.

If we consider 4.7 in terms of overall structural organization the main sequential components of exploratory contexts are not notably different from those of expository contexts:

1. Trainer prompt/question
2. Trainee response
3. Trainer expansion and summary

However, there are features of sequential organization that characterise exploratory contexts as institutional talk and at the same time distinguish them from expository contexts. Most importantly, the trainer’s control of topic and turn taking is different in exploratory contexts and this shapes the nature and extent of trainee participation and contributions.

In 4.7 the trainer introduces the topic, or, rather, the topic question of differences in organization of words in the dictionary and words in the mind. But this topic initiation is very different from 4.1-4.4. It is different in two main ways: who develops the topic and how it is developed. Recall that in 4.1-4.4, the information to be transmitted was largely in the trainer’s knowledge domain. Trainees were involved in varying degrees, typically dependent on their knowledge state, but what got said and how it got said were under the trainer’s control. This is not the case in 4.7, which gives it more in common with 4.5 (when a trainer invitation for methodological opinion opens space for experiential input) and 4.6, where groups report back on what they have produced.
The trainer initiates the topic and in this respect controls what gets talked about in general terms. But once the trainer has done this, it is the trainees who are responsible for topic development. This is because in exploratory contexts the asymmetry in knowledge states that shapes expository contexts is reversed in important respects. It is the trainees not the trainer who have primary access to this kind of knowledge. This means that it is the trainees who exert a significantly greater degree of control of the topic and this in turn exerts an influence on turn-taking and sequence organization.

We see in lines 68-76 that the trainer has a view on the question she has raised. We also see her working to move trainees towards this view, in lines 34-35, where she confronts S2 and S4 with their seeming lack of order position, and in lines 55-60, where she seeks confirmation from them on their reformulated there is an order position. However, it is the trainees who provide the input in this context. They know what they think, not the trainer.

In fact, it may be that the trainees do not know what they think, or have trouble putting it into words, as happens in places in 4.7. It is therefore a large part of the trainer's role in exploratory contexts to help trainees express or shape their ideas and we can see this happening in lines 14, 22, 34-35, 37, 55-60, and 62. In expository contexts (particularly deferred input types such as 4.2 and 4.4), the trainer is getting known-in-advance information from trainees and so trainee participation is constrained and the trainer is in control of what gets said in second pair parts and post expansion sequences. Here, the trainees are more in control of second pair parts in terms of what and how much gets said and, as importantly, their post expansion. The presence of recipiency confirming interactional response tokens (see Drummond and Hopper, 1993a, 1993b; Jefferson, 1993; McCarthy, 2003) at, for example, lines 17, 32, 42, 47, 66, is another feature of exploratory contexts, and can be viewed as working in tandem with questions and prompts to help trainees put their ideas into words.
One final comment about the particularities of topic control in exploratory contexts relates to closings. It is possible that in the trainer’s mind, her summary in lines 68-77 was a closing, but the floor request from S6 in line 78, leads to his first pair part in lines 80-82 and a series of trainer continuers following. The trainees have ‘re-opened closings’ (cf Schegloff and Sacks, 1973). The trainer’s summary which does close the sequence in lines 99-112 is a product of trainee contributions, which have moved trainer and trainees on from the relatively simple formulation of order in the mind in 68-77 to something more developed and complex in 99-112.

The trainees have been the prime movers in providing the information which constitutes the final formulation by the trainer in lines 99-107. What counts as relevant knowledge here is not in the hands of the trainer in the sense that it is in expository contexts. In this respect the trainees have had the last word; but this must be qualified by the trainer's leading role in helping them to shape these words. Trainee control of topic has a perceptible impact on turn-taking and participation structure, with a significantly greater number of trainee turns and related control over what gets said, when and how it gets said. We cannot say however that this sequential organization is close to ordinary conversation, for in multi-party conversations there is no chairperson or moderator, who calls on parties to speak or to whom all contributions are addressed. It is noteworthy that in lines 22-36, where there is disagreement between trainees, what is said gets said to the trainer not to the person at whom the turn is really directed. There is one floor, overseen or moderated by the trainer.

In sum, in exposed exploratory contexts the trainer may not always have the first and last word and exerts significantly less control over what happens between opening and closing. Moreover, when the first and last words do come from the trainer they are not in the service of eliciting, providing or summarising known-in-advance information on the trainer’s part, but in helping trainees with more or less thought-in-advance information or ideas which are consciously shaped in interaction – information that becomes known-in-interaction.
4.3 Embedded Exploratory Contexts

The other kind of exploratory context is dependent on expository context topics and sequences and arises from questions posed by the trainer at some point in initial or deferred input.

In 4.8, the trainer has just provided trainees with extended initial input where the topic is remedial work on learner oral errors. He has discussed different learner patterns in getting things right and wrong, referring back to the opening of the session, where trainer and trainees had distinguished between errors and mistakes. The nature of errors will affect approaches to remedial work. His ‘so I think a lot of thinking is needed here’ looks back to the various questions and issues he has raised and is the bridge to an exploratory context in which the trainer invites trainees for their thoughts, providing a default option of re-presenting language in line 2.

If we recall the overall structure of initial input expository contexts, it is frequently the trainer who occupies the sequential slot following the input, with an invitation to trainees for examples or descriptions or a question to check understanding. This is the case in 4.8, but the question is not checking on known information; it is seeking information that only the trainee has, and so opens up an exploratory context, however temporary this might be, with the reversed asymmetry of knowledge again having an impact on turn-taking and participation structures.
um so I think a lot of thinking is needed here. and would you would you reteach things PPP style?
well it depends on the I mean obviously if there- if it’s a mistake then going through the whole presentation.
yeh.
(I don’t think) is is gonna, well it’s just a waste of time.
mm hmm.
I mean anyway if it I’m sure that within a class if you’ve got ten students, then probably half of them are making errors and the other half are making mistakes.
yeh.
so maybe- well maybe you- it’s even more complex than that sometimes, and a third are getting it right a third are making mistakes and a third are making errors, yeh.
yeah, so I mean you have to decide what to do in that situation= in order to involve everybody.
yeh.
so getting the students making- well the ones that know can explain it to the ones that don’t.
that’s right, yeh.
um though it would be I guess a briefer process or-
yeh.
different, not presentation at all, rather a student centred explanation for something.
right.
and then go straight into- but if it’s a general um aspect of mistake,
mm hmm.
then go into kind of more quickly straight into some kind of activity.
right.
or a game.
so if it was that kind of teacher led PPPish thing the presentation
would be very brief, you’d get into some-

[yea prac- oral practice student-student]

[hopefully oral student to student... that’s right. so you’d be

more inclined to go for some kind of task where students could help

students. so probably um consciousness raising, no? probably along

the lines of consciousness raising.

task based learning.

task based learning yeh.

is a very good idea for remedial work.

that’s right.

because it’s letting the students see that they probably do know the

language already.

yeh.

and er it’s providing more of a context than probably a [PPP lesson]

[that’s right]

could.

that’s right. so here you may be using a kind of mixture of things

with some things PPP for one reason or another, other times

something more com- you know task based learning, or

consciousness-raising, but here you’d be much more inclined to go

into a kind of TBL consciousness-raising approach for this kind of

thing.

mm hmm

(2.0)((writing on board)) but, that may be plus some kind of practice

and the practice may be drilling.

hhh hhh.

mm hmm.

the practice may be fairly free practice or it might be some form of

drilling. but again you’ve got to try and make the drilling fun, and let

them see the REASON for it, and the end of it. you know kind of the

end purpose of it.

mm hmm.

I think. so that they see it’s not just it’s not punishment, you’re not

angry. (2.0) um ok, um...
The trainer’s what-would-you-do question addresses teacher decision-making. In lines 4-20, S6 establishes the context for this decision-making, with the trainer’s Interactional Response Tokens (IRTs) in lines 6, 8 and 12 marking recipiency, but his ‘well’ in line 14 indicates a problem with the trainee’s class description in lines 9-11. His revised description in lines 14-16 is accepted by the trainee’s ‘yeah’ in line 17. This IRT marks incipient speakership, with the trainee’s ‘so + upshot’ summary of the situation (and the problem – a very mixed learner group) in line 17 this time getting a sentence completion from the trainer in line 18, making explicit the importance of involving everyone in whatever strategy is adopted. The ‘yehs’ from trainee and trainer in lines 19 and 20 serve as an agreed ratification of this revised version.

In lines 21-34, the trainee develops his solution to the problem situation constructed in lines 4-20, with IRT continuers from the trainer at lines 25, 28, 31 and 33, and a self-repair by the trainee at line 29. It is noticeable that a full-blown assessment comes in line 23, and is followed by IRT continuers rather than preceded by them. In lines 35-41, the trainer provides a so prefaced ‘let me see if I have this right’ formulation of the trainee’s solution. However, his additional proffering of consciousness raising as the type of activity that would be an appropriate alternative to a PPP style presentation, suggests that while S6’s ‘the ones that know can explain it to the ones that don’t’ in lines 21-22 is a clear enough starting point to finding an approach that would involve everyone, the description of what this might be in lines 24-26 is not. S6’s ‘briefer process’, ‘different’, ‘not presentation at all’ and ‘rather a student centred explanation’ are too vague in specifying the kind of activity that might involve everyone. The trainer’s professional discourse shaper role is on display in lines 35-41.
In line 42, S2 offers an alternative to the trainer’s proposed activity type, which is developed up to line 51, with a series of assessment acceptance tokens from the trainer. In lines 52-57 the trainer offers a second so prefaced formulation of trainee ideas. The trainer’s here in lines 52 and 55 have different cohesive ties. Here in line 52 retakes the here in line 1 and so the trainer’s expository context review of the issues involved in remedial work that came before. The here in line 55 refers to the typical class composition sketched by S6 in 9-11 and filled out by the trainer in 14-16. The trainer adds the final practice component of S6’s solution in lines 59-60, getting acceptances from S6 and S5 in lines 61-62. The trainer closes the exploratory context in 63-66 by once again filling out S6’s ‘oral practice, student-student’ from line 37 with the kinds of practice possible. His stress on making drilling fun, again refers back to a point he made in the expository input.

In this embedded exploratory context, we find common ground with features noted in 4.7. The trainer initiates the topic but it is the trainees who do much of the talking, having the turn-space to develop in relatively extended turns marked by the trainer’s recipiency IRTs. Once again, while the trainer retains control over summaries or formulations of topic-up-to-now, trainees are able to reject trainer versions and replace or modify them with their own, as S2 does in line 42. In this sense, the last word is not necessarily the trainer’s.

There are also differences from exposed exploratory contexts. The trainer is more involved in the construction of an answer to the question they posed in line 2 than was the case in 4.7, contributing ideas in lines 14-18, 38-41, 52-57 and 63-69. This is doing something more than just helping trainees to shape their ideas; it is contributing directly to the shaping of input. We can interpret this by recalling what was said in the introduction to this section on the dependency of exploratory and experiential contexts on expository. But 4.7 suggests that there are degrees of dependency. The task framing question in lines 1-2 occupies the second slot in an expository context, and while the question has invited trainee contributions, the trainer’s heavier involvement in shaping the product is arguably a consequence of the embedding, in that elements of the trainer role and identity in expository contexts are threaded through their sequential offshoots. Extract 4.8 unfolds in this wider expository context environment, where the trainer has contributed significant initial input to the exploration, and the exploration is building on this initial input, with the trainer thus having a greater pedagogic
‘investment’ in the outcome. This contrasts with the exposed exploratory context in 4.7, where the trainer question was not grounded in preceding input.

As always, it is not just where factors (sequential context) but also what (topic and task) and the related distribution of knowledge factors which point to further reasons for a greater participation by the trainer in shaping a response to the initial question (Schegloff, 2007; 2010). The 4.7 topic was ‘theoretical’ and addressed abstract ideas; in 4.8, the topic is more practical and concrete, where trainees are asked to propose methodological procedures. S6’s response is grounded in experience, and the you and they pronoun usage by trainer and trainees throughout the sequence is referring to action by you the teacher in a given context. The trainer’s participation in the sequence seems to be as much a fellow teacher as a trainer.

In exposed and embedded exploratory contexts, the trainer’s main goal is to help trainees express and shape their ideas, but the nature of the latter will sometimes lead to a greater direct involvement by the trainer in this shaping and may call for other elements of trainer identity aside from professional discourse shaper.

4.4 Institutional Identity in Exploratory Contexts

The pedagogic focus in exploratory sequences is to stimulate analytical thought by trainees, to help them develop their own ideas and approaches, and to place often unfamiliar ideas or concepts in the context of current knowledge. This pedagogic focus is one aim deriving from the wider institutional goal of developing teacher knowledge and skills within a broadly social constructivist framework.
At the centre of this approach to teacher learning is the idea that reflection on the theory and practice of teaching can lead to change and development (Roberts, 1997: 44). As I noted in Section 4.3, in the wider institutional order language teacher development is viewed as a social process, with language and interaction at its heart (Calderhead, 1989; Freeman, 1996; Roberts, 1997; Williams, 1999). In discoursal terms, reflection is a form of talk-in-interaction. This conscious articulation of conceptions of practice - public theories, personal theories, knowing-in-action (Schon, 1987), ideas, beliefs and attitudes - is the engine for the reconstruction of practice which is at the heart of in-service teacher development (see Freeman, 1996).

Exploratory contexts are an important forum for these largely meta-cognitive processes. The role and situational identity of the trainer in these sorts of sequence, where it is experiential knowledge rather than received knowledge (Wallace, 1991) that is at a premium, will be different from the primary pedagogic identity of expert/knower of expositional sequences. Experiential knowledge is ‘perceptual’ rather than ‘conceptual’, so not something external to trainees but internal. The trainer/teacher educator has to help trainees ‘reflect on the details of their practical experience’ (Loughran and Berry, 2005: 198). Enhancing or enabling reflection, helping trainees to articulate this tacit, often unconscious knowledge, is central to the trainer's pedagogic identity in these interactional contexts (Smith, 2005; Robinson and McMillan, 2006).

There seem to be two main elements to enacting this reflector identity in trainer talk. The first element is a form of modelling or showing: the modelling of meta-learning in the language to talk about your own or others' practice and experience (Loughran and Berry, 2005: 94 et seq). The trainer as discourse developer - a modeller of the language and interpersonal skills for talking about teaching - is a linguistic component of their reflector identity (see Freeman, 1991, 1996; Wallace, 1991). The expression of the trainer's enabling role here is indirect, in that trainees may or may not 'notice' the modelling.
The second situational identity element is pedagogic and involves the 'leading' focus of exploratory contexts (McGrath, 1997), where the trainer prompts trainees to 'articulate what they know and put forward new ideas of their own' (Ur, 1996: 8). The trainer's prompting and enabling role here is more direct, where the trainer helps trainees to notice aspects of practice and to articulate these noticings. This sort of trainer responding to trainee input is feedback in the widest sense - helping them to formulate ideas in relevant and appropriate ways. We shall return to a consideration of it in more detail in Chapter 5.

In 4.7 and 4.8, the trainer's reflector identity is in evidence in the sequential organization of topic and turn-taking and the sequence organization of relevant topic and goal related tasks.

**Sequential Organization**

The pedagogic focus in exploratory sequences is getting and shaping information and ideas from the trainees. The trainer identities in play have an important influence on sequential organization, largely in terms of two of the four interactional asymmetries Heritage (2004:236) proposes are places at which to explore the 'specific institutionality of interactions'.

The knowledge at a premium in exploratory sequences is tacit or internal, not 'out there'. I argued in 4.2 and 4.3 that this knowledge is of a kind that is not necessarily known-in-advance by the trainer, and may not have been consciously considered by trainees. It needs to be talked into being. This rather different asymmetry of knowledge is weighted towards the trainees, and it is their knowledge base that is in important respects superior to the trainer's here. The trainer-as-expert display of knowledge in expository contexts does not shape interaction in exploratory sequences, nor does their determining of what is relevant knowledge. Rather, it is the trainer's role in prompting and supporting trainees in articulating experiential knowledge that determines features of sequential organization.

The nature of the knowledge in play, the trainer's role in getting this knowledge from trainees and theirs in displaying it means that the asymmetries of participation found in expository contexts are not so much in evidence here. Notable markers of this sequential environment are the
Sequence Organization

The tasks that get done in exploratory sequences are all tasks that can also get done in expository sequences: giving explanations, proposing teaching procedures and strategies, comparing ideas, classifying and defining. But in expository sequences these tasks are largely in the hands of the trainer and are carried out with known-in-advance information (to the trainer and, sometimes, the trainees). They call forth the key discourse identities of **informer** and **summariser** (with the *so* + upshot drawing of implications a frequent lexical choice for framing a summary) which in turn mark the predominant situational identity of **expert/knower** on the part of the trainer.

In exploratory sequences, in contrast, these tasks call forth rather different identity features in the context of a reflective pedagogic focus. The trainer’s discourse identity in this sequence type moves between questioner and responder. These turn-generated categories frame the overriding **reflector** institutional identity displayed in the trainee-led tasks.

In **4.7**, the IRTs in lines 17, 32, 37, 42, 47, 66 and 79 are responsive and give turns to trainees. This discourse identity of **receptor** enables trainees to articulate ideas about concepts related to practice. As trainees build and develop their ideas, they need to be clear about what they are saying. We noted that an important element of trainer identity here is **feedbacker**, helping trainees to notice and to articulate their noticings. In lines 22 and 37 the trainer questions prompt trainees to clarify their position. In lines 47 and 83-88, the trainer's acceptance of and feedback on trainee positions with assessment markers is a further responsive element in the trainer's reflector role.

The indirect receptor identity comes in the modelling of summary language in lines 55, 68-77 and 99-111. In lines 71-77, the trainer refers to Jean Aitchison and related research, placing trainee ideas in a larger institutional context.
In **4.8** trainer recipiency is marked in lines 6,8,12, 20, 25, 31. **Feedbacker** or assessor of ideas comes with the free-standing and varying in strength assessments in 14-16, 23, 28, 33. There is also the clarificatory repair work in lines 14-16 with a dispreferred _well_-marked post expansion turn and utterance completing line 18, ensuring that the implications of the trainer repair for remedial work are made explicit. And there is a more extended assessment turn in lines 38-41, where the trainer adds consciousness-raising as a possible strategy.

**Summarizing** comes in 35-36 and 52 et seq. In both **4.7** and **4.8** the summary is of trainee input not the trainer's. However, it is the trainer who is in charge of the summary in both these exploratory sequences. While there is a trainee _so_ + upshot turn in **4.8**, line 17 and 21-22, it is not a summary of the story so far but a given-this-then-that next step pointer. In exploratory sequences, a part of the trainer's reflector role is to 'model' summaries for trainees.

Extract **4.7** is exploring theory or concepts. Extract **4.8** explores practice. One feature of this difference is the use of _you_ by the trainer and trainees.

In lines 1-2 of **4.8** the trainer poses the question of representing things PPP style with _you_. Here it seems that this plural _you_ is addressed to the class. From lines 4-9, S6 uses _I_ as the pronoun when describing his teaching context, but in line 9 switches to _you_ when talking about the composition of a class. As Sacks (1992: 166) notes, this _you_ refers to 'some category which includes everybody else'. S6's you-as-a-teacher includes both trainer and fellow trainees. The trainer's repair at lines 14-16 takes up the categorial teacher _you_, and in the jointly constructed _so_ + upshot turn in lines 17 and 18 we see _you_ 'gets used in specifying a proverb, or a proverbial type of frame' (Sacks, 1992: 167). In the trainer's two main summarizing turns, categorial and proverbial _you_ is present.
In practice-focused explorations, it is perhaps natural that the trainer's transportable identity as fellow professional and teacher, colleague and collaborator is called into play. Categorial \textit{you} marks this optional element of the trainer's \textit{reflector} identity in 4.8, while proverbial \textit{you} is a marker of the discourse developing element. In 4.7, while proverbial \textit{you} is present in the trainer's final summary in lines 99-107 and in S6's turn beginning at line 86, its reference is to anybody else rather than to a particular category (Sacks, 1992: 166). This seems related to the exploratory topic and task.

The trainer's \textit{reflector} identity in exploratory sequences has an importantly \textit{synthetic} function in shaping interaction, typically aimed at pulling trainee ideas together, or helping them to do so. The greater participation of trainees is related to topic (and related knowledge states) and task. The trainer's continuing control of topic initiation (there are few trainee initiations of exploratory topics in the data), development (through questions, repair clarifications, staging summaries) and closing (via summaries) in exploratory sequences marks the trainer's situational identity and its linguistic and pedagogic focus on enabling trainees to articulate conceptions of practice.

\textbf{4.5 Exposed Experiential Contexts}

In experiential contexts, trainers invite trainees to draw on and share experiences concerning a particular topic. As we shall see, there are commonalities between exploratory and experiential contexts, but there are also differences.
Extract 4.9 is an example of an exposed experiential context. At the start of the second part of a training session, the trainer has asked trainees individually to make a journal entry on any writing work they have done with their class in the past week and for what purposes. Trainees are then put in threes and asked to share their journal entries. When the whole group comes together, the trainer first asks them to provide the purposes for which they used writing. In effect, the trainer uses trainee experience for *expository input*, the purposes for writing.

Prior to 4.9 the trainer close the sequence on purposes for writing, having recorded them on the board:

**Purposes for Writing**

1. exam preparation
2. general writing skills
3. communication – work, personal
4. different genres
5. consolidate language in general

Following this expository element, there are three experientially grounded, trainee-initiated turns with trainer responses in lines 1-3 (S5), 13-23 (S6) and 63-66 (S7). In each case the trainee is returning to one of the listed purposes for writing to add further experiential input linked to their ‘learners’ own writing needs’. In each case the trainer adds his own experientially framed response. In lines 4-10 he adds applying for a scholarship to S5’s tourism; in lines 24-41 and 51-61 he adds an important contextual factor to S6’s input – S6 works in a school where English is the language of study, where groups are multilingual and where there are native speakers; and in lines 67-69 he adds levels of formality to S7’s genre, his *you* in line 69 being directed at S6, acknowledging the common ground.
and also that they don’t need it that-..if they’re going to function er er in
the foreign language almost certainly some time along the way even if only
to fill in forms, and if you’re going to actually be a tourist- [(xxxxxxxxxxx)]
[YEH, the-th ]ese things just pop up out of the blue don’t they,
suddenly you have an opportunity for a scholarship or something and you
have to write a kind of- something of a fairly .hh lengthy thing about why
you’re you know applying for the scholarship and what you’ll do and etc
etc, ..and y’had no practice?-
>yeh<.
get someone else to do it for you. suppose you have to do it there on site-
ha ha.
heh heh, yourself.
when it´s- something that I that I notice much more from teaching from
teaching younger,..younger people is um..that they write in the beginning
very much the way they speak. and that it really has to be pointed out to
them first that- it has to be pointed out to them that that you know like, is
not a y´kn- a word that is regularly used OTHer than in the sense of
y´know style i-its not like..i-i- you know when you´re speaking it´s you
know it´s when you´re speaking it´s ‘oh whatcha do at the weekend?’ and
it´s like 'oh like I er I went out to the supermarket, I was (talkin to) some
friends, and like er after that I er', you know what I mean like is-, that will
appear, like will appear ten times you know in half a page (1.5) um...er
they just write exactly the way they speak er:...

thi-this is more LIKely er in your situation where English is being learned
as a second language, where there are native speakers among the kids,
..no? {S3: ((nods))} there are native speakers among the kids, they they
communicate- there-there are people with di- they are not monolingual
groups, there are people with different native languages and so therefore
English is the lingua franca, {S3: yeh} and so therefore you get these um,
er these characteristics of er of..er..the language being used for daily
communication, so you get things like 'like'. you know these things with
'like', same as in Spanish 'este' and- .hh but erm where people
are learning it as a FOReign language and they have less frequent contact
with the language er and er usually it´s with native speakers or with other
Mexican learners, you don´t get those mannerisms so much so they don´t
come into the writing so much it´s probably more common in YOUR
situation.=

ok, mm.
because they they would use these things among themselves the native
speakers would, and they´d notice them in movies and things and pick
them up from movies and so on.
right and they quite often use inappropriate words that they´ve heard or
picked up in the playground ( xxxx) and it's just like sorry you can´t say
that.

you might have heard it but that´s.. you can´t do that,..
like ( xxxxxx) don´t exist.
((laughter))
yeh well it does exist and I might say it on a Saturday night after a few
[drinks and ] {TSS: ((laughter))}.
[we- we'll- ] that´s right we´ll look at some of the aspects i-in a
moment, but I would suspect that for: _most_ of you erm where you know-
the learners you´re dealing with are learning English as a foreign language
although some of them may get quite a high level now, some of them may
have lived abroad and so on, but the problems are more erm actually
interference and not kind of being able to think in English, and have the
language resources available for thi- for expressing themselves in English.
so much.

uh huh.
whereas your kids are thinking in English but they´re thinking orally and
it´s not appropriate for writing.

uh huh.
also there´s the question of genre because obviously this is a MAJor
problem, because ther- ther- there´s a translation of the genre. or the
GENres ar- are important differently in different (1.0) different (1.0)
languages and -
and er um levels of formality as well, so you do get students er using 'kids' inappropriately in a formal you know instead of 'children', which is er similar to what you were mentioning, yeh.

In **4.9**, we find similarities between exploratory and experiential sequences embodied in the greater **participation** of trainees in input. This different participation structure is again founded on greater trainee control over topic and turn-taking, which in turn is related to the nature of the information involved and the knowledge state of trainees. We will return to this point in Section 4.7 and the summary in Section 4.8.

**4.6 Embedded Experiential Contexts**

In **4.10**, we see an example of an experiential context embedded in an expository one (recall **4.5** as an earlier example).

The trainer is showing a video of two Mexican learners talking about their attitude to being corrected. He asks trainees to look at the video the first time and focus on the attitudes of the two learners. What are they and how are they different? On the second viewing, trainees will then focus on the mistakes or errors learners are making. **Extract 4.10** starts with the trainer asking for comments on attitudes after watching the video segment.

In lines 1-11 we have an expository sequence opening with the trainer getting from S1 his classification of the girl's attitude, with acceptance by the trainer, who summarises in line 11. However, in line 12 S2's self-nominating 'well' signals a problem with the trainer's (and S1's) characterisation of 'traditional'. In lines 13-23 S2 sets out a more inclusive notion drawing on his own experience, with trainer recipiency response tokens marking the turn space to do so. It is not just educational authorities and teachers, but also students who expect a 'traditional' approach. In lines 24-26 the trainer adds an 'if not X then Y' formulation to S2's expansion of traditional, completed by S2 in line 27.
In lines 28-44 the trainer offers a further reported teacher experience from a conference presentation as a possible approach to implementing learner training. In lines 45 to 57, S4 shares a similar strategy and in line 57 moves to provide a possible rationale for this approach, but this in fact comes from the trainer, adding the rationale that his conference teacher/trainer gave with a summary of this in lines 58-70. In line 71, S1's self-nominating turn opens with *mm*, one of Jefferson's less-oriented to speakership incipiency markers, but does in an important respect change topic. From a learner training strategy for oral mistakes and teacher attitudes towards correction to an approach to correcting writing.

The trainer does not address the content of S1's turn in lines 80-82 but the form, an American conditional structure. Following his expression of mock disbelief and horror at using this structure, S1 provides a reason for this in line 87.

The trainer's *um ok* in line 106 brings the sequence back to where it began in lines 1-11 with 'so she has a traditional attitude' and provides a preview of the second part of the viewing task, which is to identify student errors or mistakes.

Lines 1-11 and 106-112 frame an expository context in which an experiential sequence is embedded. As with exposed experiential sequences, control of topic and turn-taking in the interposing experiential turns is not overwhelmingly with the trainer.
4.10
so, ok. it’s a little bit kind of broken, the beginning of it. but you
can grasp pretty well two different attitudes now. er any comments
on their two different attitudes?
(2.0) I think it seems (1.0) the girl is perhaps the more traditional
attitude, because in most er educational systems the idea is that
the teacher is the font of all knowledge and your job is to correct
absolutely every little error.
yeh yeh yeh.
because if you’re not correcting you’re really just lazy. (1.0) or
maybe incompetent.
right. so she has a fairly traditional attitude, but that’s her attitude.
(well I feel inclined) well traditional I guess but it- I find students,
that’s the attitude most students will have.
yeh.
that I’ve taught.
they actually want to be corrected=
they get annoyed if you don’t.
right.
no I don’t mean you have to be fascist about it,
uh huh.
but um, that er (some) they needed feedback from the teacher.
mm hmm.
regular feedback. [(correction)]
[right, so if you feel you don’t want to do that
for your teacher’s reasons you have to get into a bit of learner
training one way or another, (1.0)
or you’re gonna get, it’s gonna get detrimental to [ the class.
[ er there’s a guy
called Paul Seligson er who’s been here in Mexico a couple of times
I don’t know if anybody [went to MEXTESOL]
[mm hmm yes ↓student centred↓
he he says that he um (2.0) has an approach to some groups, er
where he’s been in an institution which’s had that kind of you know
where he’s been in an institution which’s had that kind of you know
aura to it about you know teachers correct, students expect to be
corrected by the teachers. and the first lesson (1.5) that or
or at least if not the first one maybe he’s making personal contact
then, but so the second lesson he corrects er all the time, corrects
students all the time right the way through.

and then the following lesson he doesn’t correct at all. he just
focuses on communication, understanding and boom boom boom.
er and then the next lesson he gets them to discuss which they
preferred. and why why he um gave them these two options.

I tend to the same thing actually, the students I tell them today I’m
going to correct you every mistake you make,
I don’t correct every mistake, I correct most of them.
and the next class I’ll not correct a thing.
yeah.
and just barrel on and then yes we’ll do some kind of
(and this is ) what they prefer.
[…interact] […]
and some students will point out that we’re not correcting them
today.
yeah yeah yeah.
but it’s like..
give them- yes because otherwise I mean one thing that
he says is that if you ask students you know you know do you like
me to correct you a lot or not at all, they don’t know until they’ve
felt it.

mm hmm, mm hmm.
(2.0) and so (you kind of- that’s) just an idea for learner training.
and so you have to give them the experience. they have to
experience what it’s like to be corrected all the time, every damn
little thing you- mistake you make, and what it’s like not to be
corrected at all. so you have to give them the experience,
so that they can (.) have some kind of judgement.
otherwise they’re just, it’s just kind of you know off the
top of their heads.
mm because I mean when I teach ours writing I don’t correct all their mistakes I just concentrate on one or two errors.

and I tell them at the time. I do get people complaining, well you’re not correcting all of this. and it’s a short course so I’m rather restrained from what I can do and i-

if I would actually correct everything for them it’d be so demotivating for them that they’d never want to-

did- am I right or am I wrong did he say [if I would] correct every mistake they made?

I didn’t-

((laughter from trainer and trainees))

did I say that?

//yes//yes//yes

25 years in Canada.

((laughter))

((18 lines missing, where trainer tells an anecdote related to differences between British and North American English))

um ok. so, she has a traditional attitude, um, her English is pretty good isn’t it. I mean bu- intermediate level

mm hmm.

yeh.

um, and pretty good intermediate level, I mean that little bit was you know had characteristics of a non native speaker, but nothing

no no kind of big you know errors I don’t think in it.

oops ok
4.7 Institutional Identity in Experiential Contexts

In experiential sequences, trainees are invited to draw on and share their teaching and learning experiences with a particular topic. We have seen (in 4.8 and 4.10 in particular) that there can be a blurring of divisions between exploratory and experiential contexts and this is not surprising when it is the trainees' experiences that supply significant parts of the data for discussion and analysis in exploratory sequences.

Consider some features of sequential and sequence organization that are shared by experiential and exploratory contexts:

- experiential knowledge is at a premium in both sequential contexts
- the levelling effect of topic knowledge states evidenced in exploratory contexts is also evident in turn taking and trainee participation in experiential contexts
- features of the trainer's reflector identity noted in exploratory contexts are also present in experiential contexts

However, the two sequence types differ in important interactional respects, and contribute in different ways to the overriding institutional goal of developing teacher knowledge and skills within a broadly social constructivist framework, with its central tenet of reflective practitioners, articulating conceptions of practice and in doing so changing and developing as teachers.

Sequential Organization

I noted in exploratory contexts that as it is largely experiential knowledge that is in play, not known-in-advance by the trainer, and that the focus is on trainees doing the talking, there is a greater interactional symmetry in evidence. In experiential contexts however, while the emphasis is still on trainees doing the talking, there are noticeable differences in how topics are developed and the kinds of turns that do this. Once again, this is related to the pedagogic focus, here encouraging trainees to share their particular classroom experiences.
While I have characterised exploratory sequences as mostly **synthetic**, experiential sequences in contrast are mostly **additive**. In **4.9**, each of the 3 trainee contributions is treated on its own terms, with the trainer adding his own experientially grounded input. In **4.10**, the three trainee contributions from S2, S4 and S1 are again 'case studies', with the trainer responding to each in its own topical and sequential context and adding his own vicarious experiential contribution.

In **4.9** and **4.10**, each trainee contribution, while bearing some relation with what went before, is not contributing to building one topic in the co-operative sense that topic is built in ordinary conversation, nor does it display the stepwise transition between topics evidencing the orientation to co-participants underlying topic initiation or build that is common in ordinary conversation (Sacks, 1992, Vol II: 564, 566). A 'lousy conversation' can be marked by a large number of new topic starts (Sacks, 1992, Vol II: 566), but this does not mark a lousy experiential sequence; in fact, it characterises it. We may also wish to add a further characteristic feature: its necessarily extended length to do justice to each case. Experiential talk is adjacency organized within each 'case' or topic, but it is topic organized in overall structure (Sacks, 1992, vol II: 569).

The additive nature of contributions to experiential sequences makes for less trainer control over turn-taking than in exploratory contexts, where the trainer is much more closely involved in the shaping of outcomes. In particular, while the trainer initiates the overall topic he does not necessarily close it summarily. More trainees are involved, more often and all three trainee contributions in **4.9** were self-nominating.

**Sequence Organization**

In experiential contexts, we find a different kind of discourse and a different kind of reflector identity for the trainer. Mercer (in Williams, 1999: 19) looks at the way that language is used as a social mode of thinking and distinguishes three kinds of talk in the discourse that occurs in groups.
- **Disputational talk** - is characterised by disagreement and individualised decision-making. There is little attempt to come together and be constructively critical.

- **Cumulative Talk** - is where speakers build positively but uncritically on what people say.

- **Explanatory talk** - is where participants 'engage critically but constructively with each other's ideas, challenges are justified and alternative hypotheses offered, reasoning is visible, and knowledge is made more publicly accountable

Experiential context topics are beads on a chain, and the generality of the task and superordinate topic (describing practice) makes for trainee input which is more descriptive of experience than interpretive. Cumulative talk is more characteristic of experiential contexts while explanatory talk is more characteristic of exploratory contexts. This in turn has an influence on trainer talk.

Categorial and proverbial *you* played an important part in the synthesizing and articulation of conceptions of practice in exploratory sequences. In experiential sequences, both uses are notable by their general absence. While there are examples of categorial *you* from the trainer in 4.9 and 4.10, these are student *you* (or language user), reflecting trainee contributions. The trainer identity here marks their movement from the training classroom to the language classroom, where trainee turns are focused, and so to a **collegial** identity (Woodward, 1991).

In 4.10, where the experiential is embedded in an expository context, we see a more reflective trainer identity linked to the pedagogic focus, which is in the first instance transmitting information, but can also accommodate reflection on both theory and practice. The categorial teacher *you* in 4.10 in lines 24-26 is arguably referencing the me-the teacher *you* in the preceding trainee turn, but the trainer's 'you have to get into a bit of learner training..' in lines 25-26 moves from local context to professional context. The intervening trainer turn which introduces an example learner training strategy is done experientially, through a fellow teacher, but the categorial and proverbial *you* of lines 63-70 make for a reflective summary in the wider expositional context.
Here again, we are one level down in Woodward's role stack and this has an impact on discourse and identity. In experiential contexts trainees are teachers and trainers are fellow teachers or colleagues. Trainee discourse is cumulative and mostly informal in 4.9 and 4.10, exemplifying Freeman's (1991, 1996) notion of vernacular, local language. Compare these extracts with trainer and trainee language in 4.7 and 4.8, which is significantly more professional. Synonyms, acronyms, networks, error, mistake, PPP, task based learning, consciousness-raising, are examples of the more professional language that marks exploratory, and indeed, expository discourse. The only examples of professional language here come from the trainer, in 4.10 with his 'learner training', and it is significant that this is in an embedded experiential context.

4.8 Summary and Conclusions

At the beginning of 4.7 I drew attention to sequential features that characterise both exploratory and experiential contexts in terms of sequential and sequence organization. Because trainee experiential knowledge is a primary resource in both contexts, the greater interactional symmetries of knowledge in evidence shape turn-taking and consequent trainee participation. While the trainer remains in control regarding topic initiation and task setting, it is the trainees who have greater responsibility for topic development, in contrast to expository contexts. There are more trainee turns at talk, more self-nomination from trainees, a greater number of trainer IRTs indicating continuing recipiency.

All this is not to say that the trainer is not in control. Indeed, the orbit of exploratory and experiential contexts around their expository earth exerts a gravitational pull, such that the closer they are, the more control a trainer exerts over the process and products of topic and task development. This is reflected in the sometimes small but significant variations in participation structure, moving from greater in embedded to lesser control in exposed, greatest in embedded exploratory to least in exposed experiential. When we looked more closely at what was happening in terms of identity, important distinctions became apparent and were of course related to the shape of sequential elements and the nature of the control exerted by both trainer and trainee.
Freeman (1996: 227) notes that for teachers to gain access to their thinking about classroom practice, they need to add **professional language** to **local language**, and so to tap into the meta-level in teacher learning. Local language is used to describe what happens in teachers' daily classroom lives drawing on their experience as learners and on the teacher's room in their own institutional environment. This language is their 'primary identity kit...expressing their tacitly held, unanalyzed conceptions of practice'. As trainees, however, teachers 'encounter the program's ways of conceiving teaching and learning, which are expressed in its **professional language**'. Articulation comes when teachers put the two languages together to reflect on and critique their practice (Freeman, 1996: 228).

The trainer's identity in exploratory sequences is grounded in their training classroom role as **reflector**. Sequential and sequence organization evidence this role. In experiential sequences, the trainer's fellow teacher and **collaborator** identity is foregrounded and the classroom in focus is the **language teaching classroom**. In 4.9 and 4.10, when the trainer is a feedbacker and summarizer, they do this as a colleague and collaborator, rather than trainer. This is also reflected in sequential organization and sequence organization. In particular, the topic fragmentation and the trainer's 'case' approach to each trainee contribution is a feature of the **additive** rather than **synthetic** functioning of situational identity. The drawing of conclusions and generalizing that the trainer does in these sequences is not so much for **teachers-as-trainees** but for **teachers-as-teachers** in a particular context. Where trainers remain above the interaction in important respects in exploratory contexts, the levelling nature of experiential contexts means that they occupy the same interactional ground as trainees.
Formulations by the trainer in exploratory sequences serve to organize, integrate and represent trainee contributions, which is an important element in the linguistic and pedagogic trainer identities on display, and is closely related to the sorts of conceptual and methodological exploration tasks/sequences that are being locally managed and constructed. The secular language of experience which often marks trainee contributions will need more often than not to be moved into a professional context. This is not a priority in experiential contexts, where the trainer remains for the most part a teacher among teachers. The absence of one topic and of trainer closing summaries in exposed experiential contexts is a reflection of this identity. The greater presence of trainer process and product formulations in embedded experiential contexts, such as 4.5 and 4.10 point to the pull of expository context identities.

In this chapter I have explored the three main sequential options available to a trainer in whole class interaction. What contribution do these contexts make to the overall pedagogic goal of teacher learning? Is their predominance a positive or negative influence in this respect? Or is it more important to consider the tasks and identities done in these contexts and their relationship with the other two contexts, the division of functional and so pedagogic labour, and their combined effect on teacher learning? I shall return to this key question in Chapter 6.

Aside from questions about teacher learning, what do these three interactional contexts tell us about teacher training processes? I have said that the articulation of practice as a basis for its reconstruction is at the heart of in-service teacher development (Freeman, 1996). The articulation of practice involves interaction and dialogue between trainer and trainees and between trainees. If we consider the three main varieties of training classroom whole group interaction, the tasks that they perform, the trainer identities they call forth and the participation structures they produce, it is clear that talk of transmission v constructivist models, and a one-to-one form-function match for the three varieties of trainer talk will miss the point. It is the exploration of our varieties of interaction and their links to different trainer identities that will give us a clearer sense of what teacher trainers do and how they do it through talk-in-interaction.

Table 2 summarises the main features of the three main interactional contexts for trainer talk described in this chapter.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Features of Three Interactional Contexts in Trainer Talk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sequence Structure</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Expository</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pedagogic Focus:</strong> Giving and getting concepts, ideas and procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exploratory</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pedagogic Focus:</strong> Modelling professional language, prompting and shaping trainee ideas about experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pedagogic Focus:</strong> Trainees share experiences and views on a particular topic, most typically relating to some aspect of teaching and learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trainee self-nominates</strong> - Trainee(s) comment(s) or asks question - Trainer responds - Trainee acknowledgement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 5  Feedback in Teacher Trainer Talk

1  Introduction

In chapter 4, I looked at the main structures of interaction in teacher training classrooms. Using a CA-framed approach to analysis, I described the characteristic sequential features of three of the five main interactional contexts (expository, exploratory and experiential) in which input is constructed through talk-in-interaction. Within each of these broader turn-taking and sequential contexts, I considered the different sorts of teacher trainer tasks and institutional identities enacted in these contexts.

If organizing training tasks and activities is a central element in a trainer's work, responding to trainee output is another. I have noted in section 4.4 the importance of trainee talk and its role in reflecting on and reconstructing practice in social constructivist models of teacher education. The trainer's response to trainee talk shapes what gets said and done, how much and by whom in this talk.

In ordinary conversation, recipient response, or, in communication systems terms, feedback on output, performs a number of important interactional tasks. It will attend to the 'trouble problem', where trouble in speaking, hearing or understanding talk is addressed and repair carried out (Schegloff, 2007). Repair addresses two of Goffman's (1981) system constraints on message reception, ensuring the maintenance of intersubjectivity and the successful continuance of a 'turn and sequence and activity' (Schegloff, 2007: xiv).

A further two forms of feedback provide information not on the quality of the signal but, rather, on the quality of the content. Formulations of what has been said will record and interpret a message, providing feedback on how well a speaker has addressed the 'word-selection problem' (Schegloff, 2007) while also offering possible alternative ways of saying things. Finally, feedback on what is being said in the form of assessments will provide information to a speaker on message content and the alignment of the recipient with that content.

These three forms of feedback I have outlined are sequentially organized and 'done', so that what gets done is closely related to where it gets done, its sequential location. In chapter 5, I will describe the sequential organization of feedback in trainer talk and consider in what ways it displays institutionality.
2 Repair

"...the organization of repair in conversation provides centrally for self-correction, which can be arrived at by alternative routes of self-initiation and other-initiation - routes which are themselves so organized as to favour self-initiated repair." (Schegloff, Jefferson, Sacks, 1977: 377)

This benchmark finding about the organization of repair in conversation has been the comparative starting point for studies of repair in institutional settings, in particular language and subject classrooms (van Lier, 1988; Markee, 2000; Seedhouse, 2004; Mchoul, 1990).

Repair, in CA terms, is dependent on what participants view as troubles or problems in speaking and hearing. It is a subjective phenomenon. The troubles as defined by participants are not necessarily 'objective': language errors in ordinary conversation are not always addressed, while 'correct' talk may be repaired. As Schegloff (2007: 100) puts it 'anything in the talk may be treated as in need of repair'. It is the overt efforts to deal with trouble-sources or repairables (potentially everything in a conversation) that mark a turn as doing repair.

In the institutional context of a language classroom, Seedhouse (2004: 143) links repair - the definition of what is repairable and what is trouble - to the pedagogic focus or activity. So too do Markee and van Lier, and they come to similar conclusions to those of Seedhouse concerning prevalent repair patterns. In language classrooms repair largely operates at the other end of the continuum from ordinary conversation (OC). In OC, self-initiated self-repair (SISR) is preferred. In language classrooms, other-initiated repair is preferred, with other-initiated self repair (OISR) being more frequent than other-initiated other repair (OIOR) (Seedhouse, 2004: 145; Markee, 2000: 110). In OC the speaker is largely in control of what is treated as repairable; in language classrooms it is the recipient, overwhelmingly the teacher.

Within this broad, pedagogically driven preferential context, the nature of the activity will determine whether repair is didactic or conversational, the focus on form or meaning, medium or message (Seedhouse, 2004: 158,159; van Lier, 1988: 190). The frequency of occurrence of different repair trajectories and their place on the conversational-didactic continuum (from SISR to OIOR) will be determined by the particular activity or sequence underway, and itsforegrounding of form or meaning. We might summarise by saying that in this institutional context, OISR
initiation of this repair comes largely in next turn to the trouble-source and is determined by two main pedagogic considerations - is the focus on getting language right (acceptable to the teacher) or meaning right (understood by the teacher)?

Schegloff's (2000) analysis of Other-Initiated Repair (OIR) in conversation offers a number of findings which will be relevant to our consideration of OIR in teacher training talk.

1. Other-initiated repair (OIR) involves a sequence, is organized and structural, in contrast to self-initiated repair. (p208)

2. Other-initiated repair in conversation occurs overwhelmingly in the next turn after the trouble source. (making for a 3 part structure - trouble source, other initiation, self-managed repair ) (p208)

3. Repair takes priority over turn-taking and adjacency, so that "any action type with this immensely powerful privilege of displacing any other due item must surely be restricted in its privilege of occurrence, and the repair opportunity initiation space represents that restriction and its consequence." ie repair takes place within a very narrow sequential window of opportunity (p208)

4. 90% of OIR in Schegloff's sample occurred in next turn. (p211)

5. In some institutional contexts, responding first and then doing OIR is canonical not unusual. (p220)
Against this background of research on repair in conversation and in language classrooms, the questions I shall consider here are:

- Is OISR the preference organization for repair in training classrooms?
- Is OI in this institutional context next-turn grounded?
- What repair trajectories predominate?
- How do they differ from conversational and language classroom repair?

These questions are all asked in an institutional fingerprint frame: How does pedagogic focus relate to sequential organization? In the same way that Seedhouse examined language classroom repair trajectories in different turn-taking and sequential contexts, I will look at variations in repair organization in expository, exploratory and experiential contexts.

### 2.1 Repair in Expository Contexts

In expository contexts the focus is on the trainer describing or explaining concepts, ideas, facts, actions - or leading trainees to do so. Consider four training classroom extracts in order to highlight some gross characteristic features of expository context repair. All are deferred input sequences aimed at checking trainee understanding of ELT terminology.
5.1
maybe it's for example, you make the students see a correct piece of language and contrast with their piece of lang-, with their piece of writing and they can I don't know-
that's cer- certainly a very logical kind of definition and and it could have been applied to that. (1.0) I'm not sure that it is but it certainly could be, but it's er- yeh?
it talks about the contrast between L1 and L2.
that's right, normally it's used for that.

5.2
whereas in an error, it's just an attempt (1.0) so they probably not- don't have the knowledge in order to produce it properly.
yeah. it may be more th- (...) an error may be more than an attempt of course, cos it may be a fossilized error.
so it's not attempt attempt attempt. it's a fossilized error, it's-

5.3
ok. another way in which we form words , by (1.5) clipping. any idea of what this means?
I guess it could be getting rid of part of a word like thru like some people spell thru in the States.
er (1.0) I'm not sure about your example. it is getting rid of parts of a word, definitely but um-
abbreviation
why it's yah, it's making smaller words.
In 5.4, the trainer is looking at ways of forming words, showing them on an overhead projector and asking trainees if they know what each term means. In line 3, S1 offers 'the initials' and the trainer other initiates self-repair in line 4 and 5. But the trainer other initiates repair again in line 6 with a reformulation of S1's 'the individual words' in line 5. In line 7, S2 self-nominates other repair with an example acronym, which is not accepted by the trainer, who other initiates further repair in line 8 and whose 'of' with upward intonation indicates that her formulation in line 6 remains to be completed. In line 9 S3's self-nominated other repair is indirectly ratified by the trainer through her adding of examples to the
Sequentially, repair initiation is done in the turn following the trouble-source. It is initiated in all cases by the trainer. The second pair part of what is an insertion expansion adjacency pair (Schegloff, 2007: 101) comes in 'third turn' following the other initiation, except in 5.4, where there are two further other repair initiations by the trainer in lines 6 and 8 before the other repair of line 9. *Multiples* is one category of other initiated repair which is 'past next turn position' (Schegloff, 2000: 212; Schegloff et al, 1977: 369). In 5.4 Multiple 1 and 2 are other-initiated self-repair (OISR), but Multiple 3 is other-initiated other repair (OIOR). While the organization of repair in language and training classrooms shares other initiation of repair as a characteristic organisational feature, OIOR is more frequent than OISR in training classrooms, a different balance from language classrooms. OIOR trajectories frame repair work in the extracts, and something else that stands out in training classroom expository contexts is that the OR is as likely to be done by another trainee as by the trainer.

In what ways is the sequential organization of repair in these expository contexts related to the pedagogic focus? If we compare training classrooms with language classrooms, we might feel that the focus on the message rather than the medium in training classroom expository contexts would lead to the organization of repair displaying features more characteristic of Seedhouse's (2004) meaning-and-fluency contexts than his form-and-accuracy contexts. In fact, repair in expository contexts is not conversational, in the sense of ensuring mutual understanding and intersubjectivity; it is didactic in van Lier's (1988) terms. Indeed, if we compare training classroom repair in expository contexts with repair in Seedhouse's (2004) form-and-accuracy contexts, there are interesting parallels.

1. In both, there is a concern with correctness - but in these training classroom contexts the focus is on getting facts or logic 'right' rather than with getting the grammar and vocabulary right.
2. In both, the trainer or teacher decides what is a trouble-source - they control repair sequence initiation.
3. In both, negative evaluations are mitigated - face work concerns (see Goffman, 1964; Brown and Levinson, 1978) shape other initiation turn design.
Perhaps the parallels between repair in training classroom expository contexts and form-and-accuracy language classroom contexts are not so unexpected. In both classroom contexts language is a focus of repair; in both classroom contexts language is in important respects both medium and content; in the language classroom, grammar and vocabulary are the concern in form-and-accuracy contexts; in the training classroom professional language - understanding professional terminology, concepts and procedures and how to talk about them, is a major concern in expository contexts. Other initiated other repair, focusing on correctness but mitigating negative evaluations, is in evidence in all four extracts.

In 5.1 the trainer praises the logic of S1's definition and its possible application to 'contrastive analysis' by way of mitigating OIOR. The term could indeed be applied to the activity described by S1, but the trainer's 'that's right, normally it's used for that' in line 8 establishes prevailing institutional usage. In 5.2, the trainer's OR in lines 3-4 is another kind of 'correction', a correction of S1's interpretation. The trainer's 'yeah' pays face work lip service in its acceptance that one interpretation of error could be to treat it as an attempt, before going on to do OR, adding to rather than replacing the trouble-source. In 5.3, the trainee's explanation of clipping in lines 3-4 might seem an acceptable in-other-words formulation. But while the trainer appears to do mitigatory work with their partial acceptance of the formulation in line 6, it is clear from their unhedged acceptance of S2's alternative OR formulation in line 7 that the example had thrown doubt on the trainee's understanding. The trainer's 'making smaller words' in line 8 is indistinguishable from S1's 'getting rid of parts of a word', suggesting that abbreviation was the looked for 'right' answer in this context. Finally, in 5.4, we come closest to getting 'the learner...to produce a specific string of linguistic forms' (Seedhouse, 2004: 144). In this case the string is 'the first letters of the different words, for example X,Y,Z'. The focus of repair work here is to get a definition > example (in that order) formulation from trainees.
The organization of repair in expository contexts is focused on the accuracy and rationality of professional meaning, as opposed to the accuracy of form of its language classroom counterpart. But most of the strategies for mitigating negative evaluations are of the type noted by Seedhouse for avoiding direct negative evaluation in form-and-accuracy contexts in language classrooms (p 164 et seq).

For example, in 5.1 providing an explanation of why the answer is incorrect or not entirely correct without explicitly saying it is occurs in lines 4-6. In 5.2, the trainer accepts the training classroom equivalent of an incorrect form and then supplies the correct form (line 3). In 5.4, the trainer uses a combination of prompt (line 4), supplying a correct version (line 6) and repetition of what's correct up to the 'error' (line 8). Clearly, there are significant differences in ideas of correctness in the two institutional settings, but the way that repair is done shares common ground.

It is the prevalence of OIOR over OISR in training classroom expository contexts that sets them apart from language classroom form-and-accuracy contexts and underlines the importance of an institutionally specific pedagogic focus. In language classrooms, when a learner makes a mistake or error, while it is the teacher who initiates repair, the preference in form-and-accuracy contexts is for the learner to self-repair as part of the noticing that is linked to second language acquisition (see Ellis, 1994; 2003; Lightbown and Spada, 1999). Seedhouse (2004: 147) calls teacher-initiated peer-repair 'very interesting and unusual', but there is a further element in this trajectory that aligns it with self-repair and teacher control.

van Lier (1988: 199) notes that whether it is the teacher or learner who does the repair, the repairer typically does not take the floor, but, rather, helps the speaker to continue their turn or start a new one. The teacher asks another learner to help and then returns to the producer of the trouble source for them to repeat the 'model' correctly, before finally closing the repair sequence. In language classrooms, for very good pedagogic reasons, repair in form-and-accuracy contexts focuses on the individual.
In training classroom expository contexts, repair moves away from the individual. This is partly a product of the turn-taking frame a trainer or teacher sets up for a sequence in which repair occurs. In Markee, van Lier and Seedhouse’s extracts we do not know if the learner trouble-source was the result of a directed or open elicit from the teacher. In my training classroom data, there are few instances of directed questions or elicits. All four extracts are open elicits. The questions in 5.1-5.4 are for the class. Next turn repair by the trainer is not so much initiation of repair as rejection of a response, a no answer to a Yes/No question, however mitigated it may be. It is a 'no' in other words, reopening the floor for others to try their luck. Rather than other repair, trainee 'correct' responses in the extracts are tied to the original question and not part of a repair insertion sequence.

How do these features of sequential organization relate to pedagogic focus and institutionality? In training classrooms, teacher learning is as yet unmapped, and the relationship between the discourse of reflection in the classroom and the reflective dialogue of supervised teaching practice is unclear. Noticing is not yet a concept in teacher learning. However, while language classroom pedagogy continues to focus on learner production and interaction for noticing, in the training classroom, Krashen’s (1982) comprehensible input would still seem relevant. Reception rather than production is more important, at least in expository contexts. This is not the model-and-repeat of form-and-accuracy contexts.

One further pedagogically related feature of repair relates to knowledge states. All four elicits are in expository contexts where there is less epistemological asymmetry between teachers and learners than in initial input contexts. Deferred input sequences suppose that knowledge is shared by the trainer and (some or all of the) trainees. Repair work focuses on making sure that all the trainees 'notice' professional vocabulary and the knowledge it carries. The greater frequency of OIOR in training classroom points to an absence of pedagogic concern with who does the correction and who it gets done to. Repair is less personalized and individual, more collective in this respect. In training classroom expository contexts, repair is significantly more of a collective enterprise, managed by the trainer but done by the class.
Variations

I have argued that OIOR is the prevailing repair trajectory in expository contexts. In this section I want to look at any differences in repair organization in initial input expository sequences and to consider sequences where repair initiation does not occur in next turn.

In chapter 4 I described the overall shape of initial input expository sequences as:
1. initial input from the trainer
2. a question from the trainer to check understanding in some way or ask for trainees' own thoughts/reactions/relevant experiences
3. trainee response(s)
4. trainer summary and/or reformulation

In this sequential context a repair sequence will normally occur following the trainer's question in stage 2, where the trainer checks comprehension (of what is often new knowledge or information) or asks trainees what they think. We should distinguish the sort of concept check questions of grammatical or lexical meaning done in language classrooms (see Scrivener, 2005) from the kinds of questions posed by trainers in the slot following initial input. Having presented or explained a concept or procedure, the trainer will typically ask trainees for their opinions, for the reasons or rationale, or for examples. As we saw in chapter 4, this will often involve trainees drawing on their own classroom experience and "personal theories" and provide experiential or exploratory turn space.

There are three noticeable differences between repair in initial input and deferred input expository sequences. In initial input expository sequences

- The trainer is overwhelmingly the doer of other repair;
- the repair is focused on refinement of ideas or views rather than replacement and 'correctness' and is thus more conversational; and
- the repair is aimed at the producer of the trouble source as well as the repairable.
I will first examine the sequential features of trainer-initiated trainer repair (TITR) and then suggest institutional factors underlying them.

**Extracts 5.5 to 5.7** all come from different points in a session on responding to student writing. In the sequence leading up to 5.5, the trainer has been looking at ways of controlling written work and cutting down on the number of mistakes a teacher is faced with. In this case he has been talking about copying as one strategy for use with beginners and describing a number of different copying options. In lines 1-2 he wonders if students would respond favourably to this. In lines 3-7, with supportive assessments from the trainer, S3 offers a negative opinion, which the trainer treats as such in lines 8-10 in the course of doing TITR with his 'but again it's a question...', going on in line 12 to put the idea of copying into a broader context in which the strategy to be used should not be viewed on its own terms but in relation to what the learner problems are.

In **5.6** the trainer has been talking about correction codes as a tool for self-correction of learner written work. In lines 1-5 S1 suggests that codes are not helpful when students don't know what is wrong; indeed handing work back with correction code symbols could be demotivating. In lines 7-10, the trainer's well-prefaced repair again places S1's turn in a broader context, qualifying its dismissal of codes in the same way that he qualifies S3's dismissal of copying in 5.5.

In **5.7**, the trainer has been talking about mechanical, drill type exercises, where learners follow models to produce two or three sentences. S3’s turn in lines 1-10 proposes something less than complete control over learner writing, with a model being more of a prompt for their own production. In line 11 the trainer first concedes that S3 may be right, but then does TITR with his 'but again it's a question of level...'. In lines 12-19 the trainer emphasizes that writing is very much a learned skill and draws parallels between L2 learners and small children, where it is the small steps at the beginning that are important and the 'value added' (substituting some of the information in a writing model/frame, as opposed to S3's more ambitious idea) that makes such activities not entirely mechanical.
5.5

1 T now again whether students would take to that or not. what do
2 T you thin[k.
3 S3 [it's almost a Victorian [approach] towards
4 T [yeh yeh ]
5 S3 teaching clerks how to draft-
6 T yeh.
7 S3 how to draft those dreadful letters.
8 T yeh yeh. but again er think it's a question- but again it's a
9 T question perhaps er you know before you write it off completely-
10 S3 no I'm not saying-
11 T no no, no. but it's a question of what the problems are and you've
12 T got a lot of people writing the way that the second First Certificate
13 T writer writes, you know lots of careless things, and you put it to
14 T them, you know, what about these problems (that need) editing.
15 T and you know we're just not getting it, getting these clean copies.

5.6

1 S1 this isn’t very helpful as it’s just leaves them with this frustration.
2 T yeh.
3 S1 if if- they need to be motivated to produce writing in the first
4 S1 place. and if you’re giving it back like this, such a long process,
5 S1 it’s...it’s often eh-
6 T well, I think the kind of codes become more useful as you rise in
7 T level, where people become a bit more serious about things
8 T perhaps, er and they they’ve got a fairly good grasp of English and
9 T so they’re prepared to deal with er a correction code, as well as
10 T the linguistic code.
11 S1 mm.
5.7

1 S3 probably more than controlling something you can prompt it.
2 S3 (2.0) activating, you can activate their schemata in order to get
3 S3 more information and then they can write more about it.
4 S3 but if you just tell them write about a city, (2.0) and like a city,
5 S3 what.
6 T sure. yeh.
7 S3 so you are giving them this first model, not only for them to follow
8 S3 the structure or for them to follow the organization of the
9 S3 paragraph, or the sentences, but also to make them imagine about
10 S3 other cities.
11 T it may be, but again it's a question of level, isn't it. I mean when
12 T you think of- how do children learn to write, I mean reading and
13 T writing are learned skills as opposed to acquired skills for most
14 T people. I mean people can acquire can become great nobel prize
15 T winning you know through acquiring reading and writing, but most
16 T people learn it at school. they learn reading and writing at school,
17 T and writing more than reading. they- you know it's very much a
18 T learned skill. how do children- what do children go through. well
19 T children go through these little steps, don't they in fact.
20 S3 mm.
21 T pretty mechanical in fact but they've got to add something to it. er
22 T value added.
In all three extracts, the trainer seeks to refine trainee ideas, typically placing them in a broader more professionally aware context. In 5.5, copying might help some learners overcome problems with writing; in 5.6 correction codes may not be helpful for basic level learners but could help higher levels; and in 5.7, the restrictive model the trainer has in mind could be a first step for basic level learners and beginner L2 writers. In each case, the trainee initially aligns to input as a teacher in their own classroom; in each case, the trainer is in effect moving them up in the stack from the language classroom to the training classroom and the wider considerations at issue.

I have said that the trainer's topic alignment will also affect the organization of repair. In 5.5 and 5.7, the trainer promotes an unfashionable idea: that L2 writing is a process of drilling as well as skilling, certainly at lower levels. Trainees accustomed to an emphasis on communicative pedagogy are perhaps resistant to this input. In 5.6, it is the trainer who has in fact introduced a sceptical view of the usefulness of codes in the preceding talk, so that at an experiential level the trainee is in agreement. The trainer's repair work here is an institutionally framed formulation which in effect 'articulates the unsaid'. The other repair introduces a missing element inferrable from the addressee's turn, which 'might have or should have been said by the other but wasn't' (Bolden, 2010: 27). While correction codes might not be suitable at lower levels, they become 'more useful as you rise in level' (lines 7-8). Having made a good case against codes at basic levels, the trainee had failed to make the contrast with their usefulness at higher levels. In all three cases, the trainer is, in Goffman's terms, both author and principal of input (1981: 144) with a vested interest in getting a trainee to 'see' things from their side. Allied to the greater asymmetries of knowledge (of ideas, the language in which to express them, the contexts in which to consider and reflect on them) in initial input, repair here is not a collective enterprise; it is 'owned' by the trainer.
Not only is repair typically individual (done by the trainer), it is also individualized: directed to a particular trainee. Questions from the trainer are not checking understanding but checking on the state of a trainee's experiential-based knowledge or views on a topic, and so on what Allwright and Bailey (1991: ch9, 10) have termed in language learning contexts receptivity. A significant focus of repair in training classroom contexts is on getting a repair recipient to look at (sometimes familiar) ideas from new angles, from a professional rather than a personal perspective, prioritizing a concern with broadening and complexifying perceptions rather than checking understanding of concepts (see Loughran and Berry, 2005).

If repair in deferred input sequences typically focuses on professional accuracy, in initial input sequences the focus is often on professional appropriacy. A trainer's institutional identity in both embraces elements of the pedagogic (expert and knower, reflector) and the linguistic (discourse developer)

2.2 Repair in Exploratory and Experiential Contexts

Experiential Contexts

There is little repair work in experiential contexts because in an important sense everyone's knowledge is weighted the same. So, SIOR and OISR are absent. When repair does occur in these contexts, it is done by the trainer and focused on relating individual experience in one context to those of other contexts. The concern is with contextual relevance of the description rather than with its precision or appropriacy.
In **5.8** the trainer offers a simpler, perhaps more central example of cooperative learning strategies at line 7, followed by an acceptance *ok*.

In **5.9**, the trainee's experiential contribution is one of a number in an experientially framed discussion of the purposes for writing (see **4.7** for the complete sequence). In lines 1-12, the trainee describes his students in negative terms as writing in the way they speak. In lines 13-22 the trainer responds to S's experience by characterising it as a 'type' of speech community in more general sociolinguistic terms, laying the groundwork for repair in line 22 signalled with *but erm...*. The repair shares a common element with exploratory context repair in its focus on relevance. But in this instance, it is not relevant precision that is at issue, but (trans) contextual relevance. S's speech community is a special case with no contextual relevance for other trainees.
5.8
01 S1 tell them that this is when you are unable to come, call somebody ah
02 S1 get together to do some homework. ah sometimes I say, you have to
03 S1 do page 19, how about if you and hey I’m gonna and oh::: and I say
04 S1 well divide the page int two parts and then assign half a page to your
05 S1 friend call them on the phone and then just change answers.
06 T ok. or just simple pair work.
07 S1 mm hmm.

5.9
1 S when it´s- something that I that I notice much more from teaching
2 S from teaching younger,..younger people is um..that they write in the
3 S beginning very much the way they speak. and that it really has to be
4 S pointed out to them first that- it has to be pointed out to them that
5 S that you know LIKE, is not a y´kn- a word that is regularly used
6 S OTHer than in the sense of y´know style i-its not like..i-i- you know
7 S when you´re speaking it´ s you know it´ s when you´re speaking it´ s
8 S 'oh whatcha do at the weekend?' and it´ s like 'oh like I er I went out
9 S to the supermarket, I was (talkin to) some friends, and like er after
10 S that I er', you know what I mean like is-, that will appear, like will
11 S appear ten times you know in half a page (1.5) um...er they just write
12 S exactly the way they speak er::...
13 T thi-this is more LIKELY er in your situation where English is being
14 T learned as a second language, where there are native speakers
15 T among the kids, ..no? there are native speakers among the kids, they
16 T they communicate- there-there are people with di- they are not
17 T monolingual groups, there are people with different native languages
18 T and so therefore English is the lingua franca, and so therefore you
19 T get these um, er these characteristics of er of..er..the language
20 T being used for daily communication, so you get things like 'like'. you
21 T know these things with 'like', same as in Spanish 'este' and- .hh but
22 T erm where people are learning it as a FOReign language and they
23 T have less frequent contact with the language er and er usually it´s
24 T with native speakers or with other Mexican learners, you don´t get
25 T those mannerisms so much so they don´t come into the writing so
26 T much it´s probably more common in YOUR situation.=
Exploratory Contexts

We saw in extracts 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 TITR being organized in response to what were in effect exploratory or experiential components of expository sequences. Trainees were offering opinions and viewpoints, talking about how they might handle a classroom procedure, drawing on their own experience of teaching and learners. 'Correctness' or accuracy is not at issue here. The repair is not on the medium, in the sense that there is a particular way of putting things, or particular words being sought, but on the message and the way it is argued or formulated, its appropriacy. It is unsurprising to find this concern with appropriacy at the functional heart of the organization of OIOR in full-blown exploratory contexts. It is a common thread linking the doing of repair in 5.10 and 5.11.

In 5.10, in lines 5-7 the trainer's repair complexifies and deepens a trainee idea. In 5.11, having accepted the trainee's suggestion that copying can serve a further formatting purpose, the trainer goes on in lines 9-14 to push his broader view of mechanical and controlled writing tasks such as copying, attempting to move the trainee away from substituting elements to adding value and something more personal.

5.10

1 S within a class if you’ve got ten students, then probably half of them
2 S are making errors and the other half are making mistakes.
3 T yeh.
4 S so maybe-
5 T well maybe you- it’s even more complex than that, sometimes and a
6 T third are getting it right a third are making mistakes and a third are
7 T making errors, yeh.
5.11

you could also use that as a formatting tool as well in the sense that you put up a letter, and you get them to copy and then, uh: uh: most letters fall into certain categories-
yeh.
and they can practically [↑learn:↑ the forms and then just plug [in]
sure
different words and-
that's right, sure. but again, I mean the trick really is making it not kind of well maybe some Victorian teachers were pretty skilled at motivating learners, I don't know, but you don't want it to be a too boring and imposed task. you want to give it a little bit of competition or a little bit of something, that get's them to do it. and you know it may have some positive effects.

There are other such examples to be found in exploratory contexts. In these types of sequence, the trainer's repair is aimed at narrowing, broadening or deepening a trainee offering. It evidences the reflexive relationship between pedagogical focus and the organization of repair. The pedagogic focus of repair in exploratory sequences can be characterised as a concern with 'relevant precision'. This is important to the way in which information is discussed and evaluated in a range of institutional settings.

The effectiveness, accuracy, adequacy, appropriateness and so on of such outcomes as these rely upon a fundamental property of language use in these settings - the relevant precision with which some states of affairs are described and reported. (Drew, 2003: 917)
To borrow a legal term, the duty of care regarding relevant and appropriate precision is somewhat higher in institutional contexts than it is in ordinary conversation, where there is greater tolerance for hyperbolic or exaggerated claims, particularly where they are closely related to the conversational task at hand - to strengthen or dramatize a particular description, for example. The trainer's talk is category-bound, related to their pedagogic identities of feedbacker and reflector.

In Drew's institutional examples, repair work is largely OISR, in that a witness, patient, or pupil are prompted to revise their description to give it a relevant degree of precision. In training classrooms, the relevant precision repair work in exploratory contexts is initiated and done largely by the trainer. One reason for this difference can be attributed to the subject matter and related knowledge states in play here. Methodological processes, learning strategies, linguistic concepts, and so on are somewhat different 'facts' or truths from the sort that are negotiated between witnesses and lawyers, doctors and patients. The trainer's epistemic superiority and activity-related identity shapes who does the repair and puts it on the record.

2.3 The Organization of Repair in Training Classrooms

I began this section on repair in training classrooms by establishing the main comparative bases for analysis: the organization of repair in ordinary conversation and, more importantly, in another institutional classroom context, the language classroom. I had four main questions which arose from these comparative standpoints. In language classrooms, other-initiated self-repair was the preference organization for repair. Did this hold true for training classrooms? Does other-initiated repair commonly take place in next turn, as it does in language classrooms and ordinary conversation? Based on the answers to these questions we should be able to say something about predominant repair trajectories in training classrooms and how they differed from language classrooms and ordinary conversation. Finally, what do the answers to these questions suggest about the place of repair in training classroom pedagogy?
**Expository Contexts**

In training classroom expository contexts, OIOR trajectories are more frequent than OISR, which contrasts with language classrooms. A further organizational contrast is that it is not always the trainer who does the other repair in OIOR, as the teacher typically would in a language classroom. OR is as likely to be done by another trainee as by the trainer. What are the functional underpinnings of these differences?

The organization of repair in expository contexts is focused on the accuracy and rationality of professional meaning as opposed to the accuracy of form of its language classroom counterpart. However, this concern with correctness of a different sort from the language classroom, still leads to similarities between training classrooms and language classrooms with respect to how repair is done. Facework and mitigated negative evaluation are in evidence here as they are in the language classrooms that Seedhouse examined.

The pedagogic focus on the accuracy and rationality of professional meaning takes two main forms which are linked to the different assumptions regarding knowledge states in deferred expository input as opposed to initial expository input contexts. In the former, the trainer is getting from the trainees because there is an assumption that this will often be known information. I have argued that the greater frequency of OIOR trajectories in these sequences and the mix of trainer AND trainee repair in third turns marks the general absence of a pedagogic focus on who does the correction and who is the recipient.

In the language classroom, noticing by individuals of inaccuracy or incorrectness is associated with language learning, and the production of correct forms is emphasized. In contrast, in training classrooms, repair in deferred input sequences focuses on making sure that all the trainees 'notice' professional vocabulary and the knowledge it carries. Repair is more of a collective concern because of the related influences of pedagogic focus and relative knowledge states of trainer and trainees. Repair in deferred input sequences focuses on professional **accuracy** in the description of terms or concepts or of methodological procedures or strategies. In initial input sequences, with their greater asymmetries of knowledge, the focus is on professional **appropriacy**, the assimilation and professional contextualization of frequently informal, experiential knowledge and more likely to be the subject of repair.
A trainer's institutional identity in both forms of expository context embraces elements of the pedagogic (expert and knower, reflector) and the linguistic (discourse developer).

**Exploratory Contexts**

The pedagogic focus of repair in exploratory sequences can be characterised as a concern with 'relevant precision' in Drew's (2003) terms. But we have seen that relevant precision in a training classroom is relevant professional precision rather than the often factual accuracy of patients and witnesses that is necessary in the doing of professional work. Methodological processes, learning strategies, linguistic concepts and so on, are somewhat different 'facts' or truths from the sort that are negotiated between witnesses and lawyers, doctors and patients. In training classrooms, the relevant precision repair work in exploratory contexts is more frequently initiated and done by the trainer, and because the knowledge in play is often experiential, the same focus on appropriacy and relevant precision we found in expository contexts is a concern here. The trainer's epistemic superiority and activity-related identity shapes who does the repair and puts it on the record.

**3 Formulations**

We saw the close links between repair and formulation in the preceding section, especially in exploratory contexts. In this section I will examine sequential and functional features of formulations and their place in the provision of feedback to trainees in whole class interaction:

- What gets formulated
- When and where?
- How is it done?
- What does it do in structuring institutional interaction?
- What are similarities and differences between formulations here and in other institutional settings?
3.1 Formulations in Institutional Talk

Heritage and Watson, following Garfinkel and Sacks, define formulations as 'characterizing states of affairs already described or negotiated (in whole or in part) in the preceding talk' (in Barnes, 2007: 278). They established two main categories of formulation or summary:

- **Gist** – summarizing previous talk through repetition or through the transformation or deletion of parts of it
- **Upshot** – drawing out the implications or formulating future action

Following Heritage and Watson, whose data were drawn from news interviews, researchers in a variety of institutional settings have established a number of other characteristic features of formulations:

- Formulations are more common in Institutional Talk because of their link to its goal directed nature, where achievement or agreement may need to be marked for the record.
- Formulations are the first pair part of an adjacency pair where the preference is for agreement in the 2nd pair part.
- So prefices and pro-forms are common indexicals for formulations of previous talk.
- Formulations are category bound activities – they are normally done by the questioner.
- Formulations can perform a range of tasks which may vary depending on the institutional context.
- Formulations have two main functions: relational (representing mutual understanding or power asymmetries) and organizational (topic transition and closings)

(Button, 1991; Gafaranga and Britten, 2004; Antaki et al, 2005; Barnes, 2007; Bolden, 2010)
Before going on to look at formulation in trainer talk, it is worth underlining its essentially interpretive nature, indirectly in the case of gist, directly in the case of upshot. Indeed, Antaki et al (2005: 642) prefer to recast formulation into one definition, emphasizing the institutionally relevant, interpretive element: any commentary by one speaker, in any format, which may be taken to propose or imply a reworking of events described or implied by a previous speaker.

### 3.2 Formulations in Trainer Talk

This section is organized in three sub-sections:

1. Types of formulation
2. Sequential features of formulation
3. Formulations and identity

#### Types of Formulations

I have noted the two main categories of formulation identified by Heritage and Watson. In the case of upshot formulations, drawing out the implications from something that has been left unsaid, we can break them down into two sub-categories. The first presupposes an unexplicated version of gist and looks back in the talk, while the second looks forward in projecting some future activity or action (see Button, 1991; Gafaranga and Britten, 2004). This second kind of upshot formulation plays an important role in medical consultations and there are possible parallels here to drawing out the teaching implications from a discussion, which makes it worth trying to distinguish this formulating action from formulating gist. Finally, there is articulating the unsaid. These four types of formulation are all present in teacher trainer talk. Extracts 5.12 and 5.13 provide exemplification of their compositional features.
5.12

well I think that (...) the level of proficiency depends on the learner.

mm hmm.
y’know. but we all understand that the the HIGHEST level of
proficiency that a foreign person can have, might be according to
different parameters, like the Cambridge [examinations] score-

that’s right mm.
things like this, no?

so it get’s fuzzy, because you might say [ well he-

[extremely fuzzy.

[he-

[of course.

he speaks English as well as a drunk docker.

5.13

2.0) I kind of had a thought right now you know about these, erm,
when you’re presenting grammar and you show a structure.

uh huh.
it seems that one of these tools that may be (xxxxxxxxxx). (1.0) like
using these ARRows and things like that which allows the concrete
learner to kind of like come up with their own unique way of like
visually following their road, and then, but it also still works for
analytical learners, cos it does give a ...(1.5)

mm hmm.
direct structure.

so you’re talking about concrete learners VISualizing tenses or
structures?

uh huh.
Extract 5.12 comes from a sequence which has involved a discussion of interlanguage. Acceptable definitions have been elicited from trainees and agreed on by the trainer at an earlier point in the sequence, but there has been some discussion about when interlanguage 'ends' and someone can be said to be a proficient user. In lines 1-8 S1 gives her view on this with two IRT continuers from the trainer and a 'that's right' assessment in line 7. In line 9, the trainer does a so-prefaced upshot formulation of S1’s contribution. Once again the so preface, together this time with the pro form 'it' and the formulating of something that can be implied from the foregoing talk are constitutive features of this kind of turn. In 5.12 the formulation embraces both kinds of upshot I referred to in the discussion at the beginning of this section. It looks backwards to the preceding talk to draw out the unexplicated gist of it, while also pointing forward to some kind of future action. In this case, in fact, the formulation provides no clear basis for decision making on stages of interlanguage when the evidence is so fuzzy.

Extract 5.13 comes in a session on learning styles and strategies and in a sequence where the trainer has been asking trainees for the sorts of classroom action teachers can take to raise awareness about learning strategies. In lines 1-10 the trainee describes his thought about showing a structure in a grammar presentation, with IRT continuers from the trainer at lines 3 and 9. At lines 11-12 the trainer initiates repair via their articulating the unsaid formulation 'so you’re talking about concrete learners VISualizing tenses or structures?'.

The compositional features of this type of formulation in an institutional context differ in one significant respect from its conversational counterpart. In 5.13 the formulation in lines 11-12 is a request for confirmation of a missing element in the preceding talk that is inferrable from 'what was said or how it was said' and in these three elements it coincides with Bolden's (2010) characterisation of this formulation in ordinary conversation. However, in 5.13 there is an interrogatory intonation (in OC these formulations are usually declaratives) and the articulation is so-prefaced rather than and-prefaced. In ordinary conversation, articulating the unsaid is a form of affiliative repair: the repairing turn is helping the speaker out by extending or continuing their turn and the action that it is doing (Bolden, p27). An and-prefaced formulation adds to the turn; the so-prefaced formulation in 5.13 repairs and ends the turn. When we look at the wider sequential environment and the interactional work this formulation does, we will be able to suggest why there is this compositional difference.
Aside from articulating the unsaid, the compositional features of the three types of formulation do not differ in significant ways from their counterparts in other forms of institutional talk, such as medical and political interviews, business meetings and talk show phone-ins (see Heritage and Greatbatch, 1991; Button, 1991; Boden, 1994; Hutchby, 1999; Gafaranga and Britten, 2004; Antaki et al, 2005; Barnes 2007). The constitutive differences between articulating the unsaid in OC and IT can be seen as one index of institutionality. If we now go on to look at the sequential environments in which the different types of formulation are to be found, and the interactional tasks and functions that they perform, we may find further institutional similarities while also noticing differences at this analytic level, which will serve to add to the particular institutional fingerprint of trainer talk.

**Sequential Features and Interactional Functions**
I will use an extended sequential context, or single case (see Schegloff, 1987) to explore sequential and functional features of formulations, with the key questions of where formulations appear and what they are doing in mind.

Extract 5.14 (the full sequence from which 5.12 comes) is from the session where the trainer wrote 8 terms on the board for trainees to gloss, with the term being defined here, *interlanguage*.

Formulations have been underlined and the first comes in line 18. S2 (in lines 6-9) and S3 (in lines 12-17) have both proffered definitions or explanations of the term 'interlanguage'. Each gets a ratifying assessment from the trainer (at lines 10 and 18). In lines 18-19 the trainer does an articulating the unsaid (ATU) formulation of S3's contribution, getting an assessment affirmation from S3 in line 20. It has a missing or unarticulated element from S3's talk, which is inferrable from it and is 'done on the addressee's behalf' extending the action in some way (Bolden, 2010:7). However, it is not done as an initiating first pair part of repair insertion sequence and although S3 does an affirmation in line 20, it intersects the trainer's ATU rather than occupying an implicated and projected 2nd pair part turn space. Nor is there an *and*-preface to indicate that the ATU is adding to S3's turn (Bolden, at p14, says that ATUs typically follow extended turns at talk and add forgotten items to the 'list'). As with the ATU in 5.13, lines 18-19 appear to be doing different interactional business here, closing rather than extending a topic or part of one, organizing rather than affiliating, not adding to S3's idea but clarifying and refining it.
um, interlanguage?

(4.0)

got big question marks here.

complete question marks?

I guess, (don’t [know-])

[it’s all f]rom this black box thing between the first

and the second language.

uh huh.

um (2.0) between the language.

yeah, (obviously the-) yeah, that’s right.

(1.0)

is it the language that students use before you can call it really

proficient?

(..) yeah, (..) when it’s [really ]

and during the process when [they’re-

[ yeah

learning.

yeah, that’s right. I suppose that when it’s really proficient they’ve

arrived, haven’t they, so they’re not [inter- heh heh any more.

[exactly

yeh yeh, but no not many people do, I mean not many [people ]

[(xxxxx)]

actually arrive at er-

UNfortunately.

yeh unfortunately yeh, at er totally native like er command of the

second language. (1.0) um but it would- interlanguage would finish,

probably if you did arrive, uh huh, that’s right.

hah.

ok. I no longer speak interlanguage, I speak English like a like a

native, yeh. (1.0) so both ideas here that you suggested I think are

ture, and and er (name) looks as though he’s got an idea or he’s

puzzling [over something.

[ no no I’m puzzled to- so it suggests interlanguage is a

almost (..) the majority of English speakers in the world are [using

[yeh

interlanguage.
so you’ve got (drawing on whiteboard) L1 and you’ve got native-like L2, and the person with L1 starts learning English and so they start moving in this direction.

so it’s in constant development, unless it’s possible for it to reach a period of absolute stagnation, or actually, deterioration. (a number of lines omitted - trainer deals with a late trainee)

and so all of this is interlanguage. (so it’s)

it’s ah somewhere in between. and it is I can’t remember who it was, er I’ve forgotten your names[ from last time

= (name), (name). er (n-n-name)? [ yeh

I think it was (name) I can’t remember, but er the language that learners actually use, and I think that’s quite important. it’s not the kind of controlled language production, although, that may indicate what the interlanguage is like, but it’s not the controlled language production in the classroom,

[ it’s what the: y’re also able to produce.]

that’s right. what they have available for use, er in a conversation, in writing a letter, in any real use of the language.

at at what stage does it become- do they become proficient, it seems a bit vague to me[ (in some ways)]

[oh it is vague ] yeh yeh.

heh heh heh heh.

yeah it is vague, we uh, this er all gets fuzzy round-

[uh hah hah hah

um s- (2.0)

sorry, I was (xxx) probably a lot of books written on it I just-

yeah, but I mean if if if you could actually kind of um um have an interview with and a little bit of correspondence with, a learner at different stages in their learning (1.5) er (...) you would access their interlanguage, and you would be able to compare, well you know if this little- this little bit of conversation I had, this correspondence I had, er when he’d been learning English for 6 months, there was this.

this- his his English was like this. six months later it was like this.
like this, 6 months later it was like this, and it’s a continua- it’s continuous obviously, and so that’s interlanguage. and it's kind of developing and, anything else you can say about it (name)?

(2.0) well I think that (...) the level of proficiency depends on the learner.

mm hmm.

y’know. but we all understand that the the HIGHEST level of proficiency that a foreign person can have, might be according to different parameters, like the Cambridge [examinations] score

that’s right mm.

things like this, no?

so it get’s fuzzy, because you might say [ well he-

[extremely fuzzy

yeh heh heh [he-

[of course

he speaks English as well as a drunk docker

//((laughter))/

you know heh heh. yeh yeh. so it does get a bit fuzzy obviously

according to- as (name) says, but you get the idea that if you-
yeh.

follow the learner, you’ll be able to say he’s stom- you know he’s stopped making those mistakes, his his you know he’s got that that [bit seems to-

[(you understand.)

have got more native-like he’s got that under control, but there’s still these things wrong. [are we look at it nn hh

sorry. is just I don’t know I don’t want to take up too long but are we interlanguage teachers or English teachers?

((the trainer's answer is omitted))

i(3.0) and you know you get a student who does perfectly well on the test studying controlled work, and then you get you know discussion going, or they write something and it all goes to pieces. and and so

(1.5) it’s quite a significant concept really.
The wider sequential context in which the ATU here and in 5.13 appear, together with distinctive compositional features, point to it functioning differently in this institutional context than in conversation. In ordinary conversation ATUs are 'about the addressee's domain of knowledge: they formulate matters that the addressee has primary epistemic rights to' (Bolden, 2010: 13). In teacher trainer talk, it is more often the trainer who has primary epistemic rights and exercises them, in this case, through an ATU formulation. It is the trainer who controls topic and task; the trainee is not the initiator or sole developer of the activity that is being done. We have seen in 4.3 and 4.4 that a key element in a trainer's sequentially evidenced identity is to shape and represent or formulate trainee ideas. This representational and interpretive role is especially important in expository and exploratory contexts, albeit ranging from concerns with professional accuracy to appropriacy. Asymmetries of knowledge and task related trainer identity determine the nature and function of ATUs.

There are parallels with diagnostic formulations in psychotherapy, which are typically reformulations or recastings of 'inchoate, ambiguous or deficient information' into an institutionally relevant format (Antaki et al, 2005: 632). This is the force of the ATU in 5.13, and in 5.14 where the trainer adds missing information to make S3's idea of 'language students use before they are proficient' clearer in terms of the connection to the term interlanguage, which S2's 'between L1 and L2' had done more successfully. This kind of reformulation is also on view in the embedded exploratory context of 4.8, in the trainer's formulations in lines 35-41. If the work of psychotherapy is to find the psychological in the mundane (Antaki et al, p630), perhaps we can say that an important part of the work of teacher training and the trainer is to find the professional or pedagogic in the experiential.

At lines 30-31, the trainer's gist formulation of 'so both ideas here that you suggested are I think true' offers a potential topic and sequence close. It also constitutes a variation on the repeating or transforming properties of gist formulations in its use of the anaphorically functioning procedural vocabulary of 'ideas' (see McCarthy, 1991) and the accompanying 'here' pro-form. However, the trainer has not forgotten S1's 'got big question marks here' in line 2 and returns to him in lines 31-32 to see if he wants to contribute a further 'idea' (definition) or remains puzzled.
In fact S1 does his own upshot formulation in lines 33-36, getting a ratifying assessment from the trainer. In lines 37-59 (with a trainee late arrival intervening), the trainer then does an updated **gist formulation** with visual accompaniment on the white board, which incorporates all three trainee contributions. In line 56, the trainer's *this* in 'and so all this is interlanguage' (with the *and* preface this time signalling its more normal discourse function of linking different parts, rather than linking to the previous turn as in ATUs) points to everything between his L1 and L2 time line poles on the whiteboard. This incorporates S1's idea. In lines 56-57, 'so it's in constant development' incorporates S3's idea. And in lines 58-59 'so it's in between' brings us back to S2's idea. We see here a difference between formulations in trainer talk and in ordinary conversation, as well as in other types of institutional talk, such as doctor-patient interviews. The formulation in lines 37-59 is not just aimed at a preceding turn, but at a number of them; it is a formulation not just of one participant's talk but of a number. Organizational dictates predominate over relational.

In this now embedded exploratory context, however, the sequential door has been opened. In lines 71-73, a self nominating S1 returns to the unaddressed question of when interlanguage ends, or a related definition of proficiency or native-likeness. S1's 'it all seems a bit vague' gets agreement from the trainer in line 76 and a pro-form prefaced **gist formulation** - 'this...all gets fuzzy'. Here is a formulation which is doing affiliative rather than organizational work, and is in a functional minority, here and elsewhere. However, it does not occur in a potential topic pre-closing slot, where it functions as a closing initiation device (see Button, 1991; Heritage and Watson in Barnes, 2007). Predominantly relational formulations in trainer talk typically occur in sequence-in-progress positions rather than sequence-in-closing slots. This is in contrast to ordinary conversations and to more affiliation- and consensus-conscious institutional environments such as doctor-patient interviews and meetings.
Rather than bring the sequence to a close, this third formulation is marked as story-so-far by the trainer's disguised ATU addition to the various ideas that constitute 'a definition of interlanguage'. In line 59, and following the name recall insertion, in lines 64-65, the trainer draws out an important missing element in the idea of interlanguage. In line 12, S3 asks if interlanguage is the language learners 'use' before they get proficient. It is questionable if S3 intended 'use' to imply only communicative, free production rather than controlled practice, but it is clear from what follows that the trainer had this 'missing element' in mind, and that he would not close the sequence without it.

In lines 82, the trainer indirectly answers S2's question through suggesting a find-out-for-yourself strategy: the hypothetical future action upshot of how a teacher might track a learner's movement through stages of interlanguage to proficiency. In lines 89-91, the trainer effectively closes the formulation he began in line 82, but this time a gist, which links back to and incorporates key words ('continuous, 'developing') from the previous story-so-far formulation of lines 37-59.

The sequence is not yet closed. The trainer seems do be doing relational work in returning to S3, whose line 12-13 contribution to the sequence opening introduced the idea of arriving at proficiency as a retrospective indication of interlanguage. This allows the trainer to repeat his line 76 formulation of 'it's fuzzy' starting at line 107 - but this time attributing it to S3 - as a response to S2. Following the initial upshot formulation by the trainer of S3's response at line 101 (rather than a gist response, the trainer goes back to his line 76 benchmark) and the humorous example of fuzzy measurement in line 105 (although S3’s Cambridge exams measure is in this case more professionally appropriate), in lines 108-115 the trainer revisits in a slightly recast form his own formulation 6, incorporating the action research element (and answer to S2's question) into a new story-so-far.

In answering S1's question the trainer, in the missing lines 133-134, provides their own 'professional/technical' formulation of the term interlanguage, 'the language which is available for communication', and relates it to the wider professional context with a reference to Selinker and Pit Corder. This formulation is a final gist, which pays a sequential nod to trainee contributions but is very much an 'official' institutional label which wraps up the whole discussion (and which is a reminder that embedded exploratory contexts will still be drawn back to their expository task trigger, in this case glossing 'interlanguage').
The sequence-ending **upshot** formulation in lines 153-161 points to the predominantly organizational interactional function of formulations in teacher trainer talk: formulation is endogenous, in the sense that it is concerned with how the discussion relates to the training session agenda and what comes next, rather than to any immediate exogenous pay-off in the classroom.

Through a detailed analysis of an extended expository input sequence (lines 1-31, with a further learner initiated extension to line 71) and an embedded exploratory context (lines 72-118), I have tried to identify a number of distinctive sequential features of formulations in trainer talk, and suggest their interactional import.

1. **Organizational**: Gist and upshot formulations work largely to 'establish, record and preserve ...incrementally' the outcomes of the topic/task being done in the sequence (Barnes, 2007: 291). The two forms of trainer talk work together to bring a sequence to an acceptable close. Most formulations in this respect are versions of the story-so-far.

2. **Plural**: Unlike ordinary conversation or, for example, doctor-patient interviews (Gafaranga and Britten, 2004), trainer formulations are not addressed to the individual but to the collective: they work hardest at drawing together a number of trainee contributions from what has gone before, certainly in extended sequences. The occasional relational formulation along the way might acknowledge a contribution, but is subordinate to the main interactional aim.

3. **Autocratic**: Unlike meeting talk (Barnes, 2007), trainer formulations, while paying lip-service to the incorporation of trainee contributions are not shaped by consensual considerations. They are a record of 'agreement', but it is an agreement shaped by the trainer, typically couched in professionally accurate and appropriate terms, working on raw data from trainees but towards acceptable-to-the-trainer formulations. Unlike meeting talk and the chairman's role, for example, the trainer is not an equal, and is not there to mirror contributions and display consensus. In meeting talk, the absence of agreement is the preferred next turn, because it effectively ratifies and commits to the chairman's version of participant contributions (Barnes, 2007). In trainer talk, **5.14** indicates a different interactional import for the general absence of ratification turns following trainer formulations: they are interpretations of a collective whole. And unlike chairman talk in meetings,
have a general sense of what the outcome should be; a meeting chairman does not, and is dependent on participant contributions for their formulations.

4. **Process-Oriented**: In doctor-patient interviews and meeting talk, formulations are focused on action and outcomes. These formulations in other institutional contexts are largely exogenous or outward looking in terms of applications and action. In training classrooms, the formulations we have seen are as likely to be endogenous and inward looking, intent on fitting sequence organization with sequential organization, and connecting one sequence and its topic with another.

**Expert/knower, reflector** and **discourse modeller** identities are all in evidence in 5.14. The sequence begins as **expository** and the potential pre-closings of topic/sequence formulations 1, 2 and 3 embody the trainer's **expert/knower** identity linked closely to providing an acceptable definition of 'interlanguage'. The trainee question and statement at lines 72-73 initiates the embedded **exploratory** context. Formulations 4, 5 and 6 address the question of when interlanguage ends, and 5 and 6 in particular point to reflective implications and applications (upshot formulations are seemingly task and identity linked here). Formulation 7 signals a return to the **expository** context and trainer as expert/knower, while formulation 8 closes the expository sequence and points ahead to another segment of the training session. End point formulations in medical and business or academic meeting contexts are normally exogenous, pointing to actions external to the sequential context, a course of medicine for the patient, a course of action following the meeting (Gafaranga and Britten, 2004; Barnes, 2007). In trainer talk this exogenous indexical of formulations is more common in exploratory contexts, and of course it has pedagogic implications, which we return to in chapter 6.

In expository contexts, it is the trainer's role to formulate ideas, with a more-or-less representation of trainee contributions, usually more trainer interpretation or translation than repetition and incorporation. We can contrast this with formulations in experiential contexts (see 4.9 and 4.10), which serve to reinforce the trainer's collegial (I'm a teacher too), individual focus. This relational focus will sometimes try to link an individual contribution to the wider professional context. The relational concerns of experiential formulations contrasts with the organizational and collective focus of expository and to some extent exploratory formulations. In the exposed and embedded exploratory contexts of 4.7 and 4.8, in-sequence formulations were related to individual contributions, but end-sequence formulations were of the collective experience.
Extract 5.14 is an extended deferred input sequence, but 4.1 and 4.2 show us that in short expository sequences, formulations work to provide a sequence closing, a for posterity (collective) recasting of trainee contributions.

These general sequential features lead to a consideration of tasks and identity as a final level of analysis.

**Formulations and Identity**

Categories are activity bound (Sacks, 1992) and identity in trainer talk formulations is firmly grounded in overall pedagogic and more specific task-related aims. Trainer and formulations constitute a bound pair (Gafaranga and Britten, 2004). This is not just the case for gist but also for upshot formulations.

### 3.3 Summary

Formulations in conversation are affiliative in the extreme and in this respect they are directed at the preceding individual turn. In some forms of institutional talk (doctor-patient interviews) the affiliative element remains to the fore. But in trainer talk, formulations are organizational in the extreme, collective in their embracing of a number of preceding turns, and significantly interpretive in the often radical reworking of a trainee turn (in contrast to the descriptive, truly summative/integrative forms in other institutional contexts, particularly business meetings).

The next turn proof for these analytic interpretations lies in the general absence of a trainer projected turn space for trainee agreement or ratification of a formulation. In all of our examples, trainee agreement has been sequence-independent: it is not a preferred (and signalled as such) second pair part of a trainer formulation. Agreements have been of the uninvited, do-it-yourself variety and could be taken out of a formulation sequence with no noticeable disturbance.
The sequential context and location of formulations in training classroom talk ties them closely to tasks and identity. The trainer is not a decision recorder (as in meetings) or a decision negotiator (as in doctor-patient interviews). In the former, the absence of agreement signals the accuracy and inclusiveness of the formulation; in the latter, the presence of agreement signals the patient's acceptance of a diagnosis or treatment recommendation. A trainer needs accurately and appropriately to represent in professional terms trainee contributions. Because there is an asymmetry of knowledge in play, acceptance of a trainer formulation is not required, either as stories-so-far, or as pre-closings. The conduit role of a meeting chairman is underlined by the next turn initiation of a new topic by a participant rather than the chairman (Barnes, 2007). The autocratic, organizational and interpretive role of the trainer is signalled by their closing formulation, which does not implicate agreement, and which leads to the trainer, rather than trainees, initiating the next topic/task sequence.

4 Assessments

In this final section of chapter 5 I look at assessments, the role they play in the organization of feedback and in the interactional work of structuring talk-in-interaction in this institutional setting.

First I will briefly consider assessments in ordinary conversation and in other forms of institutional talk. I then consider assessments in trainer talk, the similarities to and differences from OC and other forms of IT, and how such characteristic features derive from the goals and tasks that underly institutional interaction in this particular setting. I will finally consider training pedagogy and how the way in which assessments are done contributes to teacher learning.

4.1 Assessments in Ordinary Conversation & Institutional Interaction

The work of Pomerantz on assessments is the starting point for identifying their characteristic features in OC.

Assessments are produced as products of participation; with assessments, a speaker claims knowledge of that which he or she is assessing. (Pomerantz, 1984: 57)
Assessments in Pomerantz’s definition revolve around participation in interaction, which is related to two things - knowledge and speaking rights. If we decline the interactional opportunity to assess, this will usually be related to a speaker’s lack of access to or insufficient knowledge of the event, object or person which is being assessed.

Pomerantz’s study was part of a wider interest in exploring preference organization and her main focus was on assessments that occurred in 2nd turn position following an initial assessment. Pomerantz brings out the typically social nature of 2nd assessments, linked to politeness and face work, and the preference for agreement (Sacks, 1987). The conversational preference for agreement in 2nd assessments is marked by the 'trouble' or 'problem' features of dispreferred turn shapes: delays, variety of forms used, weak disagreements (Pomerantz, 1984: 65).

Goodwin and Goodwin (1992: 181) point up two further features of the social work of 2nd assessments. Sequentially, assessment is ‘intrinsically social in that it can provide for collaborative but differential participation’. In other words, the sequential location of an assessment can mark the relative information states of speakers in terms of the conversational topic and so too ‘who goes first’, in the case of 1st and 2nd assessment sequences. There is also an underlying cultural element, in that assessments are one of the places in talk-in-interaction where participants ‘negotiate and display to each other a congruent view of the events that they encounter in their phenomenal world’ – shared understandings that constitute culture (Goodwin and Goodwin, 1992: 182).

Second assessments then, are about agreement. But they can also mark disagreement and in doing so point to epistemic claims that are often embodied in 2nd assessment withholdings of agreement. Heritage and Raymond (2005) looked at 2nd assessments and disaffiliative elements, where the 2nd assessment asserts independence of some sort from the first.

In discussing the different ways in which 2nd assessments can assert an independently held and founded epistemic authority (and in some cases assert epistemic rights to 'pole position' in the 1st assessment slot), Heritage and Raymond (2005: 36) point out the conflict between face work and identity - pet owners, grandparents, owners of personal experience might feel they have as much if not a greater right to assess the topic at hand (see also, Raymond and Heritage, 2006).
In considering assessments in institutional contexts, the conflict between face work and identity, between social solidarity and institutional identity and its related distribution of knowledge, is one area of special interest. However, the two-turn 1st and 2nd assessment sequence that has been the subject of most research interest in OC is notable by its general absence from institutional contexts, certainly in training classrooms. Instead, the focus will be on exploring another kind of assessment identified by Pomerantz, assessments that take place in the course of an interactional sequence - during participation. In institutional contexts, these sorts of assessments are typically to be found in 3rd turn slots, following a question and answer pair in 1st and 2nd turns. In OC, one relevant point for assessments is after 'a sufficient and newsworthy answer to a question'. If there is no answer then it will be pursued; if there is, it can mean further talk from the speaker (Pomerantz, 1984; Jones, 2001).

This makes for a different shape in institutional contexts, and from the relatively scant research that has been done, the absence of 3rd turn assessments (in medical interviews - Jones, 2001), their sequence-closing and right answer ratification (in traditional classrooms - Mehan, 1979) are markers of institutionality. The turn design and sequence shaping functions of assessment in trainer talk will be the other main area of focus in this section.

Assessments are part of a broader-based category of interactional phenomena, **response or acknowledgement tokens** (Sacks et al, 1974; Sacks, 1992: 410; Schegloff, 1982). I shall adopt McCarthy’s (2003) term Interactional Response Tokens (IRT). Jefferson's work is the most relevant to my own concerns in this section. She looked at 3 categories of response token: **minimal response** (yes, yeah), **recipient assessment** (eg oh good, that’s good, how lovely) and **recipient commentary** (extended utterances which comment on something the speaker has said). In all three cases, the tokens concerned acknowledge talk recipiency while at the same time signalling topic shift:

This task can be accomplished with great dispatch with an acknowledgement token preceding a topical shift. It can be made rather more elaborate by employing an assessment, and yet more elaborate by inserting a commentary. (Jefferson, 1983/1993:28)

Drummond and Hopper (1993a; 1993b), in reviewing CA research and discussing their own, followed Jefferson in viewing stand alone uh huh and mm hmm as continuers, while yeah was a greater indication of speakership
Sacks et al (1974) included ok in their collection of continuers in extended
turns, but in their paper on closings, Schegloff and Sacks (1973) show ok
functioning as an initial closing turn, projecting a participant coordinated
ending rather than a moving from recipient to speaker status (see also
Button, 1988). However, Beach (1993) examined ok in other sequential
environments and noted its dual function of ending a telling and as a
projection device for a fuller turn on the part of the recipient.

There is one important qualification I want to make with reference to the functional
labelling of different types of IRT in an institutional context, particularly a classroom.
For Jefferson, and also Schegloff (1982), response tokens such as yeah or yes serve a
dual function as mere continuers or to signal speaker and topic shift. The sequential
location of tokens like yeah, that’s right, right, uh huh in classroom talk, their
production in a 3rd turn spot, which follows a 1st turn question, always from the same
party, suggests a collapsing of the functional distinctions made between different
tokens in conversation into one catch-all category of feedback or evaluation (Mehan,
1979; van Lier, 1996).

An analytical caveat follows. Even in institutional contexts, the contingent and locally
managed construction of actions warns against the imposition of categories on
interaction and underlines the importance of looking at what the participants are doing
in order to say what their turns are doing (Drew and Heritage, 1992; van Lier, 1996;
Lee, 2006; 2007).

4.2 Assessments in Trainer Talk

In training classrooms, trainer assessments typically come in 3rd turn position,
following a question from them in 1st turn and a trainee response in 2nd turn.

A range of response tokens are at work in this 3rd turn slot and my concern in this
section is to look for variations in their sequential behaviour and functioning paying
special attention to different kinds of interactional contexts (expository, exploratory
and experiential).
For exploratory purposes I will divide the consideration of assessment tokens in this section into two classes.

**1 Weak assessments**: eg yes, right, that’s right, ok or all right.

**2 Strong assessments**: eg exactly, absolutely, good, absolutely right

Bearing in mind the analytical caveat in the preceding sub-section, this labelling is provisional. This provisional status would apply to whether or not a token is acting as a continuer, an acknowledgement token or an assessment token, and to the strength of an assessment and the evidence on which we base a determination (Jefferson notes the sometimes noticeable mismatch between an apparently strong assessment token and its sequential 'sincerity' - it signals strong interactional engagement, yet is immediately followed by topic and speaker shift, shutting down speaker expansion and signalling a topic disengagement completely at odds with the token of interactional engagement that has been produced).

Is this two types classification justified? Are tokens within a category doing the same or different work? What differences if any in function are there between occasions when tokens are freestanding and when they appear with further talk? What are the organisational links to topic management?

Response tokens operate in sequential contexts and have to be studied in these contexts, for it is only in this way that we have any basis for viewing their appearance in different turn slots in different types of sequence as significant in functional terms (see the criticisms of Drummond and Hopper's approach by Zimmerman, 1993; Schegloff, 1993).

I will first identify basic forms of assessment in compositional and sequential terms. I then go on to consider variations in these forms in different contexts of sequential organisation. Finally, I look at assessment and institutional identity.

**Assessments: Basic Forms**

**Extract 5.15** is from the task based learning session that forms one of the core training sessions in the data. It comes from the same series of deferred expository input sequences as **4.4**, where trainer and trainees are describing and recording stages of the task cycle. They are now at the language focus stage.
so what did we do after that?

after what?

after you did this, and you came to the front and and you said “we-“, I

asked I gave you the original I read the original story and you

reconstructed it. and then?

(1.0) and then we compared.

we compared for the -

(zzzzzz) (name).

we compared it with the first to see the differences, no?

yes. and so why what did I ask you to do then, I mean in that activity

what am I asking you to do.

(3.0)

when you compare, what did you notice when you compare= probably it’s

not very evident here because you are (..) you know, proficient users of

the language, blah blah blah. think of your learners. Karen as you said

“my learners would have said this”. imagine that your learners were

comparing the reconstructed text with the original. what would they have

noticed?

that the struc- (zzzz) that they used different verbs for example, they

wouldn’t remember those ones.

ok, I think they that happened to you didn’t it, that you said prepare and

so- did they discover something?

they found different structures.

yes, yes, now, yes, now here this is slightly different because you did

produce- I mean accurate structures.

yes.

but probably your learners would have wrote it in the present.

mm.

probably they wrote, they would have written I mean they’d say

(zzzzzzzz) she’s coming, she’s getting into the house. and I gave or I’m

giving him or I give him a slice of bread.

uh huh.

uh huh, here you didn’t see it because you were producing accurate

sentences. (1.0) but still there were things weren’t there.
S  uh huh.
T  and you said it er (name). what happened?
S3 we discover information.
T  you discover something right?
S4 mm hmm.
T  ok. so that is (xxx) [name, the third stage, I think it’s language erm
S1 [yes (xxxx)
T  focus.
S1 mm hmm.
S2 yes.
T  now hopefully name there will be (xxx), because at least they will be
T  learning, uh huh. what kind of learning, (name).
S3 (2.0) self learning.
T  ok.
S3 is that it?
T  I’m laughing because we’re going to get into the question raised soon so
T  YES. uh huh. Now this this actually has got can have two two phases or
T  two stages. uh huh. when you compared what were you doing, (..) when
T  you were comparing.
S4 reading.
T  reading and discovering and-
S5 analyse.
T  the discovery comes , yes, thank you (name).
S5 analyse.
S4 analyse.
T  the analysis of the language (3.0) and then we didn’t really get much
T  into it (1.0) but (. ) we could ask them to do what?
T  (1.0) imagine that, now you’ve got them they’ve discovered that they are
T  they should have written in past tense, uh huh, and then you can ask to
T  look at phrases with er,
S2 –ing
T  –ing, ok. all this analysis right? what do you think you could ask them to
T  do then?
S3 discuss.
The first assessment token comes in line 10 following S2's question 'we compared it with the first...' in line 9. The first thing to note is that yes is followed by an upshot formulation, or rather an invitation to the trainee to provide one. (This is unusual and will be worth returning to, when we come to discuss pedagogic issues in chapter 6). Yes here is not a continuer in the sense of 'go on', nor is it an acknowledgement token in the sense of 'I am listening and I understand what you're saying'. It is a response to S2's 'am I right' intoned line 9 turn and functions as an assessment token of agreement or acceptance (Gardener, 1997). As frequently occurs in ordinary conversation it is followed by further talk, which changes speakership and topic (it should be noted that Jefferson, 1993 at page 8 allows that yeah + further talk can be shifting topic or moving from one topical line to another). Unlike ordinary conversation, it is produced in 3rd turn position, and the further talk that comes with it is done as a formulation or an invitation to provide one.

In ordinary conversations the minimal response or acknowledgment token yes/yeah plus further talk pays lip service to interactional engagement while moving speakership and topic on; it glances back only briefly. In contrast here, its coupling with a formulation frames yes as an assessment which holds up for collective inspection what has been produced by trainees and trainer and agreed to by the trainer. Furthermore, while the further talk in topic or topic line shift can be constituted by both statements and questions in OC, in trainer talk it is overwhelmingly done with questions. We can compare these sequences as follows:

OC: statement > response token + statement or interrogative
IT: question > response > response token + formulation + question
The trainer's attempted elicitation of an upshot or implication in lines 10-11 is problematic, and the reformulation of the question in lines 13-18 suggests why. Once again there is uncertainty from trainees about the footing a response is expected to occupy, as teacher trainees or as learners. In lines 15-16, the trainer therefore asks trainees to think what their learners would have noticed in the activity, a reminder that while they are trainees at this point, they are analysing what they did as imaginary learners.

Following S3's response in lines 19-20, the trainer's 3rd turn *ok*, with its up-down-up intonation, is an assessment, but arguably distinct from the *yes* in line 10. It is not assessing the factual correctness of S3's contribution so much as its understanding of the procedural import of the trainer's question: trainees need to go down to a learner level in the process option stack. There are parallels to another institutional context, the medical interview, where doctor *ok* in third turn is an assessment of the adequacy of a patient response (Beach in Condon, 2001: 494). The topic management function of *ok*, its pivotal and projective nature, its responsiveness to prior and next-positioned talk (Beach, 1993: 348) is also in evidence here. However, its link to a recast formulation elicit in line 23, points to a 'good, we're back on sequential track' deployment.

In lines 24-34, the trainer's *yes + now* prefixed/pro-form formulation articulates the unsaid in lines 27-31 (S3's different structures) in suggesting that real learners would have used present forms rather than past, and is accepted by various trainee acknowledgement tokens at lines 26, 28, 32 and 35. In line 36 the trainer's *and*-prefaced turn with its question to Erica seems to be retaking the original *yes + invitation to formulate upshot from line 10, now that the trainer has established to whom the upshot relates. In line 37 S4 provides the appropriate professional vocabulary item to label what (would have) happened. The *ok* produced by the trainer in line 40 is not assessment *ok*, but functioning in its more usual organisational role, to signal topic or sequence close. The formulation that follows it is of the whole sequence so far and all the trainee contributions to it.

There is some evidence in line 49 for a distinction between the acknowledgement token function of freestanding *ok* and the assessment *ok + formulation*. Following S3's 'self learning' response in line 47 to the trainer's line 46 question, the trainer's *ok* in line 48 does not do the expected assessment and, in Pomerantz's terms, S3 pursues a response. This comes with the heavily stressed *yes + uh huh* in line 51. Because the trainer's line 51 IRT is so focused on prior turn, and not doing topic shift
In lines 53-60, the trainer establishes what sorts of receptive process are involved in discovery. The use of a series of formulations in response to trainee offerings points to another sequential feature of assessments in this institutional context. In sequential slots where gist repetition formulations are relevant, IRTs are not required; formulations do their work for them.

A further example of ok + formulation occurs in line 66, this time with ok marking the looked for response, although it seems that when they were interrupted in line 65, the trainer was moving to a 'they've done all this' preamble to a 'so now what' question.

Trainee responses to the 'what next' question in lines 68-70 are met by disguised trainer repair in line 71. In lines 74-76, the yeh.....right bookended assessment turn is arguably a version of Seedhouse's mitigated repair, where you accept a 'wrong answer' before going on to provide the right one. The trainer wants to get from trainees the second possible part of the language focus stage in a TBL lesson, where learners practice or produce the language they didn't (or got wrong) in the task but have noticed following it. S5's 'with little tests', in line 73 is effectively going off the topic and training task of describing a methodological procedure. We might suppose that having attended to face work, the trainer would go on to do the repair in the further talk turn space following right. But S6 intervenes in line 77 with their statement which is treated as a question by the trainer's strong assessment commentary 'ah good question', followed by a pro-form upshot formulation (another procedural vocabulary as formulation example) pointing back to line 77, and then forward in line 78-79 to the next topic.

Let us return to the questions about assessment tokens posed at the beginning of this section and suggest some answers based on the case study of 5.15.
1. **Assessment tokens in trainer talk are accompanied by further talk**

The only instances of a freestanding response token are produced by trainees at lines 24, 32, 35, 39, 43 and 44 to mark 2nd pair part agreement with a trainer first pair part. The only freestanding trainer response token - *ok* - occurs in line 48 but the trainee's pursuit of a recognisable assessment reponse, marks this acknowledgement *ok* in an assessment spot as accountable. An assessment token needs company in its third turn slot to signal its assessment work.

2. **The further talk is normally a so- and/or pro-form-prefaced formulation**

The formulation looks backwards to embody the gist or upshot of what has been assessed and forwards to the next step in the topic line or next topic. As in ordinary conversation, some response tokens are a signal of topic and speaker shift but the particularity of the further talk that accompanies yes and ok in third turns, always produced by 1st turn speaker are a marker of institutionality here.

3. **OK is functionally more varied than Yes for assessments**

Yes is only product-focused while *ok* is both product and process-focused. Yes + formulation is saying 'I agree with your understanding' - and this is what you said or is implied by it. The *ok* + token in line 21 can be glossed as saying something like 'yes, you understand me and what I'm doing'.

4. **'Strong' assessment tokens don't always appear in a 3rd turn slot and might be doing different kinds of assessment work.**

The only example of a 'strong' assessment token comes at the end of the sequence with the trainer's 'ah good question' + upshot formulation following a trainee intervention. The reason that it is a good question is not addressed to the content but to its production at this point in the sequence. It enables the trainer to move on to the next task/topic on the agenda, the differences between TBL and other methodological options for presenting language. As with *ok*, there is an emphasis on process.
If we look again at 4.1, 4.2 and 4.4 (a companion deferred input in a series to 5.15) there is further evidence to bear out the observations on assessment tokens in 5.15. In 4.1, in line 10 yes + formulation does an assessment of the preceding turn while moving the topic on to the next line of topic development. In 4.2, the trainer’s assessment token that’s right, followed by a pro-form prefaced (they, it) formulation in lines 10-12, and a so-prefaced recast in 15-16 following the trainee intervention does assessment and topic shift. In 4.4, we have the following assessment tokens:

- line 15 - repetition + gist formulation
- line 22 - ok + gist formulation (here doing the same product-focused work as yes/that's right/right)
- line 26 - yes + upshot formulation (and & pro-form prefaced upshot formulation)
- line 44 - ok + gist formulation

All of these assessments ratify what has gone before in the trainer framed interaction context and shift the topic to the next stage of the sequence, on the trainer's sequential terms. They also further exemplify the core compositional and sequential features of assessments in trainer talk.

- They appear in 3rd turn in following a question/answer two part turn and are done by the trainer.
- The further talk that accompanies them is a trainer formulation, which looks back to the trainee turn but forward to a new topic, to another aspect of current topic, or is a pre-closing for the sequence.
- Sequential context does not affect the form of the token produced, but exploratory contexts, exposed or embedded, where the trainer's work of shaping and refining trainee ideas in professional terms is a pedagogic focus, will influence the extent of the recasting and interpretive work that formulations do, as I noted in Section 5.3.

All these extracts do, however, highlight a leading question to explore, which in turn will take us to consider assessments and a trainer’s institutional identity. Are there 'strong' assessments in training classrooms, in the sense of praising trainee ideas? Extracts 5.16-5.20 contain examples of one strong assessment token, exactly.
Extracts 5.16, 5.17 and 5.18 come from a series of expository (with embedded exploratory) sequences, where the trainer and trainees look at a video of learners talking about how they prefer to be corrected. The trainer has asked trainees to watch the video right through and work in pairs to decide what mistakes learners made and what were the reasons for the mistakes. Extract 5.19 comes from the TBL session and a deferred input expository sequence where the trainees and trainer are describing and recording stages and steps in a TBL lesson.

The only canonical example of an exactly assessment token + formulation in 3rd turn spot comes in 5.19. In the other three extracts this is not the case. In 5.16, while the exactly + gist and upshot formulations is compositionally regular, its sequential position is not in 3rd turn following a response to a trainer question. The 3rd turn assessment here has been done on S1's response in lines 3-6. S3’s contribution in line 9 is an add-on and the trainer's overlapping that's right in line 10 is upgraded in line 11's exactly to be followed by a formulation update. In line 5.17, again the trainer's 3rd turn assessment token + formulation has occurred earlier, but this time, S1's but-prefaced turn is more like repair than an add-on, but gets exactly + formulations nevertheless in lines 9-13. In 5.18, the trainer's potential assessment token + formulation is interrupted by S2 and S4 and so must wait until line 14, with the formulation delayed by S2’s turn.

I want to take the trainer’s 'I was going to say that' in line 14 as a pointer to the functioning of exactly in these and other, commonly, deferred input expository sequences. In 5.16, 5.17, 5.18, S3 (with 'phonological' enabling the trainer to contrast this with grammatical), S1 (pointing out that the learner makes the same mistake with different verbs, so it isn't a native speaker mistake) and S4 (the same sound at the beginning of the following word) are effectively articulating the unsaid, but it is what has been unsaid by the trainer in their formulations. Trainees are repairing omissions, doing the trainer's work for them. These are things that the trainer was going to say but didn't. In the normal 3rd turn spot in 5.19, the exactly is arguably doing the same kind of work. But instead of being heard to mean 'this is what I wanted to say and didn't', we might hear exactly here as 'this is what I wanted you to say and you did', with the choice of exactly possibly emphasizing the importance of the assessed item to the formulation of deferred input to come.
5.16
01 T (15.0) ((plays and pauses))
02 S1 I prefer being correct.
03 T right. (1.0) again it’s a bit more complicated isn’t it than that. because it
04 T sounds a little bit to me like I prefer to be correct-t-t. you know kind of as
05 T though there might be something else but he hasn’t got the correct id. he
06 T hasn’t got the kind of ID.
07 S2 mmmm.
08 T you know he’s kind of-
09 S3 yes is it phonological [(mistake in)] the final consonant.
10 T that’s right .
11 T exactly. so he may be, just just listen to it once more. but I suspect there
12 T is some kind of you know some little thing there but he hasn’t got the ID.
13 T is the is the clear thing so it may be phonological more than grammatical.
14 T and so if the teacher responds by going through the grammar of the past
15 T tense, you’re not responding to his problems correctly.

5.17
01 T that’s right. so what he did is what lots of native speakers might do.
02 S1 mm.
03 T yeh I don’t know what’s the problem. (..)[ yeh
04 S1 [but he (mentions it later) on he
05 S1 does the same mistake. and he’s using a different verb from the verb to
06 S1 be. [and ]that’s a mistake that native speakers don’t
07 T [right]
08 S1 make=
09 T =right right exactly. so so that’s an interesting point isn’t it because it
10 T means that first of all we might say oh that’s okay lots of native speakers
11 T say that. but then he does it with another verb which native speakers
12 T wouldn’t do with it. so he doesn’t do it for the same reasons that native
13 T speakers do it.
5.18
01 T what you can’t focus on is everything so what are you going to focus on.
02 T let’s just listen to it again and see if it’s my mind or my ear. ((T rewinds
03 T video and plays the utterance again)) what do you think.
04 S1 mm.
05 S2 I think he’s pronouncing it but he’s but he’s got the –ing there it’s just kind
06 S2 of he-he bites it-
07 T [yes, yes-]
08 S3 [mm
09 S2 [it’s kind of-
10 S4 [(it’s also to do with) the next word after it is ‘and’, so there’s a similar
11 S4 [kind (xxxxxx) similar kind of sounds so it’s (obviously the
12 T [yeh yeh yeh
13 S4 slurring again)
14 T it-exactly. I was going to say that yeh. maybe [your slurring ]
15 S2 [ (xxxxxxxxxxx)
16 T yeh that’s right, yeh yeh. (2.0) and I mean, one can only discover some of
17 T these things, whether he in his subconscious or even in his conscious mind,
18 T whether he actually has identified a strategy. if I talk fairly fast and slur
19 T things a little bit, you know I sound better.

5.19
01 T so there was like a what=
02 S1 =presentation
03 T =a public presentation, right? why do you think it had to be done like that.
04 T and that’s important for the planning, I mean the report was public. mm
05 T hmm, why?
06 S2 because it encourages you to write properly, because if all the class is
07 S2 going to listen, you don’t want to be the dumb group that doesn’t write
08 S2 well.
09 T exactly. so, the planning is important because they are planning for a
10 T formal presentation. ok?
5.20
01 T ok. all that they know so far, right, hopefully the new structure as well but
02 T all that they know so far. mm hmm (.) now, think of this. (1.0) you start
03 T with that-
04 S1 and after what you know you add what you discover
05 T exactly. uh huh. so, we're looking at a different way of doing things. uh
06 T huh. I'm not saying this is better than the other or use it, I'm just saying
07 T this is just a different way of doing things..

In 5.20 S1's completion of the trainer's assessment ok + formulation articulates what the trainer was going to say and gets an exactly and a sequence concluding formulation which looks back some sequential distance. Again, the trainee is taking words out of the trainer's mouth.

In ordinary conversation, 'well said' is praise for the quality of what has been said, both for the sentiments or ideas that are expressed and the way in which they are expressed. We might view exactly as the training classroom equivalent. But its institutionality is evidenced in 'praise' being directed at when something has been said and the ideas that it expresses in its sequential location. Note, then, that with respect to this second element, we are not talking of the quality of the content (how good it is), but its identity (what it is). The assessment-formulation link is important in understanding this distinction. The formulations following assessments embody what has been said and will often say it somewhat differently, putting trainee contributions into the trainer's words and typically into a more appropriate professional form. In 5.19, the trainee has produced what was wanted by the trainer, raw materials for the formulation in terms of when and what; the formulation does the necessary further work of translating S2's trainee-as-learner voicing into a trainee designed (for notetaking, recording) upshot formulation. In 5.16, 5.17, 5.18 and 5.20 trainees contributions are not produced in the right sequential space but they are relevant in terms of what is being said, in that it is something that the trainer wanted to say or 'was going to say' in their formulations. Exactly (what I...was going to say/what I thought/what was wanted/what I wanted) is perhaps a more accurate representation of this assessment token.
5.21

01 T  now, isn’t that what we want really in a presentation? in a PPP? we want
02 T  hopefully they will notice how the language works, but since we are not sure
03 T  we tell them. this is how it works and here’s the exercise and er-
04 T  yes because this is the use of English, it’s not a er grammar structure
05 S1 presentation.
06 S1 ok, ok, fair enough. good. good. now um, have they produced?

5.22

01 T  I mean do- do you need a PPP er-you know a presentation practice and then
02 T  production lesson first, y’know, and then do this?
03 SS //no//= 
04 T  (Name) ? yes, no?
05 S1 oh, I I think that it can be a possibility to introduce a new er new tense a
06 S1 new structure. and er if you do that, they notice the different structures,
07 S1 they’re going to say oh we need to learn this structure. so er first of all you
08 S1 are introducing them the use and then the structure.
09 T  I swear to God Simon I didn’t train them. (1.0) they are brilliant today, just
10 T  brilliant.

Alternative 'strong' assessment tokens in those slots might have been well spotted (in 
5.16 and 5.17) good point or even well said (in 5.18). The organisational and sequential focus of a 'strong assessment' token like exactly argues for assessment doing different work here. This is reinforced if we look at how other 'strong assessments' are used.
Extract 5.21 is part of a sequence which follows on from 5.15 and is towards the end of the discussion about whether a task based approach presents language in the traditionally understood sense. The trainer's *now*-underlined formulation of the discussion is is interrupted by S1, but their response in lines 5-6 to the trainer's rhetorical question is redundant. More importantly, it is a potential repairable, as it suggests that S1 has not understood the trainer's point that TBL is not so different from PPP in that it helps students notice how language works. The two approaches are different ways of doing the same thing - telling students. The trainer's *ok ok* chooses to ignore this and seems to be doing face work through it's 'yes, you could put it that way' intonation. The *good good* that follows is an assessment of the sequence and its successful outcome and signals a move to the next topic line.

In 5.22, which comes at the beginning of the same sequence, we see the strong assessment token *brilliant* in lines 9 and 10 being produced not for the trainees but for the observer; and not for an individual trainee but for the group. Its delivery to someone other than the speaker of the assessable is the only seeming difference from Antaki et al's (2000) high grade assessments in survey interviews being directed at successful completion of a segment of the interview rather than at what a respondent has said.

**Assessments and Identity**

The compositional and sequential features of assessments I have described underline the dominant situational identity of expert/knower on the part of the trainer. They are the people who do assessments and in third turn following a trainee response. The formulations that invariably accompany the variable assessment response tokens serve to identify them as assessments in this context but also to indicate what exactly is being assessed.

The sequential placement and formulatory accompaniment of 'strong assessment' tokens points to a heavily process and organisation focus of assessments, and so to the importance of a trainer's *managerial* identity in successful or effective assessments. But more importantly they tell us something about the central place of this component of institutional identity in most aspects of trainer talk.
Seedhouse (1996; 2004) argues that the notable absence of negative evaluations in language classroom form-and-accuracy contexts, the case of the missing 'no', is a reflection of interactional face work, and that this concentration on relational matters is at odds with the pedagogic aim of encouraging learners to make errors or mistakes because they are seen as an important element in learning. In the training classroom, we have the case of the missing 'yes', or rather the missing 'good', excellent', 'well done', good point', 'original idea', etc, certainly in its commonly understood conversational sense of a strongly positive assessment. In the training classroom, it seems, assessment is not a relational matter, but an organisational one, directed at marking the stages and closing of a sequential context.

The nature of trainee talk here also contributes to our sense of this organisational function and the trainer's control over what gets said and how it is said. In Goffman's (1981: 144, 145) terms, trainees are viewable as authors of the words heard, in that they have selected the sentiments being expressed and the words in which they are encoded. But in legal as well as Goffman's terms we might say that the trainees are acting for a principal (the trainer), 'someone whose position is established..., whose beliefs have been told, someone who is committed to what the words say.' Indeed, it could be said that trainees are co-authors in that they are selecting or anticipating words their principal would want to use.

Assessment is sequentially focused but its accompanying formulations are not doing the sort of relational work that McCarthy notes they do in conversation.

In all cases, the use of nonminimal responses shows a concern on the part of listeners toward attending to the relational aspects of the conversation as well as performing the necessary feedback functions with which listeners cocreate the discourse with speakers. (McCarthy, 2003: 59)

Seedhouse's missing 'no' is at odds with pedagogic purpose and teacher identity. My missing 'yes' is not, or at least not ostensibly. But it raises the pedagogic issue that in making assessment in the training classroom an organisational affair trainers are not in fact making best use of its possibilities in contributing to teacher training pedagogy.
5 Repair, Formulation and Assessment in Feedback

In this brief concluding section to chapter 5 I want to draw out three important features shared by all three components of feedback in teacher trainer talk.

First, while all three provide feedback to trainees on their contributions, they do so as part of a larger whole, the co-construction of a form of institutional-talk-in-interaction. They contribute to the process of talking the institution (its structures of interaction) into being. Second, all three play different parts in this process. Repair and assessment are what might be termed the dark and the bright sides of assessment and focus on process, while formulations focus on product (see Heritage and Raymond, 2005; Linsdstrom and Mondada, 2009). However, the use of dark and bright is not to refer to affective or affiliative elements in feedback but to its overwhelming concern with organisation of interaction and its sequential imperatives. Feedback in training classroom is stripped bare of the strong affiliative element that is present in conversation. This leads to the third and most important point to arise in the chapter: feedback is part of the larger whole of teacher trainer talk and the organisation-driven construction of all three forms is a reflection of the orientation of participants to the demands of this interactional order and the particularities of the institutional order this orientation is indexing.

Table 3 summarises the main features of the different areas of feedback discussed in chapter 5.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Repair in Interactional Contexts</th>
<th>Expository</th>
<th>Exploratory</th>
<th>Experiential</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Focus</strong></td>
<td>On accurate (deferred input) and appropriate (initial input) professional meanings</td>
<td><strong>Focus</strong></td>
<td>Appropriacy of language and terminology, relevant precision of trainee ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main form</strong></td>
<td>- Other initiated other repair in next turn slot in deferred input - Trainer initiated trainer repair predominates in exploratory or experiential elements of initial input sequences</td>
<td><strong>Main Form</strong></td>
<td>- Trainer initiated trainer repair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Distinctive feature</strong></td>
<td>- Collective rather than individual focus, managed by trainer but done by class in deferred input - mitigated negative evaluation</td>
<td><strong>Distinctive feature</strong></td>
<td>- shaping and refining trainee ideas in the context of professional appropriacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trainer identity</strong></td>
<td>expert/knower, reflector, professional discourse developer</td>
<td><strong>Trainer Identity</strong></td>
<td>- expert/knower, reflector, professional discourse developer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- More emphasis on reflector and discourse developer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formulations</th>
<th>Forms</th>
<th>Sequential Features &amp; Interactional Functions</th>
<th>Trainer Identity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>- Gist, upshot, articulating the unsaid</td>
<td>- Story-so-far in sequence, closing for the record summary - Organizational: establish and record outcomes - Synthetic and interpretive: pull together different contributions - Autocratic rather than consensual Process-oriented:</td>
<td>- Expert/knower, reflector, discourse shaper, collegial (in experiential contexts) and more relational - contrast with decision recorder and decision negotiator roles in other institutional contexts, eg business, medicine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessments</td>
<td>Forms</td>
<td>Sequential Features and Interactional Functions</td>
<td>Trainer Identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Weak assessment tokens: yes, right, that's right, ok, all right</td>
<td>- 3rd turn position following trainer initiation and trainee 2nd turn response</td>
<td>- Strong assessment tokens: exactly, absolutely, good, absolutely right</td>
<td>- Trainers do assessments, so that <strong>expert/knower</strong> identity relevant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Strong assessment tokens: exactly, absolutely, good, absolutely right</td>
<td>- assessments normally accompanied by further talk (formulations)</td>
<td>- Tokens normally accompanied by <em>so</em> and/or <em>pro-form</em> prefixed formulation</td>
<td>- Organizational focus of assessments points to the centrality of trainer's <strong>managerial</strong> identity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Tokens normally accompanied by <em>so</em> and/or <em>pro-form</em> prefixed formulation</td>
<td>- ok addresses both process and product concerns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- strong assessment tokens not always in 3rd turn slots</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- assessments largely organizational not relational, focused on topic development</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- strong assessments mainly address WHEN something is said rather than WHAT is said</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 6  Trainer Talk and Institutional Interaction: Discussion and Conclusions

Part 1  Discussion

1  Institutional Context and Methodology

My study of the institutional talk-in-interaction represented by trainer talk and the way that it organizes training classroom interaction was conducted with two main research questions in mind:

1. What structures of sequential organization relating to trainer talk characterize this form of institutional interaction?

2. How do these structures represent the central activities in this type of setting: building knowledge, enacting and developing relevant professional identities and roles, and at the same time marking wider institutional boundaries and constraints?

In looking for answers to these questions and a description of this variety of talk at work, I have used a methodological approach grounded in Conversation Analysis and its sequential comparison of ordinary conversation and institutional interaction. Drew and Heritage's (1992) comparative definition of institutional talk took its goal/activity orientation as the key element and the adaptation of the interactional procedures of ordinary conversation to serve the needs of institutional activities and the institutional goals they reflected.

This comparative definition was my methodological starting point. However my methodological framework was different in where I looked for my data and in my broader-based theoretical notion of context, which sought to build on CA's bedrock sequential context.

My focus was on what Sarangi and Roberts (1999) have called the backstage of workplace encounters, borrowing Goffman's social life performance metaphor. Their frontstage and backstage corresponds to institutional interaction embodied, on the one hand, in encounters between professionals and clients and, on the other, between and across professional groups (1999: 20). Many of the studies of talk in medical, mediation and management settings gathered in Sarangi and Roberts focused on backstage data. My study of trainer talk in the context of interaction between professionals and professionals in training adds to the body of backstage studies of talk at work.
The methods and procedures of conversation analysis (CA) have been largely aimed at frontstage talk. Heritage's (2004) list of six basic places to probe the institutionality of interaction are all focused on the sequential context of interaction and comparative leverage with OC.

1. Turn-taking organization
2. Overall structural organization of the interaction
3. Sequence organization
4. Turn design
5. Lexical choice
6. Epistemological and other forms of asymmetry

As ten Have (1999: 170) notes, this shopping list is especially useful for students of an institutional interaction that brings professionals and clients together. A focus on the backstage has brought to the methodological frontstage the issue of the extent to which institutional order is entirely discernible in the interactional order. To put it another way can a narrowly focused study of the interactional order do justice to Duranti and Goodwin's (1992) two key dimensions of context:

- language as context - where language and interaction constitute and maintain contexts for talk
- extra-situational context - where the social, historical and cultural factors that have shaped a particular institutional discourse are found

If we accept that context must be approached from the perspective of participants and analysis must concern itself with the methods they use to make sense of and construct a particular context, how far is it necessary to go beyond the interactional context to understand these perspectives?

My study is grounded in a fine-grained analysis of institutional interaction in teacher training classrooms, and so in the interactional order and how it is constructed by participants. Where it breaks relatively new ground methodologically is in its concern with both the sequential organisation of context and the categorisation work of participants that is done in that context - 'categorising activities, knowledge, and, in particular, professional identities within a given professional order' (Sarangi and Roberts, 1999: 25).
Drawing on the work of Harvey Sacks and others into Membership Categorization Analysis (MCA), I have tried to add a (sub) cultural dimension to the sequential focus of CA and in so doing embrace the extra-situational context in this form of institutional talk. At the same time I have tried to add a sometimes neglected dimension to CA's analytic tradition, that of MCA (Silverman, 1998; Benwell and Stokoe, 2006). Analytic insights from membership categorization analysis have been used to link the two sorts of order that are the focus of my research questions: the interactional order and the institutional order. I have used membership categorization to explore the particular institutionality of this form of institutional talk which I have taken to be lodged in the identity-in-interaction of the trainer/educator.

My methodology and my research topic have taken the work of Paul Seedhouse on language classrooms as a starting point and sought to add to it and to other work on institutional interaction, in terms of subject matter and approach.

In this chapter I will first describe the features of this form of institutional interaction that I take to create the 'unique "fingerprint" talked of by Heritage and Greatbatch (1991). This fingerprint is made up of 'specific tasks, identities, constraints on conduct, and relevant inferential procedures that the participants deploy and are oriented to in their interactions with one another' (Heritage, 2004: 225). While doing this, I will suggest how my research has added to or leads to a reconsideration of previous work in applied linguistics, education and, above all, institutional interaction. In Part II of the chapter, I will go on to consider the possible pedagogic applications to teacher training methodology and practice, the methodological strengths and limitations of the study and the pathways for future research it opens up.
2 Trainer Talk

In describing trainer talk, its 'interactional architecture', I see my description as adding two important elements to Seedhouse's (2004) description of language classrooms:

1. Sequence organisation to sequential organisation: Seedhouse focuses in the main on the first level while I have focused on both.
2. Varieties of identity to situational identity: Seedhouse and other work on institutional interaction has largely worked with default identities (teacher-student, interviewer-politician, talk show host-caller, counsel-witness, for example) while I have tried to distinguish the various situational identities of the trainer and their relation to the different contexts of interaction, and so to training pedagogy.

My three interactional contexts (the turn and topic based sequential organization of trainer talk), expository, exploratory and experiential are the defining elements in this institutional talk-in-interaction. They provide the outer frame for the task and identity orientation that do institutional work within them (sequence organisation and the institutional categories that are oriented to in the process). In contrast to Seedhouse's three key interactional contexts (form-and-accuracy, meaning-and-fluency and task-oriented), the focus is on topic rather than language. The nature of feedback in these contexts still marks a training classroom concern with how things are said, but in the service of a different overriding pedagogic goal, which is not learning a language but learning how to teach one. I will now explain why these three sequential contexts are foundational before going on to describe the relationship between them.

2.1 Expository Contexts

In expository contexts the pedagogic focus is on giving or getting methodological or linguistic facts and ideas and as in Seedhouse's language classroom, there is a close relationship between this pedagogic focus and turn-taking and sequence organization.
**Sequential Organization**

Topic and turn-taking are the twin features of sequential organization (Schegloff and Sacks, 1973). In expository contexts, the pedagogic focus on the transmission and recording of methodological and linguistic concepts and procedures, leads to the trainer's complete control of topic initiation. This compares with OC, where work is required to warrant legitimate topic initiation. Here, as in other institutional contexts, agenda and topic setting are in the hands of one person (Button, 1988/1989).

Unlike OC and some other informal, backstage institutional talk (IT) - business for example - the trainer also controls topic development. Of the interactional asymmetries noted as a characteristic feature of institutional interaction by Drew and Heritage (1992) and Heritage (2004), in expository contexts the respective knowledge states of trainer and trainees do most to shape sequential organisation. How much the trainees are taken to know will normally determine the choice of initial input or deferred input options. But we have seen that in both cases the trainer can and does control how a sequence is played out.

If the trainer has not already set the topic agenda, then a topic will be 'proffered' by them to trainees. In OC, topic proffering sequences are recipient-oriented, with the recipient treated as in the epistemic driving seat and as able to 'embrace or reject the topic', although the preference is that they will 'buy into' and expand it (Schegloff, 2007: 170-172). In trainer talk, topic-proffering in expository sequences is speaker-oriented, with trainees not in a position to accept or decline, or decide how much or how little to say. The question of what counts as relevant topic knowledge, how much is displayed and when is solely in the hands of the trainer. This control of the trainer over topic decisions is absolute. However, the tasks being done in expository contexts will also influence how much trainees contribute to input and I will come back to this in talking of sequence organisation.
Formulations are important in expository contexts, to summarize and close them but also, if they are extended (as in deferred input), to label the stages. In expository contexts, gist formulations are more frequent, and mark the organizational focus, looking back at the story so far. As with openings, closings do not require interactional work in expository contexts. The trainer decides when sequences and topics are closed, and these are normally marked by formulations and ok topic close signals (Schegloff and Sacks, 1973).

Moving from topic to turn-taking, questions, elicits and staging and closing formulations make this turn-taking context not so different from Seedhouse's language classrooms and other institutional settings, where the institutional representative occupies an incommensurate number of particular turn types. The kinds of task and deferred v initial input are the most significant variables here, but the occupation by the trainer of initiating turns in a sequence is generally unvaried in expository sequences.

Turn-taking here is in the service of pedagogic facts, the basic raw materials of learning to teach - whether facts about language or teaching and learning. The trainer may choose to loosen control, as we saw, for example, in 4.5 and 4.8, where the trainer switched contexts, but it was in the trainer's election whether or not to do so, what kinds of turn design to employ. We can therefore add turn-taking context to turn-taking as an important element in the trainer's control of sequential organization in expository contexts. This will have implications for training pedagogy, as we shall see in the second part of this chapter.

Asymmetries of participation are a consequence of this turn-taking control in expository contexts but we need to be careful about too easy dichotomies between the symmetries of conversation and the asymmetries of institutional talk, and too easy equation of asymmetry in one kind of institutional talk with that of others. Robinson (2001), Stivers and Heritage (2001) and Heritage (2004) have warned against oversimplifying distinctions between OC and IT. Conversation is as likely to have substantial asymmetries of participation as institutional occasions. What is important here, as Heritage (2004) points out, is that asymmetry in conversation is not tied ' to any particular set of social roles, identities, or tasks'. In contrast in much institutional talk there is a close relationship between tasks and identities and discursive rights and obligations (p237).
This leads to my second point concerning the danger of assuming asymmetry is the same in different kinds of institutional talk. As I noted in Chapter 2 when discussing Drew and Heritage’s definition of institutional talk, the heavy reliance on frontstage, professional-client encounters makes for a skewed view of the kinds of asymmetry that are important and how they can be institutionally particular.

Recall the four main kinds of interactional asymmetry noted by Drew and Heritage (1992) and Heritage (2004)

- participation
- interactional and institutional know-how
- knowledge
- rights of access to knowledge

The asymmetries of participation in evidence in trainer talk expository contexts, the control over topic initiation and shaping might lead us to assume that it is asymmetry of knowledge that underlies the asymmetry of participation in evidence. The 'functionally specialized, and superior knowledge bases can impart a specific expert authority' to claims in a given knowledge domain (Heritage, 2004: 239). But the backstage, professional-professional-in-training nature of this institutional context makes for a different epistemological outlook: there is not the caution of other professional settings (Drew and Heritage, 1992; Heritage, 2004). In expository contexts the interactional enactment of the expert and theorist elements in the trainer's pedagogic identity requires displaying rather than withholding knowledge. Moreover, knowledge displays in expository contexts are not just in the trainer's control. In deferred input sequences, trainee display of knowledge is relevant to the pedagogic focus.

If we accept the notion that teaching does not necessarily equate with learning (Nunan, 1987), then expository contexts are important places for this learning to happen. Trainer talk in these contexts can be equated with Wallace's (1991) expert, external knowledge. However, input is interactionally accomplished and requires uptake. The other side of the interactional coin from the trainer displaying knowledge is that the trainees too should do this, and be encouraged to do so. The overarching pedagogic purpose is learning to teach, or developing teaching knowledge and skills. This requires trainees to develop and display knowledge and learn to do this in distinctive, institutionally specific ways. There is not the all-or-nothing quality of the withholding and displaying of knowledge we find in other institutional talk. Knowledge (and rights of access to it) is not one participant's resource for controlling interaction
displays. While the asymmetries in evidence in training classrooms are institutionally distinctive, this is because they are a reflection of the pedagogic focus and the particular institutional identities in play.

Having said this, in pedagogic terms the trainer's absolute control over turn-taking means that trainee knowledge displays depend on a benevolent dictatorship for turn space: relevance, quantity and location are all controlled by the trainer. Again the relative distribution of knowledge displays allowed by the trainer in expository contexts has connections to pedagogy.

Sequence Organization: Tasks and Identity

Definitions, classifications, descriptions (of language concepts or teaching procedures - strategies and techniques) are the kinds of task encountered in expository contexts. Some tasks are bigger (in sequential terms) than others (see deferred input in a series).

In expository contexts, teller, ratifier and summariser are key discourse identities which point to the wider situational pedagogic identity of expert/knower (see Doecke, 2004; Smith, 2005; Loughran and Berry, 2005; Robinson and McMillan, 2005). However, it is clear that an important part of the trainer's identity, as in the language classroom, is managing interaction. In all three contexts of trainer talk, the concerns of the architecture of intersubjectivity (Heritage, 1984) so central to conversation are equally in play.

Whatever the sequential activity, the trainer's process marking and product wrapping role remain constants. The managerial and organizational focus predominates in expository contexts with gist formulations key tools. The action implication upshots of other institutional contexts, such as medicine and business, are not present. Assessments are as likely to be on successful closure as on the quality of trainee contributions.
Feedback is the other side of the trainer's interactional input and it generally underpins the transmissional rather than reflective approach to pedagogy. The organization of repair in expository contexts is focused on the accuracy and rationality of professional meaning, as opposed to the accuracy of form of its language classroom counterpart. But most of the strategies for mitigating negative evaluations are of the type noted by Seedhouse for avoiding direct negative evaluation in form-and-accuracy contexts in language classrooms (2004: 164 et seq). So we may assume that while repair is largely organized to focus on content, there are also affective concerns.

Something else about repair in expository contexts sets it apart from OC and from language classrooms, and this is its predominantly OIOR trajectory. In training classroom expository contexts, repair moves away from individual to collective noticing. In language classrooms the predominance of OISR trajectories is related to SLA concerns of individual noticings. In training classrooms, the important noticing is done by the class, and so WHO does it is not so important, nor is the recasting in appropriate terms of an intial learner /trainee formulation. Allied to the greater asymmetries of knowledge (of ideas, the language in which to express them, the contexts in which to consider and reflect on them) in initial input, repair here is not a collective enterprise; it is 'owned' by the trainer. And in this, it is more an extension than a correction of input.

Feedback in expository contexts indexes their sequential frames. If repair in deferred input sequences typically focuses on professional accuracy, in initial input sequences the focus is on professional appropriacy. A trainer's institutional identity in both embraces elements of the pedagogic (expert and knower, reflector) and the linguistic (discourse developer).

The sequential context and location of formulations in training classroom talk also ties them closely to tasks and identity. The trainer is not a decision recorder (as in meetings) or a decision negotiator (as in doctor-patient interviews). In the former, the absence of agreement signals the accuracy and inclusiveness of the formulation; in the latter, the presence of agreement signals the patient's acceptance of a diagnosis or treatment recommendation. A trainer needs accurately and appropriately to represent in professional terms trainee contributions. Because there is an asymmetry of knowledge in play, acceptance of a trainer formulation is not required, either as stories-so-far, or as pre-closings. The conduit role of a meeting chairman is underlined by the next turn initiation of a new topic by a participant rather than the chairman (Barnes, 2007). The autocratic, organizational and interpretive role of the trainer is
It is noteworthy that in a context where one might expect displays of theoretical knowledge - references to readings, linguists and methodologists - these are largely absent. This infrequent display of 'theoretical' knowledge on the part of the trainer indexes a prioritising of managerial over expert/knower identity, even in a context where one might expect a predominance of the former over the latter. It is the trainer's identity as knowledgeable teacher that is more important for doing being knowledgeable. In this kind of learner-centredness, language teacher trainers appear to be meeting the same kinds of expectations of teacher trainees from other subject areas (Smith, 2005; Robinson and McMillan, 2006).

Researchers on teacher educator identity in ELT (Wallace, 1991) and in education (see chapter 2) have posited a reflective/constructivist model of teacher educator identity. Expository contexts are the default contexts for teacher talk in training classrooms, yet evidence little of this reflective model, not at least in the organization of interaction or the identities that are displayed. But we have also seen that the control over sequential and sequence organization exercised by the trainer can also be loosened, to open out sequences into exploratory and experiential contexts. While expository contexts are important in providing the external transmissive input of Wallace's reflective model, it is clear that they do much more varied work and have the capability of providing a scaffold for all varieties of interaction (cf Seedhouse, 2004: 219 et seq). The possibilities of different forms of language use (Perakyla, 2004) occurring in expository contexts in trainer talk make them a flexible and adaptable pedagogic frame.

2.2 Exploratory Contexts

There are some parallels with Seedhouse's Task-Oriented Contexts here, but they take place in whole class interaction and the trainer remains in control of feedback. In exploratory contexts, the focus is on the trainees and on their views and opinions, largely based on experience.
**Sequential Organisation**

In terms of the topic, while the selection remains in the trainer's control, the focus is not on what trainers think or know, but what trainees know and think. The ideas come from trainees, with the trainer prompting helping them to express them. Topic initiation is with the trainer, but topic development is with the trainees, helped by the trainer. While trainers usually have ideas about the questions they pose, there is not such a significant asymmetry of knowledge as in expository contexts. The input will frequently be the trainees' experiential knowledge. Trainer formulations here are important, because they shape trainee experiential talk in professional language terms.

The closer relation to the anyone-and-anything goes nature of OC is apparent in exploratory contexts. There are a greater number of trainee self-nomination turns and recipiency markers from trainers. Trainer formulations in these contexts, while serving the same organizational function of expository contexts are much more focused on shaping this reflected-on experiential knowledge for professional purposes.

Despite the significant role of trainees in the development of topic in exploratory contexts, its initiation as well as its closing remain in the trainer's hands, and so we are still some way from the sequential organization of OC. The negotiation of openings, changes and closings of topic that are a part of the interactional architecture of conversation are not present here. The channelling of contributions through the trainer rather than between trainees underlines the centrality of the trainer's floor management function to this and other contexts of trainer talk. The still significant control over topic and turn-taking is underscored in the greater frequency of embedded exploratory contexts over exposed in the data. It is also present in turn design features, with the continuing dominance of trainer questions in initiating three-turn sequences and trainer occupancy of the 3rd turn slot. However, these questions are not of the known-information, display questions found in more formal classroom settings, or in language classrooms (Sinclair and Coulthard, 1975; Mehan, 1979; van Lier, 1996). They are closer to information questions in their elicitation of Information that is known to trainees not the trainer (although the trainer will have their own teacher's view). The third turn slot is not an evaluation but an extension and/or formulation of the trainee's ideas.
**Sequence Organisation: Tasks and Identity**

The kinds of task that are done in exploratory contexts are similar to those in expository, centering on teaching strategies and procedures, problem-solution case studies, concepts and ideas. However, exploratory tasks largely focus on methodology, because this is the larger component of a course and trainees can draw on experiential knowledge in the task discussion. Moreover the sorts of so called consciousness-raising tasks on language in training classrooms are effectively deferred input expository tasks in that the information being sought is known-in-advance to the trainer. Extract 4.7 was a little different in this respect in that the question on similarities and differences between the organisation of words in the mind and in a dictionary allowed for different answers, particularly concerning the nature of the ordering of words in the mind.

If the expert and knower and transmitter of information are to the fore in expository contexts, it is the **reflector** and **professional discourse modeller** identities that are the predominant activity-bound categories in exploratory contexts. In the language awareness and, most frequently, teaching procedure tasks that are the subject of exploratory contexts, rather than professional accuracy, the trainer's role is focused on professional appropriacy, helping trainees to express ideas, translate experiential knowledge into professional frameworks. Unlike expository contexts these ideas are not thought-in-advance information (perhaps by the trainer, but not the trainees). They are developed in interaction and so play an important part in the reconstructing of practice that Freeman (1991; 1996) talks about.

In exploratory contexts, trainer identities in play mirror those of online forum discussion moderators (see Benwell and Stokoe, 2006: ch 7). Trainee ideas provide the contributions and the job of the trainer is to prompt contributions, weave and summarise them. Trainer formulations will often often recast trainee ideas into a more appropriate professional register or make connections to a wider pedagogic context.
This interpreting and enabling role in exploratory contexts is central to a trainer's situational identity and embodies two main elements. First is the modelling of language to talk about teaching and learning. This reflection could be on their own experience or that of the trainees. This is the linguistic and interpretive element in a trainer's identity in this context. Second is the enabling element, leading trainees to articulate and put forward ideas of their own, a key component of the trainer's pedagogic identity.

Feedback

In exploratory contexts the trainer's deployment of forms of feedback is central to the pedagogic aim of enabling trainees to draw on their experience in shaping their own 'theories-from-practice', and to the enacting of the two main elements of the trainer's reflector role in exploratory contexts I have distinguished. Repair invites clarification, reformulating trainee contributions for relevant precision, or articulation of the unsaid. The close relation of assessments to formulations is embodied in the massively present assessment token + so-prefaced formulation. The nature of this relationship is marked here. Assessments are rarely directed at the content of what has been said, but serve as interactional bridges to the formulations which shape and refine trainee ideas.

Unlike Seedhouse's meaning-and-fluency contexts, repair is not significantly closer to conversational practice with a focus on getting the message across and mutual understanding. Repair in exploratory contexts is not concerned with what is said, but with how it is said. Importantly, ideas are less important than the language that is used to describe and interpret teaching and learning processes.
One aspect of feedback that marks exploratory contexts is the greater focus on the individual rather than the collective, at least when we examine in-sequence repair. The forms of feedback are organised to operate on individual contributions in-sequence. As in other training settings (see Loughran and Berry, 2005) the focus is on uncovering a trainee's experiential-based knowledge or views on a topic, and helping them to think about how this fits into a professional as well as a personal frame. On the other hand, end of sequence formulations in expository and exploratory contexts are both collectively designed, to integrate and officially record for the class individual contributions. Like expository sequences, formulations that close exploratory sequences are frequently collective in their sources of information and ideas, and in their design as for-the-record trainer shapings of trainee inputs (see Lee, 2007 on collective displays of information in third turn slots in language classrooms).

In both expository and exploratory contexts the last word is with the trainer and this will typically look back on what has been said rather than forward to what has to be done, in contrast to other institutional contexts (see Garafanga and Britten, 2004; Barnes, 2007).

Summary

In sum, I have noted that the trainer's enabling role in trainee explicating of experience in exploratory contexts is synthetic, pulling things together. However, while one consequence is that participation structures display less interactional asymmetries than in expository contexts, the trainer is still in control of openings and topic initiation (there are few trainee initiations of exploratory topics in the data), topic development (through questions, repair clarifications, staging summaries) and closing (summary formulations). In exploratory sequences the trainees are 'set free' sequentially, but not in the way that Seedhouse's language learners are in Meaning-and-Fluency contexts. Developing fluency and communicative competence is not the pedagogic purpose here.
The trainer's control over how exploratory contexts open, develop and close mark their situational identity and its linguistic and pedagogic focus on enabling trainees to articulate conceptions of practice. But while the pedagogic focus is to work with ideas, there is a continuing focus on (professional) form in the expression of meanings. Moreover, enabling the expression of these meanings involves attention to building, developing and closing the contexts in which they are expressed. The trainer control over the levels of sequence organisation does not make the successful talking of institutionality into being necessarily any easier or less complex than in conversation. The managerial and organizational aspects of a trainer's pedagogic identity are necessary to the shaping and organizing the sequences in which trainee ideas can then be taken and shaped.

2.3 Experiential Contexts

In experiential contexts, trainers invite trainees to talk about and share experiences and views on a particular topic, most typically relating to some aspect of teaching and learning, as with the topics of exploratory contexts.

Sequential Organization

Here as elsewhere, the trainer introduces the topic. This can be through asking trainees to work in pairs or groups to share these experiences and then report back, or through the asking of questions or inviting of comments in an expository sequence, typically an initial input type, with the embedded experiential context coming in the slot following the input.

There are two distinctive features of topic and turn-taking in experiential contexts which on the one hand take them closer to conversation, while on the other marking out a training classroom as a particular type of institutional talk.

The sort of topic proffering that is done in experiential sequences is much closer to conversation than in either of the others. This time the topic is indeed recipient-oriented and in many respects the trainer 1st turn proffer fits Schegloff's description:
The topic may concern something which is specifically, differentially, or even exclusively within the recipient's experience, or on which their view has special weight or authority. In that regard, the projected topic-talking sequence, if it does in fact develop from the proffer, will be one in which the recipient is likely to carry the burden of the talking - either because they are the only ones who could do so, or because they are the ones who properly do so. (2007: 170)

In experiential contexts, it is up to the trainee(s) whether they in fact choose to respond to the proffer, let alone do the preferred expansion following 2nd turn. Nor is there a preference for yes/no type questions that there is in conversation (Raymond, 2003; 2006; Schegloff, 2007), although this may be something that trainers wish to consider in evaluating the extent to which the response is extended. The trainee knowledge state is 'exclusively' within the trainee's experience and their control over the way a topic develops is even more notable than in exploratory contexts. We might say that it is the very same shared-with-OC qualities of topic proffering in experiential contexts that marks them in comparison to the other two contexts.

The second particularity of topic in these contexts is its fragmentation into individual cases or fat moments of experience. I noted in ch 4 the absence here of the building of one topic or the stepwise transition between topics that characterise ordinary conversation. In contrast to conversation a large number of new topic starts (individual trainee experiences) in this type of sequence would be a positive rather than a negative feature (cf Sacks, 1992).

In comparison to exploratory contexts, then, trainer and trainee talk in experiential contexts is additive rather than synthetic; indeed the trainee experience 'drags' the trainer down in the role stack (Woodward, 1991; 1992), from the training classroom to teaching classrooms, with a noticeable impact on identity. Trainer control over topic development and shaping is minimal in terms of the overall sequential organization; experiential contexts are much more dependent on sequence organization within each 'case'. The uniqueness of experience and the aim of verbalising and sharing it means that feedback on trainee contributions is generally absent - repair, assessments and formulations (certainly of record-producing, summative and synthetic variety) do not figure heavily in experiential contexts.
The even greater presence of self-nominating trainee turns, trainer recipiency markers and response to individuals and to their particular experience (as opposed to a concern for making it stand for something in evidence in other contexts) marks the sequential organisation here as closer to ordinary conversation.

**Sequence Organisation, Tasks and Identity**

The experiential focus is entirely on teaching or learning procedures. Discussion is of teaching strategies and procedures, problem-solution case studies. But the way these tasks and sequences are constructed exemplifies *cumulative talk* instead of the *explanatory* we find in exploratory sequences. In experiential sequences, we have the language of the staffroom rather than the training room: vernacular rather than professional.

The trainer's identity is importantly different in experiential sequences, even in those embedded in expository. I have said that in opening the doors to experience, the trainer is importantly handing over the keys to sequential development. And this is because they have stepped down in Woodward's role stack to a *collegial* identity, reflected in their language and relinquishing of control over a sequence's unfolding. However, this collegiality is not the same as the sometimes deployed trainer-as-teacher of exploratory contexts. There they are teachers who think about teaching and model the putting into words. In experiential contexts, the trainer's concern is not with the language that the trainees use to express their experience, but with relating experiences, linking contexts. The sort of repair done in experiential contexts is not on accuracy or appropriacy of language but on synthesizing contexts, relating one kind of experience to another, as a 'senior teacher' might do in a staffroom conversation.
In my discussion of Membership Categorisation Analysis in chapter 2 I noted its two
dimensions of sequence and activity and categories of (sub) cultural understandings.
The writing on trainer identities in education (Doecke, 2004; Smith, 2005; Korthagen,
2004; Korthagen, Russell and Loughran, 2006; Robinson and Mcmillan, 2006; Watson,
2006) suggests that an important part of a trainer’s interpersonal identity is the fellow
teacher and colleague, at least for trainees. I would argue that this largely staffroom-
based identity is in evidence in experiential sequences, marked by the absence of
organizational or feedback concerns that are present in other sequences. The trainer is
one of us, another teacher, with their own stories to tell. Rapport and credibility in
training classrooms are arguably dependent on the sequential and lexical doing of this
identity we find in experiential contexts.

Summary

Trainer talk in experiential contexts is unique in terms of both levels of sequence
organization and the identities displayed there. Topic control is absent; feedback is
absent; the prominence of managerial identities in expository and exploratory
contexts is considerably diminished here. The additive, interpersonal and collegial
case approach of trainers to trainee experience brings them closer to conversation in
experiential contexts than in any others. Experiential contexts also bring trainers
closer to an important element of their situational identity.

Whatever we may think about what it is to be an ordinary person in the
world, an initial shift is not to think of an 'ordinary person' as some person,
but as somebody having as their job, as their constant preoccupation,
doing 'being ordinary'. It's not that somebody is ordinary, it's perhaps that
that's what their business is. And it takes work, as any other business
does.... that is the way somebody constitutes themselves, and, in effect, a
job they do on themselves. They and the people around them may be
coordinatively engaged in assuring that each of them are ordinary persons,
and that can then be a job that they undertake together, to achieve that
each of them, together, are ordinary persons.... We can see then that it's a
job. You have to know what anybody/everybody is doing; doing ordinarily.
And you have to have that available to do.
(Sacks, Part IV, 216-217)
In my view, this 'ordinary person' identity is important to the overall institutional goal of helping teachers learn how to teach a language. Sacks goes on to discuss people who don't have being ordinary available to do, and must therefore specialise in some way (he uses the example of prisoners). The trainer is not, in fact should not be behind institutional bars, locked into their particular, out-of-the-ordinary person. They do being out-of-the-ordinary teachers in expository and exploratory contexts. The symmetries of institutional know-how that are another distinguishing feature of training classroom interaction ensure that doing being out-of-the-ordinary in such contexts is not something that is noteworthy or sanctionable, but expected and accepted as the work of these contexts. What is important here is that the trainer does in fact have doing being ordinary available in this institutional context (in comparison with other more formal settings, including classrooms), and that experiential sequences are where they can draw on this availability, this second language. Trainers don't remain above the action, they join in.

I want to return to this point when I look at the relationships between the three sequences and the institutionally related work they combine to do. The crucial question to arise is whether this exchanging of stories (about work) makes experiential contexts important in pedagogic terms. I return to this when I look at pedagogic implications.

2.4 Interactional Contexts and Institutional Talk in Training Classrooms

How do the three contexts relate to each other in terms of doing institutional work, the teaching of how to teach the L2? How do they embody the particular institutionality of trainer talk, its institutional fingerprint? In reviewing work on MCA in chapter 2 I noted that identity is the crucial link between the interaction order and the institutional order. As I said at the beginning of 2.2.3, forms of institutional interaction are created by particular sorts of people doing particular kinds of tasks. Institutionality is effectively co-terminous with institutional identity.
Seedhouse's study located his pedagogic focus in turn-taking and sequence organization with shapes and forms emerging all deriving from a particular pedagogic focus as a component part of teaching the L2 to learners. In all 4 of his sequential contexts, teacher identity was invariable. I have argued that in a training classroom, the different levels of role participation mean that holding identity constant misses important elements of institutionality; in particular it downplays the close relationship between pedagogic goals and being a particular kind of trainer or teacher. Forms of pedagogic identity importantly mediate between purpose and the shapes and forms that enact that purpose. Seedhouse's paradox of pedagogy and interaction in opposition (2004: 175 et seq) is an example of this. A different way of looking at this paradox is to view the avoidance by teachers of direct negative evaluation of learner errors as an indexing of the interpersonal aspects of a teacher's situational identity. In other forms of institutional talk this 'human factor' is not seen as a marker of institutional identity and is more easily classifiable as Zimmerman (1998) does, as transportable and not relevant to institutional tasks and underlying goals. In classrooms of all kinds it arguably is. We should be as careful of one-to-one links between pedagogic purpose-organization of interaction as we are about form-function links in language analysis.

While there are aggregate features we can draw out and assign, teasing out variations of identity can help to discriminate sequential variations that have an import for how we define pedagogic purpose. Because identity embodies both sequential and language phenomena, in this context it is arguably a more reliable index of institutionality.

In his study of 'being the teacher', Richards (2006) noted the way that the introduction of space for a learner's transportable identity (and the commensurate introduction of a teacher's) can have an impact on the discourse produced and on its communicative import. In training classrooms, the trainer's transportable identity as practising teacher and the views and experience from language classrooms that it encapsulates and imports has an equally significant impact on institutional discourse. The nature of the training classroom itself is in part responsible. As I have noted, in the training classroom the choice of stance or role through which identity is voiced is multiplied by 2 in contrast to what is available to the teacher in a language classroom. At one level the trainer is the trainer, talking to trainees as trainees; at the other level, a trainer can move down in the stack talking to trainees as a teacher with trainees as learners (in demonstrative contexts), or more importantly locating their identity in the language classroom (Woodward, 1991: 5).
The other underlying cause for the centrality of this transportable identity lies in what the doing of being a trainer in training classroom contexts involves. I want to consider this question with reference to my three interactional contexts.

**Being the trainer: the trainer as teacher**

In *expository contexts*, we appear to have the most uncomplicated relationship with identity. The **display of expert knowledge, trainer as theorist**, the **transmission of information** (often other people's theories or information), the **feedbacker** on accuracy of professional concepts: all these are components of a trainer's **pedagogic identity** which are assumed to be at a premium in expository contexts; and in important respects they are. However, how are these identities displayed, how are they done?

One linguistic realisation of the expert/knower in expository contexts might be taken to be some reference to the literature and to fellow 'experts'. But this indexing of knowledge and access to it is generally absent. In **4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5**, there is no use of literature to reinforce or support the transmission of information or ideas. The expository repair work of **5.1-5.7** has no external reference. The series of formulations of **5.14** have only one formulation which includes reference to the literature, but interestingly enough it is not deployed to validate formulations or to supply quotes for them, but to note in passing who coined the term 'interlanguage' originally. Moreover, while the trainer is mentioning names he is also telling trainees not to worry too much about remembering them. In **4.2**, mention of Julian Edge is for organizational purposes, tying one expositional sequence to another. The alternating use of inclusive *we* with *you* (the teacher) in **4.1-4.5** signals the trainer's categorial membership of **trainer-as-teacher** and its relational pair of **trainees-as-teachers** (see Drew and Sorjonen, 1997 for lexical choice and institutionality). Linked to the absence of trainer-as-trainer's displays of authority-referenced expert knowledge, it suggests that an important element of trainer identity is linked to being a teacher and so to the teaching classroom as well as the training classroom.
In exploratory contexts, it is not the trainer-as-expert and knower that is important, but the trainer-as-reflector identity that is dominant, with its linguistic element of discourse modeller and its pedagogic focus of helping trainees to articulate experience in professionally appropriate terms. Here, the trainer-as-teacher voicing of this identity is even more central than in expository contexts. Trainee input will typically come from their own experience, and so it is what happens in the language classroom which is the focus for discussion, the trainer's assessments and formulations aimed at helping trainees to reflect on the details of their practical experience and to do this drawing on their own experience, connecting it to the trainees and to the wider institutional context. The trainer's use of Sacks's categorial and proverbial you in 4.8 was an indexing of the trainer-as-teacher that shaped how the reflector identity was enacted. In chapter 4, I noted that this contrasted with the absence of categorial language in 4.7. But in 4.7, the trainer identity is one of fellow language user and (as teacher) analyst (see Edge, 1988) and arguably also part of an importantly professional and institutional transportable identity.

In experiential contexts, we have seen that the collegial, interpersonal element of trainer identity is in play, the trainer as ordinary teacher, just one of you. This can be contrasted with the trainer's not-ordinary teacher of expository and exploratory contexts. In all three contexts, however the category-in-sequence displays of trainer identity are based in the language classroom. Being a trainer is importantly being a trainer-as-teacher, not stepping out of the teaching and learning classroom but building from within it. In chapter 2, I noted the tensions between the teacher educator as knowing-what and knowing-how, knowledge of the subject and knowledge of how to teach it. The two are linked in training pedagogy in addressing questions of how the what is put across. One of the notable findings from educational research on the expectations of trainees concerning important teacher educator skills and competences was that top of the list was that a teacher trainer should be first and foremost a model teacher, able to articulate practical knowledge and 'bring practical experiences to a theoretical level' (Smith, 2005: 182). Practising what you preach and being able to step back and explain the why and the how grounded in your own experience was effectively demonstrating the theory-from-practice you proposed to enable in your trainees. For teacher educators enhancing reflection and creating an understanding of the professional context, together with empathy and understanding were prioritised. Input, modelling of teaching techniques, subject matter knowledge were not priorities.
Both trainees and trainers recognised that a reflective model was not something that was talked about or transmitted, but dependent on being enacted or done. It came from the bottom-up, from the classroom and from classroom experience, not from external, 'scientific' knowledge. The nature of trainer identity in expository contexts, where being the trainer draws heavily on being the teacher points to trainer credibility and acceptance being dependent, not on the extent of their professional and academic knowledge, but on the fact that they have developed their own theories from use, not from books but from the direct experience and conscious reflection on it that are the twin components at the centre of reflective models in ELT.

The Case of the Missing 'Yes': The Trainer as Trainer

Classrooms of any kind and assessment are inexorably linked. In the discussion of formal classroom settings in chapter 2, 3rd turn position in testing sequences was used to evaluate learner 2nd turn responses to teacher questions and evaluations and the evaluations could be positive or negative. In Seedhouse's discussion of the organization of repair in his language classrooms he noted the relational work that led to the significant presence of mitigated evaluations and so a missing 'no' in teacher assessments of learner language.

In the training classroom we have seen that there are parallels with the language classroom in the generally mitigated negative evaluations contained in trainer repair. But I have also pointed to the case of the missing "yes", in the general absence of strong assessment tokens that are to be found in other kinds of classrooms and in ordinary conversation. Trainees are not praised for their contributions in any of the three interactional contexts. There are few comments which praise the quality of a trainee contribution. When they come, strong assessments of the 'good', 'great', brilliant' sort are commonly directed at process and the successful organizational outcome of a sequence or part of it. In this, trainer high grade assessments have more in common with institutional contexts where key institutional tasks are focused on getting through a series of stages as quickly and efficiently as possible (Antaki et al, 2000).
In ordinary conversation, and in some kinds of classroom, assessments are affilliative and affective, focused on relationships and individuals. In training classrooms assessments are related to a trainer concern with keeping a sequence on track, to aligning the task-as-workplan as far as possible to the task-in-process (cf Seedhouse, 2004: 119), to collective and organizational needs rather than to individual.

The sequential placement and formulatory accompaniment of 'strong assessment' tokens, then, points to a heavily process and organisation focus of assessments, and in fact to all aspects of a trainer's work, and to an importantly managerial identity. Why is this predominant? Language classroom contexts can be extended but usually aren't, certainly not in whole class interaction. Training classroom sequences are notable by their extension, their insertion sequences and their post 3rd turn parts. Expository sequences can be short, like 4.1 and 4.2, but they are more typically extended as in 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. The extended nature of these sequences calls for the kinds of fine-grained managerial and organizational skills that are relevant in ordinary conversation. Unlike other forms of institutional interaction, which can play out under the scaffolding of 'overall structural organization' with well-established turn-function slots (see Zimmerman, 1992; Robinson in Heritage, 2004; Gafaranga and Britten, 2004; Mehan, 1979), trainer talk in any of the 3 main interactional contexts is typically extended and so needs to be locally managed and constructed if it is to reach its pedagogic goals. It does not just happen but takes work, institutional work. The adaptation and specialization of this essentially conversational skill to multi-party settings in extended sequences is arguably central to a trainer's being-the-trainer identity.
This managerial identity is relevant to all three interactional contexts and important respects can be said to display the teaching know-how and modelling of good teaching practice that educational research in chapter two identified as a key skill in being a trainer. But this element of trainer identity is unique to training classrooms. While it might take as its starting point the language classroom, it is developed in the training classroom and is as much an embodiment of being a trainer as the trainer-as-teacher identity I have discussed. The two work together in the three different training classroom contexts to constitute institutionality and the work of being a trainer. Trainer-as-manager involves drawing on and displaying the trainer's organizational knowledge and attends to sequential business. Trainer-as-not ordinary-teacher attends to language and discourse business. These two key elements of a trainer's pedagogic identity call on organizational and language skills but not the trainer-as-methodologist. Being a trainer is not being a good teacher, but it is being good at talking about teaching and the experiences that it is based on and helping others to do so.

**Being the trainer: the trainer as ordinary teacher**

The third key element of trainer identity that chapters 4 and 5 have identified is the people skills of doing being an ordinary teacher that is especially relevant to experiential contexts. This interpersonal identity adds an important relational dimension to the organizational and discourse elements. Indeed we might argue that it is a hidden yet noticeable part of being a trainer. Being ordinary and one of you, is a crucial affiliative underpinning for the trainer-as-not-ordinary teacher, ad the trainer as trainer. Without this fundamental identity connection, the other two might not have a platform.

**Being a trainer in training classroom contexts**

Being a trainer, then has three important elements of institutional identity:

1. The trainer-as-teacher - a discourse-based identity
2. The trainer-as-trainer - an interactional management based identity
3. The trainer-as-colleague - an interpersonal, relationally based identity.
In all three training classroom contexts the different kinds of institutional sequence, their interactional architecture, exemplify the same kind of rational design of institutional interaction underlined by Seedhouse (2004: 181) and by Levinson (1992: 71), the way that devices are organized around a particular goal. A further shared characteristic of second language teacher training and second language language classrooms is their invariant core institutional goal. In language classrooms, the teacher will teach learners the L2, in training classrooms, the trainers will teach the trainees how to teach the L2.

The unique fingerprint of trainer talk in training classrooms which distinguishes it from language classrooms and other forms of institutional talk, and from ordinary conversation is constituted by the following interactional properties:

1. Professional discourse is both the vehicle and object of instruction - the articulation of reflection on experience.
2. There is a reflexive relationship between pedagogy (the institutional identities which embody this particular institutional order) and interaction.
3. The professional discourse that is produced by trainees is not evaluated by trainers but, rather, reformulated to give it relevant precision in terms of accuracy and appropriacy.
   (cf Seedhouse, 2004: 183,184)
It would be too simplistic to equate our three key institutional identities with our three interactional contexts:

- trainer-as-trainer (managerial and organizational) - expository
- trainer-as-teacher (discoursal) - exploratory
- trainer-as-colleague (interpersonal) - experiential

Expository contexts are in fact the most frequently encountered in my training classrooms and, as I have shown, they are typically the sequential gateway to the other two contexts. They establish the trainer's institutionally marked control of topic openings and closings and the two levels of sequential and sequence organization that structure the interaction order. This certainly foregrounds the trainer-as-trainer's managerial identity. And to a degree expository contexts are the places to transmit new information. Reflective models of teacher learning accept that experience alone is not enough data for reflection; it needs to be strengthened by external information sources. However, this kind of information, while necessary is not sufficient. It is no more reliable as a measure of learning than the input-output models of the language classroom questioned by Nunan (1987) and others, or for that matter behavioural explanations of language learning. Something else has to happen beneath the scaffolding.

The flexible, transformational qualities of expository contexts allow them to provide the sequential wherewithal for the deployment of the two other elements of being the trainer, the discoursal and the interpersonal, both crucial to reflective models of teacher learning. The key pedagogic question is of course, to what extent can or will trainers deploy their three key pedagogic identities in ways that will ensure an appropriate ecology of teacher learning in the training classroom? in extract 4.8 and the discussion of interlanguage, at one point the trainer talks of 'idiosyncratic dialects' as another term for interlanguage. Trainer talk is an idiosyncratic dialect and while I would maintain that the properties of trainer talk that I have identified are universal (as does Seedhouse for L2 interaction), the extent and manner of orientation to them by trainers and trainees will not be universally the same. I return to this when discussing pedagogic implications in Part 2 of this chapter.
The reflector identity lodged in the trainer-as-teacher's professional discourse and shaping of trainees is clearly central to the institutional goal of learning how to teach and the currently underlying paradigm of a social constructivist-reflective model which was discussed in chapter 2. But what I have suggested is that this needs a sequential scaffolding and a human touch (the right sort of atmosphere and receptivity discussed by Allwright and Bailey for language classrooms, 1991). The three elements of trainer identity are not easily separable or allocated to a one-to-one relationship with different interactional contexts.

Teacher training is a dialogue or conversation between trainers and trainees with the aim of helping teachers to develop a 'professional identity', which is a mix of knowledge, skills, theories-of-practice and the professional discourse to talk about them. This overarching enabling identity of the trainer involves the deployment of different elements of a trainer's professional identity: expert and knower, reflector, discourse developer, manager, colleague. These identities are sequentially displayed in the three interactional contexts I have described. Furthermore, I have tried to show how going beyond the default situational identity of teacher/trainer through detailed sequential and categorial analysis allows us to go beyond one dimensional models of teaching or training - giving (transmission) or getting (constructivism).

Sacks (1992, Part IV: 217) remarks on the notebooks of writers, poets and novelists and their 'elaborated studies of small, real objects... or extended character observations'. He suggests that it is the job of novelists and poets (out-of-the ordinary people) to make 'distinctive observations about the world and its persons', not an ordinary person. It is something that, in being ordinary, you don't do. The trainer has to combine the by no means easy work of being an ordinary teacher with the sorts of distinctive and extended observations about teaching and learning that are a part of their trainer-as-teacher identity and its main goal of enabling trainees themselves to succeed in developing this professional identity.
Part 2   Conclusions

3 Pedagogic Implications

Learning to teach is not just about what happens in the training classroom. Supervised teaching practice and the post observation feedback dialogue that accompanies it is another important institutional setting. However, the training classroom is a setting which also concerns itself with reflecting on experience, getting new information to inform practice and in turn provide the basis for further reflection. This reflective cycle frames the developing of theories-from-action and interaction that underly social constructivist models of teacher learning. Trainer talk is central in this process.

I have argued that trainer talk is constituted in the enactment of three main kinds of identity which make up the master institutional identity of being a trainer. This overarching pedagogic identity involves organizational, discoursal and relational elements which combine to constitute a trainer's methodology-in-interaction. In my view, the key question in discussing pedagogic implications is that it is the way in which these identities are drawn on, coordinated and interactionally enacted in a specific training classroom setting that constitute good teacher trainer practice.

This ecological approach to teacher training pedagogy is set firmly in a 'post method condition' (Kumaravadivelu, 1994, 2006; Holliday, 1994) where good teaching and training is not following a particular method or approach but being aware of the process options available and making the right strategic decisions in a defined pedagogic context.

Training pedagogy is emergent rather than imposed and depends on both trainer and trainees, upon training styles as well as learning styles and on what stage trainers and learners are at in their learning. The three trainers who were the producers of my trainer talk had rather different styles, which were enacted in different combinations of being-the-trainer identities, with different consequences for the shape of participation structures.
For one trainer, the trainer-as-teacher and its discoursal basis was the most characteristic institutional identity on display. This led to a predominance of expository contexts but with frequent exploratory and experiential embeddings, which allocated trainees-as-teachers turn space to the trainees, with an accompanying willingness to see where things went. For another trainer their trainer-as-trainer managerial identity was to the fore and the demands of the syllabus an apparent influence. This again made for a predominance of expository contexts but with less space for exploratory elements. With the third trainer, trainer-as-trainer and trainer-as-teacher identities were more mixed so that while expository contexts were still the preferred sequential environment for the enactment of these identities, there were more exposed exploratory contexts and fewer embedded. With all three trainers, trainer-as-colleague was an identity threaded through their sessions, in embedded and exposed form.

Having said this, it would be wrong to attribute the differential distribution of identities to trainer style - their idiosyncratic dialects. The needs of a particular kind of training course, the kinds of trainees and the kind of session in a course may lead to variations in the trainer identity mix. The common thread is the locally managed, contingent and interactive nature of training. Training is an accomplishment through talk-in-interaction and a long way from delivering a package of knowledge or skills. We should not confuse the syllabus-as-plan with syllabus-as-process.

My study offers an important addition to the database for training the trainer courses, which often seem to be more concerned with covering rather than uncovering what it is to be a trainer. Paradoxically, this top-down applied science approach to training trainers embodies a now-discarded approach to training teachers. Trainers need to reflect on and articulate their experience as much as the teachers they train; data from training classrooms can provide an important source of input in the development of trainer theories-from-action.

4   Strengths and Limitations

There are a number of limitations to my study. In its reliance on one method and one kind of data it eschewed the triangulation of methods and kinds of data which may improve the reliability of one method and offer a 'truer' empirical picture. The absence of systematic observation and interviews is a possible drawback.
A second limitation relates to the database and the small number of 'cases' on which I am basing my findings. Sampling issues inevitably accompany CA based qualitative studies. While I noted that my database was relatively large in terms of recordings available for transcription and analysis, the number of sessions that were analysed and transcribed and provide the basis for my description of trainer talk is relatively small. Seedhouse's (2004: 84) database was made up of a number of different databases which insured a greater variety of data, measured by country, culture, learners and language background, proficiency and so on. This provides a broader basis for generalizations about the nature of L2 classrooms. It should be said, however, that much of Seedhouse's energies went into the assembling of his interactional data not transcribing it; this was in contrast to the time I spent on transcribing my small number of cases. Sample size arguably restricts generalizability to other training contexts. In this sense my study of institutional interaction is representative in its focus on a few sites (Perakyla, 2004: 297).

A third limitation which is related to the second is that my comparative method was confined to ordinary conversation and to a contrast with other forms of institutional interaction. I was not able to compare other CA studies of ELT teacher trainer talk or training classrooms.

Finally, the nature of teacher trainer talk meant that a complete reliance on CA's third turn proof procedure was not always possible and so it could be argued that I was in danger of doing what CA third turn proof and deviant case procedures are meant to guard against, and that is the substitution of the analyst's interpretation of institutionality for the relevance and procedural consequentiality demonstrated by participants (Schegloff, 1992a; 1992b).

I would maintain that the strengths of my study have a reflexive relationship with its weaknesses. Silverman (2000) has questioned the use of multiple methods to make better analytic sense. The whole picture they offer is, maintains Silverman, an illusion which 'speedily leads to scrappy research based on under-analysed data and an imprecise or theoretically indigestible research problem'. Better to go deep than wide, working within a theoretical perspective and choosing methods that will give you an account of structure and meaning from within that perspective (2000: 99).
The strength in depth of my detailed, often single case approach to sequential and categorial analysis, drawing on cases from a small range of sites, collected over an extended time period, makes for the sort of 'ethnography of situation' that characterises the work of Goffman and the best CA/IT, despite their very different databases and approaches to analysis. While next turn proofs may not always be available, the sequential grounding of interpretations in fine-grained sequential analysis, allied to my own virtual membership status can compensate.

In the absence of comparison with other training classrooms the depth and detail of the analysis in turn provides a stronger basis for the sort of reader authentication and legitimation I discussed in chapter 3. Sacks (1992) claimed that tearing apart any piece of spoken interaction allows us to see the machinery or technology of conversation. Perakyla's (2004) argument that generalizability in studies of institutional interaction is not (and cannot be) based on distributional realities of language use, but on its possibilities is founded on this central idea in CA. Practices may not be actualized in the same way in different settings, but they can be, if we accept the proposition that professionals (in this case English language teacher trainers) anywhere have the same machinery or set of interactional competencies available for use. Whether they do so is not so important as the fact that they can do so if they choose.

5 Future Research

Following on from my discussion of strengths and weaknesses, I feel that there are four main avenues for future research on training classroom interaction as a variety of institutional interaction.

1. Studies of other contexts of L2 trainer talk for comparative purposes and to have a better sense of the variables that are seemingly influential in differential actualizations of trainer talk and the identities that I have argued constitute it.
2. Studies of the training classroom equivalent of Seedhouse's task-oriented contexts to see how they relate to other training classroom contexts and contribute to the institutional goal of teacher learning.
3. Studies of particular aspects of teacher trainer talk - assessments, repair or formulations, for example.
4. Ethnographic case studies of teacher trainers, drawing on interviews, participant observation and audio or video recordings.
6 Final Comments

This descriptive study of teacher trainer talk has confirmed the primacy of context in studying any form of social interaction, perhaps most especially institutional interaction. But it has also underlined a crucial methodological maxim underlying many qualitative studies of face-to-face interaction. The context is not a given and should not be taken-for granted. It must be created by the interactants, whatever performances or texts might be prepared beforehand, whatever we might know or believe about the extra-situational context and its influence. In talking of the nature of lecture talk, Goffman says

......we can begin to learn about a basic feature of all face-to-face interactions, namely how the wider worlds of structures and positions is bled into these occasions. The predetermined text (and its implied authorial self) that the speaker brings to a podium is somewhat like other external matters that present themselves to a local situation..... In all these cases, a translation problem exists. Externally grounded properties whose shape and form have nothing to do with face-to-face interaction must be identified and mapped with such ingredients as are available to and in local settings. The external must be melded to the internal, coupled in some way, if only to be systematically disattended. (1981: 103)

Situations, and so institutions, have to be talked into being, they are not ready made texts, or scripts. This is so, even if they appear to be. Goffman talks of properties external to face-to-face interaction which have nothing to do with it. This would seem wrong for institutional interaction. Surely we as analysts or participants should bring these properties with us into the talk. But Goffman's point, like CA's, is that the interaction order is a world of its own, both part of but apart from that other world, and needing to be talked into being, whether institutionally or conversationally.

Trainer talk and the identities that shape it has to be created and recreated in each instance, and this is an accomplishment on the part of both trainers and trainees. Goffman's suggestion that external, person properties (like trainer) have no importance in the interaction seem not to be applicable to institutional discourse. But who you are professionally or personally requires interactional work. This is probably the most important part of a trainer's job and it involves all three of the interactional identities I have identified and described.
Appendix 1

ICELT Aims (2005: 2,3)
ICELT programmes are designed to enable candidates to:
1. extend their knowledge and awareness of those aspects of language which are relevant to their professional practice
2. extend their understanding of the context in which their learners are learning English, and of the principles underlying language learning and teaching
3. extend their familiarity with resources and materials for English Language teaching and develop their ability to use, evaluate and, where appropriate, adapt or create classroom materials
4. consolidate their planning and their practical teaching skills
5. identify learner needs, monitor and evaluate learner progress and develop awareness of different means of assessment
6. identify needs and opportunities to further their development as professionals
7. extend their knowledge and understanding of the language required for their professional role, and improve their ability to use English both generally and for classroom purposes.

DELTA Aims (1998: 2)
The DELTA is intended to offer candidates who have substantial experience of teaching English to adult speakers of other languages the opportunity to:

• acquire new insights into this area and a deeper understanding of the principles and practice of ELT to adults;
• examine their current practices and beliefs;
• apply the results of their learning and reflection to their current professional lives and to circumstances beyond their present and previous teaching experience.
Appendix 2 Transcript Conventions

? rising intonation
. falling intonation
, continuing intonation
drink! exclamatory tone
TEXT syllable stress
Now stressed word
(1.0) timed pause
< > spoken slowly
> < spoken rapidly
: lengthened syllable
- word cutoff
= latched talk
{ } backchannel
[ ] overlapping speech
// a number of speakers talking at once
↓now↓ spoken softly
↑now↑ spoken loudly
hh audible breathing
(( )) paralinguistic behaviour
(xxxx) unclear or unintelligible speech
(happy) uncertain transcription
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